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All That's Bright and Gone
Subtitle: A Novel

Eliza Nellums
Fans of Jodi Picoult and Fredrik Backman will fall for this
tenderhearted debut mystery following a young girl on a quest to save
her family.
I know my brother is dead. But sometimes Mama gets confused.
There's plenty about the grownup world that six-year-old Aoife doesn't
understand. Like what happened to her big brother Theo and why her mama is
in the hospital instead of home where she belongs. Uncle Donny says she just
needs to be patient, but Aoife's sure her mama won't be able to come home
until Aoife learns what really happened to her brother. The trouble is no one
wants to talk about Theo because he was murdered. But by whom?
With her imaginary friend Teddy by her side and the detecting skills of her
nosy next door neighbor, Aoife sets out to uncover the truth about her family.
But as her search takes her from the banks of Theo's secret hideout by the
river to the rooftops overlooking Detroit, Aoife will learn that some secrets can't
stay hidden forever and sometimes the pain we bury is the biggest secret of
them all.

ON SALE 12/10/2019

Announced 1st Print: 20,000
CROOKED LANE BOOKS
HC: 9781643852379 / $26.99/$35.99
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Carton Count: 12

Driven by Aoife's childlike sincerity and colored by her vivid imagination, All
That's Bright and Gone illuminates the unshakeable bond between families--and
the lengths we'll go to bring our loved ones home.
UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE: Featuring a precocious six-year-old, this is the perfect next read
for fans of books like Emma Donoghue's Room and Mark Haddon's The Curious Incident
of the Dog in the Night-Time.
UPMARKET MYSTERY: Mystery readers eager for a little something extra in their next
read will love the light magical realism taking this story to the next level. Is Aoife
imagining things? Or is all not as it seems?
AN ALTERNATIVE TO DARK SUSPENSE: With endearing characters at its core, this
heartfelt debut is perfect for mystery readers tired of toxic relationships, amnesiatic
protagonists, and the tired trope: "the husband did it."

Publicity and Marketing
National print publicity
ARCs and e-ARCs
Bookspan direct mail/e-mail campaign
reaching 1.2 million readers
Giveaway: Crooked Lane, Author, Mystery
Community sites, blogs, and social media
VIP librarian and bookseller mailings
Featured title on MysteryGuild.com, MG
Facebook, CrookedLaneBooks.com, and
Crooked Lane's Casebook newsletter
Regional author promotion and
conferences
Promotion on author's social media and
newsletters

"A luminous debut." --Alan Bradley, New York Times bestselling author of the Flavia de
Luce mysteries
"Prepare to fall in love . . . Eliza Nellums is one to watch." --Rhiannon Navin,
international bestselling author of Only Child

Author Bio: Eliza Nellums is a member of the Metro Wriders and has a
Masters degree from the University of Michigan. Raised in the Detroit suburbs,
Elizabeth now lives with her cat in Washington, DC where she is the manager of
a grants program at the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation. Her short story
"Changelings" was published in the anthology Magical. All That's Bright and
Gone is her debut novel.
Residence: Hyattsville, MD

All That's Bright and Gone
Eliza Nellums
" A luminous debut. Eliza Nellums' six-year-old Aoife (pronounced "EE-fah", if you please) will knock you cock-a-hoop. A hero's
journey, with possible angels, ghosts, and Teddies. It will change forever the way you look at the little girl next door."
--Alan Bradley, New York Times bestselling author of the Flavia de Luce mysteries
"A gripping and affecting debut that will leave you laughing. Prepare to fall in love with this beautiful mystery and six-year-old
Aoife. Eliza Nellums is one to watch."
--Rhiannon Navin, international bestselling author of Only Child
" All That's Bright and Gone is all that a coming-of-age story should be. E n d e a r i n g , f u n n y , a n d p o i g n a n t, you'll be charmed
by six-year-old narrator Aiofe and be rooting for her as she tries to come to terms with the complexities of life by solving the
mystery of death."
--Lesley Kagen, New York Times bestselling author of Whistling in the Dark
" Eliza Nellums has crafted a mesmerizing debut novel. Pulled into the world of Aoife, a six-year-old girl searching for the truth
about her brother, we experience her grief and hope as our own as the mystery twists and turns to an unexpected ending. A
t h o r o u g h l y e n g a g i n g r e a d !"
--Wendy Walker, bestselling author of The Night Before
" A dreamlike, enthralling whodunit for fans of The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time, filtered through the
imaginative mind of a precocious six-year-old girl. An i m p r e s s i v e debut."
--A. J. Banner, USA Today and #1 Amazon bestselling author
" H e a r t - w r e n c h i n g . . . Nellums takes her readers on a twisty carnival ride."
--Susan Crawford, bestselling author of The Other Widow
"A thoughtful, compelling, thrilling mystery with heart."
--Laurie Petrou, award-winning author of Love, Heather
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Best Kept Secrets
Subtitle: A Novel

Tracey S. Phillips
Best friends tell each other everything.
Even their deepest, darkest secrets--pinky promise.
Right?
Morgan Jewell and Fay Ramsey are enjoying their last summer together
before college. Fay is shy, with a controlling mother, and Morgan is the perfect,
wild, loud-mouthed yang to Fay's yin. But when Fay is found dead, Morgan's
entire world crumbles.
Years later, Morgan is still haunted by the abrupt end to her best friend's
life. She knew Fay held a secret in those final days, but Morgan, now a homicide
detective, has failed to make a picture out of the crooked puzzle pieces she left
behind. Nothing makes sense. The leads have run dry. Until she's called to the
scene of a murder: a woman whose body is left mangled, too similar to Fay's to
ignore.

ON SALE 10/8/2019

Announced 1st Print: 20,000
CROOKED LANE BOOKS
HC: 9781643852270 / $26.99/$35.99
EL: 9781643852287 / $12.99/$16.99
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Publicity and Marketing
National print publicity
ARCs and e-ARCs
Bookspan direct mail/e-mail campaign
reaching 1.2 million readers
Giveaway: Crooked Lane, Author, Mystery
Community sites, blogs, and social media
VIP librarian and bookseller mailings
Featured title on MysteryGuild.com, MG
Facebook, CrookedLaneBooks.com, and
Crooked Lane's Casebook newsletter
Regional author promotion and
conferences
Promotion on author's social media and
newsletters

Could it be? Morgan vowed to do right by Fay. This is the case she's been
waiting for to set her back on the killer's trail. But the closer she gets, the
harder it forces her to confront the memories of herself and her best friend.
What was her secret? What got her killed? Maybe Morgan didn't know her at all.
BESTSELLING TRADITION: In the vein of Heather Gudenkauf, Mary Kubica, and Alison
Gaylin, this dark and twisty novel takes obsession and friendship to the next level.
TWISTED SUSPENSE: Readers are asking for more domestic suspense featuring twisted
intimate relationships and Phillips delivers with Best Kept Secrets, which follows best
friends and siblings, driven to terrible acts.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane is comfortable with domestic suspense as shown by
Lies She Told and Sister of Mine.

Author Bio: Tracey S. Phillips is a serial artist. She grew up in Indianapolis
and is the daughter of an artist and granddaughter of a pianist, teacher, and
honored supporter of musical arts. Somewhere along the road, she married her
best friend and became the mother of two children. She holds a successful
career teaching piano lessons. Best Kept Secrets is her debut novel.
Residence: Verona, WI Hometown: Indianapolis, IN

Best Kept Secrets
Tracey S. Phillips
Praise for Best Kept Secrets:
"Beautifully put together. Look out...there's a new female detective (and talented author) in town. Tracey S. Phillips's Best Kept
Secrets is a twisty, tantalizing read."
--Karen Harper, New York Times bestselling author of Dark Storm
"A thrilling ride!"
--Sarah Meuleman, author of Find Me Gone
"A gritty and absorbing story from a promising author."
--Libby Fischer Hellmann, author of the Georgia Davis PI novels
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Bound for Murder
Subtitle: A Blue Ridge Library Mystery
Series/Series #: BLUE RIDGE LIBRARY MYSTERY, A, #4

Victoria Gilbert
Blue Ridge library director Amy Webber learns it wasn't all peace and
love among the "flower children" when a corpse is unearthed on the
grounds of a 1960s commune.
Taylorsford Public Library director Amy Webber's friend "Sunny" Fields is
running for mayor. But nothing puts a damper on a campaign like an actual
skeleton in a candidate's closet. Sunny's grandparents ran a commune back in
the 1960s on their organic farm. But these former hippies face criminal charges
when human remains are found in their fields--and a forensic examination
reveals that the death was neither natural nor accidental.
With Sunny's mayoral hopes fading, Amy sets her wedding plans aside, says
"not yet" to the dress, and uses her research skills to clear her best friend's
family. Any of the now-elderly commune members could have been the culprit.
As former hippies perish one by one, Amy and her friends Richard, Aunt Lydia,
and Hugh Chen pursue every lead. But if Amy can't find whoever killed these
"flower children," someone may soon be placing flowers on her grave.
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Carton Count: 12

Publicity and Marketing
National print publicity
ARCs and e-ARCs
Bookspan direct mail/e-mail campaign
reaching 1.2 million readers
Giveaway: Crooked Lane, Author, Mystery
Community sites, blogs, and social media
VIP librarian and bookseller mailings
Featured title on MysteryGuild.com, MG
Facebook, CrookedLaneBooks.com, and
Crooked Lane's Casebook newsletter
Regional author promotion and
conferences
Promotion on author's social media and
newsletters

FILM/TV RIGHTS OPTIONED: We have recently sold the film/tv rights for the first two
books in the series to Sony.
STRONG SALES: The sales of the series has far exceeded expectations. This is a great
series that will continue to grow.
LIBRARY HOOK: Cozy readers flock to library- and book-themed cozies, as evidenced by
the strong sales of authors like Miranda James and Jenn McKinlay. This hook--a library
in a small-town--is sure to entice these readers.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the cozy genre, as
evinced by Elementary, She Read and Death Overdue, so UNTITLED will fit right at
home with our list.
LIBRARIAN AUTHOR: Victoria Gilbert is an experienced librarian whose work will have
strong appeal in the library market. She is also a member of Sisters in Crime.
CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED: The series debut was a Southern Book Prize longlist finalist, a
SIBA Fall 2017 pick, and received winning reviews from all four trade magazines.

Series Overview: Librarian Amy Webber uses her reference skills to solve
murders in her small Virginia home town.
Author Bio: Victoria Gilbert, raised in the shadow of the Blue Ridge
Mountains, turned her early obsession with reading into a dual career as an
author and librarian. Victoria has worked as a reference librarian, research
librarian, and library director. When not writing or reading, she likes to spend
her time watching films, gardening, or traveling. She is a member of Sisters in
Crime and International Thriller Writers and lives in North Carolina. This is her
fourth Blue Ridge Library mystery.
Residence: Winston-Salem, NC

Bound for Murder
Victoria Gilbert
Praise for A Murder for the Books:
SIBA Fall 2017 Okra Pick
"Gilbert's series kickoff offers an intricate mystery, an interesting look at the past, and a clever and determined heroine."
--Kirkus Reviews
"This debut mystery and series launch by a former librarian is an intriguing cozy that combines historical tidbits, a taste of the
supernatural, a budding romance, and humor. Fans of Miranda James and Jenn McKinlay will welcome a new librarian sleuth to the
fold."
--Library Journal
" Captivating...Cozy fans will look forward to seeing more of the appealing Amy."
--Publishers Weekly
" Nicely framed by details of library work and research."
--Booklist
"As cozy mysteries go, this is one of the best."
--NY Journal of Books
"The perfect cozy mystery. The characters are interesting and can easily be seen as people you might know. The town sounds
delightfully quirky with the beautiful setting of the Blue Ridge Mountains in the background. I can't wait to read the next book in the
series."
--Killer Nashville
"This book pulled me in from the first, humorous paragraph...A captivating cast of secondary characters and a dollop of romance add
spice to this promising debut. I can't wait for the next in the series."
--Laura DiSilverio, national bestselling and award-winning author of the Readaholics Book Club mysteries
"An intricately plotted library whodunit that both cozy readers and librarians will love!"
--Amanda Flower, USA Today bestselling and award-winning author of Assaulted Caramel
"Victoria Gilbert delivers an entertaining mystery with a sizzle of romance, a dash of history and a scintillating hint of the
supernatural. Cozy readers will find all the right elements to curl up and have fun."
--Victoria Abbott, award-winning author of the Book Collector mysteries
"Small towns hide big secrets, and Taylorsford is no exception--a perfect cozy setting with eccentric locals, a handsome neighbor,
and a wise, determined librarian who turns detective to solve a decades-old murder. Great fun!"
--Julia Buckley, author of the Writer's Apprentice mysteries
"Gilbert keeps readers wondering till the tale's rewarding conclusion, one that they will not see coming and that will leave them
wanting more from the author."
--IndiePicks Magazine
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Buried in the Stacks
Subtitle: A Haunted Library Mystery
Series/Series #: HAUNTED LIBRARY MYSTERY, A, #3

Allison Brook
Librarian Carrie Singleton is building a haven, but one of her
neighbors is m i sbehavin'. Can resident spirit Evelyn help Carrie catch
the culprit who made her a ghost?
In winter, the Haunted Library is a refuge for homeless townspeople. When a
group purchases a vacant house to establish a daytime haven for the homeless,
Carrie offers the library as a meeting place for the Haven House committee, but
quickly learns that it may be used for illegal activities.
As the new Sunshine Delegate, Carrie heads to the hospital to visit her
cantankerous colleague, Dorothy, who had fallen outside the local supermarket.
She tells Carrie that her husband tried to kill her--and that he murdered her
Aunt Evelyn, the library's resident ghost, six years earlier.

ON SALE 9/10/2019

Announced 1st Print: 25,000
CROOKED LANE BOOKS
HC: 9781643851389 / $26.99/$35.99
EL: 9781643851396 / $12.99/$16.99
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Publicity and Marketing
National print publicity
ARCs and e-ARCs
Bookspan direct mail/e-mail campaign
reaching 1.2 million readers
Giveaway: Crooked Lane, Author, Mystery
Community sites, blogs, and social media
VIP librarian and bookseller mailings
Featured title on MysteryGuild.com, MG
Facebook, CrookedLaneBooks.com, and
Crooked Lane's Casebook newsletter
Regional author promotion and
conferences
Promotion on author's social media and
newsletters

And then Dorothy is murdered--run off the road as soon as she returns to
work. Evelyn implores Carrie to find her niece's killer, but that's no easy task:
Dorothy had made a hobby of blackmailing her neighbors and colleagues.
Carrie, Evelyn, and Smoky Joe the cat are on the case, but are the library cards
stacked against them?
STRONG SELLER: The series debut Death Overdue had excellent sales, was nominated
for an Agatha award, saw strong reviews, and was pick of the month for Library
Journal. Buried in the Stacks is expected to continue the series's strong performance.
LIBRARY HOOK: Cozy readers flock to library- and book-themed cozies, as evidenced by
the strong sales of authors like Miranda James and Jenn McKinlay. This hook--a library
in a small-town with a fun supernatural twist--is sure to entice these readers.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the cozy genre, as
evinced by Agatha and Lefty award winner Plantation Shudders, and Elementary, She
Read, so Buried in the Stacks will fit right at home on our list.

Series Overview: Head of library programs, Carrie Singleton investigates
eerie murders with the help of a friendly library ghost in Clover Ridge,
Connecticut.
Author Bio: A former Spanish teacher, Allison Brook writes mysteries,
romantic suspense, and novels for young readers. She loves traveling, reading,
knitting, doing Sudoku, and visiting with her grandchildren, Olivia and Jack, on
FaceTime. She lives on Long Island with Sammy, her feisty red cat. This is her
third Haunted Library mystery.
Residence: New York, NY

Buried in the Stacks
Allison Brook
Praise for R e a d a n d G o n e:
"Brook takes the Lincoln's doctor's dog approach to the genre, piling cat on ghost on is-he-is-or-is-he-ain't-her-boyfriend to provide a
cornucopia of coziness."
--Kirkus Reviews
"The library frame, plot twists, a library cat, a ghost (former library aide Evelyn), a romance, and, of course, the principled Carrie in
the lead make this cozy, set during the December holiday season, a delight. Readers may also enjoy Nancy Atherton and Carolyn
Haines, whose books also include helpful, opinionated ghosts."
--Booklist
"A real page turner. I can't wait for number three!"
--Suspense Magazine
"Another superbly crafted novel by a master of the mystery and suspense genre."
--Midwest Book Review
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The Course of All Treasons
Subtitle: An Elizabethan Spy Mystery
Series/Series #: ELIZABETHAN SPY MYSTERY, AN, #2

Suzanne M. Wolfe
The Elizabethan court is beset by traitors at home and abroad as
spies, rogues, and would-be usurpers of the throne vie for power.
England, 1586. Tensions rise as threats to the realm abound. Traitors are
plotting for Mary Queen of Scots to depose Elizabeth I and take the throne.
Rumors of a Spanish invasion by sea mount daily. And the body of one of Sir
Francis Walsingham's agents is found floating in the Thames as other agents
face enemies armed with crossbows and vials of poison.
Nicholas Holt, a spy in Walsingham's employ, narrowly averts the same fate
while setting off in pursuit of the killer--or killers. And when he surprises a
suspect in the company of a Spanish agent, he believes he's close not only to
solving the case but preventing an act of high treason.

ON SALE 12/10/2019
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CROOKED LANE BOOKS
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But soon, the attacks begin to threaten Nick's circle of friends. As those he
loves face mortal peril, Nick must unravel the tangled plot, all the while steering
a careful path through the fierce rivalry between Walsingham's agents and
those of the Queen's favorite, the upstart Earl of Essex. Now it's a race to the
breathless conclusion as Nick desperately searches for the answers that can
save the day--and a vestige of loyalty that can save his own life.
PITCH PERFECT HISTORICAL: Fans of the Elizabethan era, the infamous Tudors, as well
as historical mysteries will instantly be drawn to Suzanne M. Wolfe's Elizabethan Spy
series.
CROOKED LANE STRENGTH: As evidenced by Laura Joh Rowland's The Ripper's Shadow,
and D. M. Quincy's Murder in Mayfair, Crooked Lane historical mysteries are strong
sellers.
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR: Suzanne Wolfe's Confessions of X was the winner of
Christianity Today's 2017 Book of the Year Award. She knows what she's doing when it
comes to writing about history.
Praise for A M u r d e r B y A n y N a m e:
"Captivating...Fans of Fiona Buckley's Ursula Blanchard and Kathy Lynn Emerson's
Rosamond Jaffrey will be delighted to add Wolfe to their reading lists."
--Booklist

Series Overview: Nicholas Holt, with his connections to the political world of
Elizabethan England, must solve sinister murders while staying in the Queen's
good graces.
Author Bio: S u z a n n e M . W o l f e grew up in England and read English
Literature at Oxford University. Wolfe is the author of the novels, The
Confessions of X, winner of Christianity Today's 2017 Book of the Year Award,
and Unveiling. She lives in the Pacific Northwest.
Residence: Shoreline, WA

The Course of All Treasons
Suzanne M. Wolfe
"[A] promising series launch... Fans of Elizabethan historicals will be satisfied."
--Publishers Weekly
"An excellent series kickoff by Wolfe that cleverly highlights both the mystery and the many ills of Elizabethan times."
--Kirkus Reviews
"In vivid passages, Suzanne Wolfe's novel brings to the reader the light and dark of Elizabethan England, its squalor and splendor,
filth and riches, intrigues and delights."
--NY Journal of Books
"A fast-paced read that held my attention strongly throughout...Wolfe crafts a protagonist who is sympathetic as well as empathetic
while retaining historical accuracy."
--Historical Novels Review
"A deeply atmospheric and richly textured Elizabethan mystery...[A] compelling Elizabethan mystery."
--Shelley Freydont, New York Times bestselling author
"Wolfe's descriptions are unparalleled, immersing the reader in the time period as they join her wily protagonist on his quest to
catch a cold-hearted killer."
--Anna Lee Huber, bestselling author of the Lady Darby Mysteries
"I stayed up reading much too late to finish this book! Wonderful Elizabethan atmosphere, well-drawn and unusual characters, action
and intrigue and excitement--I felt like I was in the 1570s"
--Amanda Carmack, award-winning author of the Elizabethan mysteries
"Bewitching! Suzanne Wolfe opens the door to Elizabethan life through her masterful creation of the sympathetic spy, Nicholas Holt.
An exciting start to a promising new historical mystery series."
--Naomi Hirahara, Edgar Award-winning author of the Mas Arai series
"A classically plotted whodunit set against the background of Elizabethan London and the court of Queen Elizabeth the First, both of
them well researched and vividly realized, with a wealth of detail. One can almost smell the reek of the 16th century streets and
waterways."
--Fiona Buckley, author of the Ursula Blanchard Elizabethan mysteries
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Crossroad
Subtitle: A Novel

W. H. Cameron
On a desolate road in the Oregon high desert, an apprentice mortician
stumbles upon a horrific car crash--and into a vortex of treachery,
long-buried secrets, and growing menace.
Melisende Dulac is a fish out of water after relocating from the East Coast to
a small community in the Oregon high desert. But just as she's beginning to
think of Barlow County as home, her life takes an ominous turn when she
comes upon a grisly multiple car wreck and three shattered bodies on an
isolated road outside of town. Near the scene, Melisende trips over a fourth
body, that of a newborn girl lying a physics-defying distance from the wreckage.
There is no one to claim the infant, nor a clear indication she was even part of
the accident.
The crash offers plenty of opportunities for an apprentice mortician--but
when the victims' bodies are stolen from her family's mortuary, Melisende is
branded suspect number one. Then, Portland lawyer Kendrick Pride arrives on
the scene on behalf of one of the victim's families--or so he says--and
Melisende begins to see that there's much more to this enigmatic figure than
meets the eye.
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As the shadows gather and the mystery deepens, Melisende must race to
find the truth--or be swallowed by the darkness.
BESTSELLING TRADITION: A great new series for fans of New York Times bestseller
Linda Castillo's Kate Burkholder series and Julia Keller.
HOUSE SPECIALTY: With strong sales of titles like Dark Road Home and Time of Death,
Crooked Lane has been tremendously successful publishing mysteries set in small
towns. This book falls right in line with what we do best.
HEROINE WITH AN EDGE: Female protagonists with weighty backstories are burning up
the lists. Melisende's troubled past makes her exactly the kind of character readers will
fall in love with.
AUTHOR EXPERIENCE: Having written several highly praised, award-winning, and
starred-review-earning books under his real name, W. H. knows exactly what he's doing.

Author Bio: When he's not tending his chickens, W . H . C a m e r o n shapes
unruly words into captivating people caught in harrowing situations. As Bill
Cameron he's the author of the critically-acclaimed Skin Kadash mysteries. His
stories have appeared in Alfred Hitchcock's Mystery Magazine, Portland Noir,
Lee Child's First Thrills anthology, and more. His work has been nominated for
the Left Coast Crime Rocky Award, the CWA Short Story Dagger, and multiple
times for the Spotted Owl, which he won for County Line. His YA mystery
Property of the State was named one of Kirkus Reviews Best Books of 2016:
Teen.
Residence: Eugene, OR
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Echoes of the Fall
Subtitle: An Earl Marcus Mystery
Series/Series #: EARL MARCUS MYSTERY, AN, #3

Hank Early
Earl Marcus has faced a litany of demons in his time, but a grisly
murder sends him spiraling into a vortex of long-buried secrets.
After losing a hotly contested sheriff's race to the lackey of corrupt politician
Jeb Walsh, Earl Marcus has had the worst summer of his life. But worst turns
deadly when a body turns up on Earl's front lawn, accompanied by a cryptic
letter.
Earl finds a cell phone in the victim's car and tracks it to The Harden School,
an old, isolated campus surrounded by barbed wire and locked gates, and
catches a sneak peek at a file labeled complaints, where he finds a familiar
name: Jeb Walsh. Jeb's ex-wife Eleanor had lodged multiple complaints against
the school on behalf of her son, and when he contacts Eleanor, the horrifying
truth begins to emerge.
Desperate to make a connection between the school and the dead man, Earl
journeys into a world where nothing is sacred.
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BESTSELLING TRADITION: The gritty southern Georgia mountain setting will appeal to
fans of John Hart and Crooked Letter, Crooked Letter.
QUALITY REVIEWS: The series debut Heaven's Crooked Finger received a starred review
from Kirkus and several other winning blurbs from renowned mystery authors such as
NYT bestseller Phillip Margolin and WSJ bestseller John Rector who called it "a truly
astonishing debut, and one of the best rural mysteries [he's] ever read" and called
Hank Early "a rare talent." Bram Stoker Award-nominated author Bracken MacLeod calls
Heaven's Crooked Finger "one of the very best novels [he's] read this year," and goes
on to say "This book is an expert mixture of action, suspense, and compelling
characterization that easily establishes Early as a literary force of nature."
Praise for I n t h e V a l l e y o f t h e D e v i l:
"Dan Brown's fans should enjoy the mixing of supernatural and thriller elements here;
those who favor southern mysteries with gothic elements will be another audience."
--Booklist

Author Bio: H a n k E a r l y is a middle school teacher and writer located in
Central Alabama. He enjoys good beer, strong coffee, and wild storms. He's
married and has two kids who are constantly giving him ideas for his next
novel. This is his third Earl Marcus mystery.
Residence: Hoover, AL

Echoes of the Fall
Hank Early
Praise for I n t h e V a l l e y o f t h e D e v i l:
"With In the Valley of the Devil, Early cements his position as one of the most innovative voices in mystery and proves he's an
author who isn't afraid to tackle important issues without sounding preachy or compromising entertainment."
--Criminal Element
"A storyline that will make the heart pump faster with its intensity... In the Valley of the Devil will appeal to anyone who likes the
hardboiled Southern private eye novel where evil lurks beneath the surface of a quiet little town."
--NY Journal of Books
"Hank Early pens rural noir with the best of them, and his protagonist, Earl Marcus, is a worthy addition to the canon of hard-as-bark
detectives."
--Laird Barron, author of Blood Standard
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Fatal Cajun Festival
Subtitle: A Cajun Country Mystery
Series/Series #: CAJUN COUNTRY MYSTERY, A, #5

Ellen Byron
USA Today bestselling and award-winning author Ellen Byron cranks it
up to eleven in the fifth fast and funny Cajun Country mystery.
Louisiana B&B owner Maggie Crozat kicks up her heels at a country
music festival--but she'll have one foot in the grave if she can't bring
the killer of a diva's hanger-on to heel.
Grab your tickets for Cajun Country Live!, the pickers' and crooners' answer
to the legendary New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival. Maggie Crozat,
proprietor of the Crozat Plantation B&B, plans to be in the cheering section
when her friend Gaynell Bourgeois takes the stage with her band, Gaynell and
the Gator Girls.
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The festival's headliner, native daughter Tammy Barker, rocketed to
stardom on a TV singing competition. She has the voice of an angel...and the
personality of a devilish diva. But Maggie learns that this tiny terror carries a
grudge against Gaynell. She's already sabotaged the Gator Girls' JazzFest
audition. When a member of Tammy's entourage is murdered at the festival,
Tammy makes sure Gaynell is number one on the suspect list.
Gaynell has plenty of company on that list--including every one of Tammy's
musicians. Posing as a groupie, Maggie infiltrates Tammy's band and will have
to hit all the right notes to clear her friend's name.
STRONG SALES: Byron is accruing a solid fan base, and sales of her books have far
exceeded expectations. This is a great series that will continue to grow.
PROMOTIONAL DYNAMO: Byron is a media veteran, and goes above and beyond to
promote her book on her social media accounts and through self-made promotional
giveaway items. She is also a member of MWA, Sisters in Crime, and WGA West.
AUTHENTIC SOUTHERN ATMOSPHERE: Readers will wish they were Bayou-bound after a
taste of Byron's southern charm.
T.V. PACING: A television writer on sitcom classics like Wings and Just Shoot Me, Byron
knows how to keep a read fast and fun.
INCLUDES RECIPES: Readers will enjoy more of Byron's savory and sweet Southern
concoctions.

Author Bio: USA Today bestselling author Ellen Byron is a television writer,
playwright, and freelance journalist. Her TV credits include Wings, Still
Standing, and Just Shoot Me, and her written work has appeared in Glamour,
Redbook, and Seventeen, among others. She lives in the Los Angeles area with
her husband, their daughter, and the family's very spoiled rescue dog. A native
New Yorker, Ellen still misses her hometown and still drives like a New York
Cabbie. This is her fifth Cajun Country mystery.
Residence: Studio City, CA

Fatal Cajun Festival
Ellen Byron
Praise for Fatal Cajun Festival:
"Down-home Cajun charm, a climatic surprise, and praline recipes: How sweet it is."
- Kirkus Reviews
Praise for M a r d i G r a s M u r d e r:
"Byron embeds her tricky mystery in an amusing and informative tale of Cajun life and the logistical travails of Mardi Gras."
--Kirkus Reviews
"Superior...Well-rounded characters, a fair-play plot, entertaining repartee, as well as dashes of Cajun lore and Louisiana history
make this cozy a winner."
--Publishers Weekly
" Mardi Gras Murder has all the best elements in cozy mystery. Readers get a great mystery with suspense, love, and humor."
--Night Owl Reviews
"Southern charm meets the dark mystery of the bayou...A simmering gumbo of a humorous whodunit."
--BOLO Books
"This is a welcome addition to Byron's Cajun Country series, with its fast-moving plot and likeable characters. Lots of fun and
delicious recipes, too!"
--Suspense Magazine
Praise for A Cajun Christmas Killing:
"Superb...there's no end to the mischief and mayhem in this exceptional cozy."
--Publishers Weekly starred review
"Amid the slew of Christmas cozies, Byron spices up the genre with her colorful Cajun Louisiana setting and entertaining
protagonist."
--Library Journal
"Fun and heartwarming, a real holiday treat."
--San Francisco Book Review, five-star review
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Fatal Roots
Subtitle: A County Cork Mystery
Series/Series #: COUNTY CORK MYSTERY, A, #8

Sheila Connolly
Some secrets are too big to stay buried...
A few months ago, Boston expat Maura Donovan was rekindled with her
mother after more than twenty years of absence. Since then, Maura has been
getting accustomed to Irish living, complete with an inherited house and a pub
named Sullivan's. But now, her mother has returned--and she's brought Maura's
half-sister in tow. To make matters more confusing, a handful of Cork University
students are knocking on Maura's door asking about a mystical fairy fort that
happens to be located on Maura's piece of land.
The lore indicates that messing with the fort can cause bad luck, and most
everyone is telling Maura not to get too involved for fear of its powers, but
Maura is curious about her own land, and she definitely doesn't buy into the
superstition. Then one of the students disappears after a day of scoping out the
fort on Maura's property.
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Maura treads carefully, asking the folks around town who might have an
idea, but no one wants anything to do with these forts. She has to take matters
into her own hand--it's her land, after all. But when she uncovers a decades-old
corpse buried in the center of the fort, nothing is for certain.
ALLURE OF THE IRISH: Connolly is the most prominent cozy author to write about
Ireland and its culture and charm. The Irish-based cozy series fills a gap in the
marketplace.
STELLAR TRACK: Cruel Winter, Connolly's first title in this series with Crooked Lane,
performed very well in hardcover and ebook. Her loyal fan base loves this series and
keeps coming back for more.
TRADE PAPERBACK TIE-IN: Fatal Roots will be published to tie-in with the December
2019 release of the trade paperback edition of the previous series installment The Lost
Traveller.
PRO AUTHOR: With over thirty titles to her name, Connolly has proven herself as a
master of the cozy genre. She is also a New York Times bestselling author and an
Anthony and Agatha Award nominee. She is a member of MWA and Sisters-in-Crime,
and is the former president of the New England branch of Sisters-in-Crime.

Author Bio: Sheila Connolly is the Anthony and Agatha Award-nominated
author of over thirty titles, including the Museum Mysteries, the Orchard
Mysteries, and the County Cork Mysteries, in addition to the Relatively Dead
paranormal romance e-series, the standalone books Once She Knew, a romantic
suspense, and Reunion with Death, a traditional mystery set in Tuscany, as well
as a number of short stories in various anthologies. She lives in Massachusetts
with her husband and three cats and visits Ireland as often as she can. This is
her eighth County Cork mystery.
Residence: Middleborough, MA

Fatal Roots
Sheila Connolly
Praise for The Lost Traveller:
"This seventh in Anthony and Agatha Award nominee Connolly's 'County Cork Mystery' series (after Many a Twist) is a thoughtfully
executed and charmingly talkative cozy. The Irish setting is authentic, Maura is a delight, and the characters are gaining depth as
this series matures."
--Library Journal starred review
"Inviting...As usual, Connolly's lively characters and lovely landscape enhance her well-wrought, thought-provoking plot. Series fans
won't be disappointed."
--Publishers Weekly
"It's the heroine's slow awakening and the marvelous local color that make this one of the best in a fine series."
--Kirkus Reviews
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Ice Cold Heart
Subtitle: A Monkeewrench Novel
Series/Series #: MONKEEWRENCH NOVEL, A, #10

P. J. Tracy
Minneapolis detectives Leo Magozzi and Gino Rolseth join Grace
MacBride and Monkeewrench to uncover a dark and ugly conspiracy
that reaches deep into the safety of homes in this latest electrifying
t h r i l l e r f r o m N e w Y o r k T i m e s bestselling author P. J. Tracy.
It's a bitter winter in Minnesota--too cold to kill. There hasn't been a murder
for a month, but the lull quickly comes to an end for Detectives Leo Magozzi
and Gino Rolseth, when they're called to the gruesome homicide of Kelly
Ramage. Found in a friend's vacant house, this was no random attack, and clues
reveal that she was living a very dangerous secret life.
Magozzi and Gino trace her steps back to an art gallery where she was last
seen alive. The gallery seems like a dead end, but the art is disturbing and
exploitative. It may very well be inspiring a sadistic killer, because in this
instance, art doesn't imitate life, it imitates death.
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Tipped off about a year-old murder that is a mirror-image of Kelly's crime
scene, Gino and Magozzi enlist the aid of Grace MacBride and her eccentric,
tech genius partners in Monkeewrench Software to help them decipher the
digital trail that might connect the cases.
As coincidences emerge, Magozzi, Gino, and the team have to work around
the clock at breakneck pace to unravel a series of clues that form the
framework of a larger, more sweeping, and insidious conspiracy than any of
them could have imagined. Is Kelly the last person to die or just the most
recent? And is there any way to stop it?
BESTSELLER: Anthony Award-winning author P. J. Tracy has rock-solid sales and
continues to perform at the very top of her game, maintaining her bestselling status in
both the UK and the US, hitting the New York Times, USA Today and ABA IndieBound
bestselling lists.
BRAND NAME AUTHOR: With a large fanbase, and an extensive backlist, New York
Times bestselling author P. J. Tracy is a name readers know and love.
RAVE REVIEWS: Between the New York Times, Chicago Tribune, People magazine, AP
News, New York Times bestselling authors Harlan Coben and Robert B. Parker, P. J.
Tracy always gets the highest praise.
Praise for T h e G u i l t y D e a d:
"A suspenseful fast-paced story you can't wait to finish. I highly recommend The Guilty
Dead . Once you begin, you won't stop until the last page, it's that compelling."
--Catherine Coulter, N e w Y o r k T i m e s bestselling author of the FBI Thrillers
"I've long admired P. J. Tracy's ability to spin a complex, compelling tale replete with
chilling villains, amazing technology, and witty repartee from the Monkeewrench
gang--her wildly unique ensemble cast, led by the indomitable Grace McBride. But The
Guilty Dead is a cut above. The stakes are higher, and nothing is as it seems. This is
Tracy at her gritty, elegant best. Do not miss it."
--J. T. Ellison, New York Times bestselling author of L i e t o M e
"Tracy combines the best qualities of a fast-paced thriller with an intricately plotted police
procedural in this intense sequel to Nothing Stays Buried."
- -Library Journal s t a r r e d r e v i e w , P i c k o f t h e M o n t h
"Fast-paced...An engrossing read."
- -A P N e w s

Author Bio: P. J. Tracy was the pseudonym of mother-daughter writing team
P. J. and Traci Lambrecht. Traci spent most of her childhood riding and showing
horses. She graduated with a Russian Studies major from St. Olaf College in
Northfield, Minnesota, where she also studied voice. Her aspirations of
becoming a spy were dashed when the Cold War ended, so she began writing
to finance her annoying habits of travel and singing in rock bands. Much to her
mother's relief, she finally realized that the written word was her true calling.
They had a long, prolific career together in multiple genres before P. J.'s passing
in December 2016. Traci continues to write.
Residence: Marine on St. Croix, MN

Ice Cold Heart
P. J. Tracy
"Likable characters and a complex, well-crafted plot. Tracy fans will be well satisfied."
--Publishers Weekly
"Another winner."
--Booklist
"The book's chief pleasure lies in watching the members of MacBride's oddball crew, including Harley Davidson and Roadrunner,
match wits and skills with the wise-cracking detectives."
--Publishers Weekly
"We've missed those smack-talking Minneapolis homicide cops...Once again we get to play cops and robbers with this entertaining
band of offbeat characters."
--BookReporter
"Like a runaway mountain train, this story rapidly picks up steam, throwing readers about its murky cabins as it careens relentlessly
through twists and turns, culminating in a shocking, profoundly satisfying end."
--Top Shelf Magazine
"Another carefully crafted and simply riveting mystery by a master of the genre."
--Midwest Book Review

Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track)
Guilty Dead, The/MONKEEWRENCH NOVEL, A/HC
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A Legacy of Murder
Subtitle: A Kate Hamilton Mystery
Series/Series #: KATE HAMILTON MYSTERY, A, #2

Connie Berry
American antique dealer Kate Hamilton's Christmastime jaunt to a
charming English village leads to an investigation of a missing
ruby...and a chain of murders.
It's Christmastime and antiques dealer Kate Hamilton is off to visit her
daughter, Christine, in the quaint English village of Long Barston. Christine and
her boyfriend, Tristan, work at stately-but-crumbling Finchley Hall. Touring the
Elizabethan house and grounds, Kate is intrigued by the docent's tales of the
Finchley Hoard, and the strange deaths surrounding the renowned treasure
trove. But next to a small lake, Kate spies the body of a young woman, killed by
a garden spade.
Nearly blind Lady Barbara, who lives at Finchley with her loyal butler, Mugg,
persuades Kate to take over the murdered woman's work. Kate finds that a
Burmese ruby has vanished from the legendary Blood-Red Ring, replaced by a
lesser garnet. Were the theft and the woman's death connected?
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Kate learns that Lady Barbara's son fled to Venezuela years before,
suspected of murdering another young woman. The murder weapon belonged
to an old gardener, who becomes the leading suspect. But is Lady Barbara's
son back to kill again? When another body is found, the clues point toward
Christine. It's up to Kate to clear her daughter's name in Connie Berry's second
Kate Hamilton mystery, a treasure for fans of traditional British mysteries.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane sees excellent sales in the cozies that lean a bit more
traditional, such as SIBA Okra pick A Murder for the Books and The Fine Art of Murder.
ANGLOPHILES UNITE: Starring a fish out of water protagonist, just like in bestsellers
Flowers and Foul Play and Cruel Winter, A Legacy of Murder is sure to appeal to
anglophiles and fans of Amanda Flower and Sheila Connolly's series.
AUTHOR EXPERIENCE: Connie Berry was discovered at a mystery convention, and as
such, is a natural self-promoter. She is also a local board member for her Sisters in
Crime chapter, a member of the national division of SinC, and fellow Mystery Writers of
America member.

Series Overview: American antique dealer Kate Hamilton makes a new home
on a remote Scottish island only to find herself on the case of curious killings in
which antiques are key clues.
Author Bio: Connie Berry was born in Racine, Wisconsin, to
second-generation immigrants from Scandinavia and the British Isles. Like her
main character, Connie was raised by charmingly eccentric antique collectors
who opened a shop, not because they wanted to sell antiques but because they
needed an excuse to keep buying them. Connie adores cute animals, foreign
travel, and all things British. She lives in Ohio with her husband and adorable
dog Millie.
Residence: Delaware, OH

A Legacy of Murder
Connie Berry
Praise for A D r e a m o f D e a t h:
"Delightfully steeped in the flavors of Scotland past and present...Berry is a deft storyteller who weaves together murder, secrets,
and historical tragedy with a smooth hand."
--Bailey Cates, New York Times bestselling author of the Magical Bakery mysteries
"Deliciously atmospheric and beautifully written...this mystery will keep you up late turning the pages."
--Peg Cochran, USA Today bestselling author of the Cranberry Cove mysteries
"Layered with antiques, puzzles, and treats, A Dream of Death is a Scottish delight that will keep you on your toes until the very
end."
--Carlene O'Connor, USA Today bestselling author of the Irish Village mysteries
"Charming, authentic, surprising--and completely irresistible."
--Hank Phillippi Ryan, national bestselling and Agatha award-winning author of Trust Me
"Connie Berry's debut novel has it all--atmosphere, suspense, a cracking-good mystery, and characters I want to meet again soon."
--Molly MacRae, national bestselling author of the Highland Bookshop mysteries
"An unforgettable, heart-pounding mystery in the windswept Scottish Isles."
--Duffy Brown, national bestselling author of the Consignment Shop mysteries
"[This] captures the Scottish scenery perfectly...Riveting...I couldn't put it down."
--Hannah Reed, national bestselling author of the Scottish Highland mysteries
"Masterfully plotted with compelling characters and a setting rich in history...An absolutely stunning debut."
--Gretchen Archer, bestselling author of the Davis Way Crime Caper mysteries
"Deliciously twisty...A dazzling debut that's beautifully crafted and thoroughly enjoyable."
--Jane Cleland, award-winning author of the Josie Prescott Antiques mysteries
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Mother Knows Best
Subtitle: A Novel of Suspense

Kira Peikoff
A mother's worst nightmare, a chance at redemption, and a deadly
secret that haunts a family across the generations.
There's only room for one mother in this family.
Claire Abrams's dreams became a nightmare when she passed on a genetic
mutation that killed her little boy. Now she wants a second chance to be a
mother, and finds it in Robert Nash, a maverick fertility doctor who works under
the radar with Jillian Hendricks, a cunning young scientist bent on making her
mark--and seducing her boss.
Claire, Robert, and Jillian work together to create the world's first baby with
three genetic parents--an unprecedented feat that could eliminate inherited
disease. But when word of their illegal experiment leaks to the wrong person,
Robert escapes into hiding with the now-pregnant Claire, leaving Jillian to serve
out a prison sentence that destroys her future.

ON SALE 9/10/2019

Ten years later, a spunky girl named Abigail begins to understand that all is
not right with the reclusive man and woman she knows as her parents. But the
family's problems are only beginning. Jillian, hardened by a decade of jealousy
and loss, has returned--and nothing will stop her from reuniting with the man
and daughter who should have been hers.
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Past, present, and future converge in this mesmerizing psychological thriller
from critically acclaimed author Kira Peikoff.

Announced 1st Print: 30,000
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BISAC 2: Fiction - Thrillers - Domestic
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Page Count: 288
Trim Size: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4
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STELLAR DOMESTIC SUSPENSE: Mother Knows Best fits right in with bestselling, twisty
domestic suspense novels, like Aimee Molloy's The Perfect Mother, where motherhood is
examined and challenged.
MEDIA PRO: Peikoff is an NYC journalist with bylines on several mainstream media outlets
and all the right connections to get the best reviews and off the page coverage.
ESTABLISHED AUTHOR PLATFORM: With a number of page-turning suspense novels under
her belt, accolades from a number of respected authors, and a readership demanding
more, Peikoff is ready to make the jump to upmarket domestic thrillers with this fresh,
high-concept premise, guaranteed to get readers talking.
Praise for Mother Knows Best:
"A mother's love knows no bounds, but is there such a thing as going 'too far' for your
child?...Original, totally in the zeitgeist of emerging medical technology--the psychological
thriller everyone will be talking about. Mother Knows Best is Kira Peikoff's breakout
novel...Don't miss it!"
--Lisa Scottoline, New York Times bestselling and award-winning author of After Anna
"Kira Peikoff has crafted a smart, pulse-pounding, and achingly human story of a family in
the cross hairs of where ethics and science converge. A totally satisfying read."
--Andrew Gross, New York Times bestselling author of Button Man
"Timely, tense, trailblazing--Mother Knows Best explores cutting-edge genetics and the
ethical dilemmas involved in creating the first baby with three biological parents. Peikoff's
seamless prose, very human voice, and whiplash pacing makes this psychological thriller
one of must-reads of 2019. Two mothers is one too many."
--K. J. Howe, international bestselling author of The Freedom Broker and Skyjack

Author Bio: Kira Peikoff is the author of Living Proof, No Time to Die, and Die
Again Tomorrow. She has a degree in journalism from New York University and
a master's in bioethics from Columbia. By day, she is the editor-in-chief of
leapsmag.com, a digital magazine about innovation and ethics in the life
sciences. She has also contributed articles to the science section of the New
York Times, Newsweek, Popular Mechanics, Nautilus, Slate, Cosmopolitan.com ,
and other mainstream media outlets. Peikoff is a proud member of The Authors
Guild, International Thriller Writers, and Mystery Writers of America. She lives in
New Jersey with her husband and young son.
Residence: Scotch Plains, NJ

Mother Knows Best
Kira Peikoff
M o r e p r a i s e f o r M o t h e r K n o w s B e s t:
"[A] fascinating psychological thriller...Peikoff expertly exposes the dark side of contemporary medical science."
-- Publisher's Weekly
" Mother Knows Best is a thrilling story showing how a parent's desire for a healthy child can fuel innovations in reproductive
technologies. Despite attempted regulations, life and science find a way to advance. I couldn't put it down."
--Eric J. Forman, MD, Medical & Laboratory Director of Columbia University Fertility Center
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Murder at the Opera
Subtitle: An Atlas Catesby Mystery
Series/Series #: ATLAS CATESBY MYSTERY, AN, #3

D. M. Quincy
When a nobleman's mistress is gunned down on the steps of the
Covent Garden opera house, brilliant adventurer Atlas Catesby
discovers a sinister family connection that compels him to investigate.
London, 1815. Amateur sleuth Atlas Catesby is about to discover the dark
side of the bright lights. His long-awaited night at the opera with Lady Lilliana
ends abruptly when a notorious courtesan is shot to death in Covent Garden.
The infamous victim was the mistress of the powerful Marquess of Vessey.
Atlas believes that the marquess--his former brother in law--is responsible for
the long-ago death of Atlas's sister, Phoebe. Atlas seizes the opportunity to
potentially avenge his sister's death. But his inquiry is complicated when
Phoebe's grown son implores Atlas to help prove Vessey's innocence.
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Plunging into the cutthroat backstage life of the theatre community, the
adventurer and the noblewoman soon discover that ruthless professional
rivalries can escalate into violence, setting the stage for death in Murder at the
Opera, D. M. Quincy's third riveting Atlas Catesby mystery set in Regency
England.
PITCH PERFECT HISTORICAL: Fans of the Regency era and Jane Austen as well as
historical mysteries will instantly be drawn to Murder in Bloomsbury, set in 1814
London.
HEROIC PROTAGONIST: Atlas Catesby, world explorer and young aristocrat, is a strong
nobleman hero who will appeal to fans of Charles Finch's Charles Lenox and C. S.
Harris's Sebastian St. Cyr.
STELLAR AUTHOR CONTACTS: D. M. Quincy is an award-winning TV journalist with
strong contacts in her field which we will mine to promote the book.
Praise for Murder in Bloomsbury:
"A spirited and romantic mystery with a most surprising ending."
--Kirkus Reviews

Series Overview: Atlas Catesby, heroic adventurer and youngest son of a
baron, solves mysteries in Regency London.
Author Bio: D. M. Quincy is an award-winning journalist who--after covering
many unsolved murders--decided to conceive her own stories in which a
brilliant amateur detective always gets the bad guy (or girl). As a US Foreign
Service brat, D. M. was bitten by the travel bug practically at birth, and like her
protagonist Atlas Catesby, tries to visit far-flung places as often as she can.
When she isn't hunched over her laptop researching ways for her villains to kill
people, D. M. devours foreign television mystery series on Netflix and plots her
next travel adventure. She lives in Virginia with her family.
Residence: Ashburn, VA

Murder at the Opera
D. M. Quincy
"Solid...Readers will look forward to Catesby and Lilliana's further adventures."
--Publishers Weekly
"D. M. Quincy breathes new life into historical mystery, capturing a tone and style that completely immerse you in the past, with
dialogue fitted to the era and an inside look at London's high society and its twists, betrayals, affairs, and struggles for reputation."
--Manhattan Book Review
"A richly worked vision of upper-class London in which even women of great wealth struggled against oppressive social restraints."
--Historical Novels Review
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Remembering the Dead
Subtitle: A Penny Brannigan Mystery
Series/Series #: PENNY BRANNIGAN MYSTERY, A, #10

Elizabeth J. Duncan
In award-winning author Elizabeth J. Duncan's tenth Penny Brannigan
mystery set in North Wales, Canadian amateur sleuth Penny Brannigan
attends a dinner party at a posh country house--where a historic chair
disappears and a waiter is murdered.
Artist and spa owner Penny Brannigan has been asked to organize a formal
dinner to mark the centenary of the armistice that ended World War One. After
dinner, the guests adjourn to the library for a private exhibition of the Black
Chair, a precious piece of Welsh literary history awarded in 1917 to poet Hedd
Wyn. But to the guests' shock, the newly restored bardic chair is missing. And
then Penny discovers the rain-soaked body of a waiter.
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Publicity and Marketing

When Penny learns that the victim was the nephew of one of her
employees, she is determined to find the killer. Meanwhile, the local police
search for the Black Chair. The Prince of Wales is due to open an exhibit
featuring the chair in three weeks, so time is not on their side. A visit to a
nursing home to consult an ex-thief convinces Penny that the theft of the Black
Chair and the waiter's murder are connected. She rushes to Dublin to consult a
disagreeable antiquarian, who might know more than he lets on, and during the
course of her investigation confronts a gaggle of suspicious travelers and an
eccentric herbalist who seems to have something to hide. Can Penny find the
chair and the culprit before she is laid to rest in the green grass of Wales?
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the cozy genre, as
evinced by Lefty Award winner Dying for a Taste and USA Today bestseller Plantation
Shudders, so Remembering the Dead fits right at home with our list.
BELOVED SERIES: Crooked Lane is excited to take on the award-winning Penny
Brannigan series, which has been a cozy fan favorite for years, consistently earning
high reader reviews on Goodreads and retailer websites.
AUTHOR EXPERIENCE: Elizabeth J. Duncan is an award-winning author, published by a
number of publishers and whose accolades include rave reviews from trade reviewers
and readers alike.
Praise for the series:
"The lush landscape of Wales is lovingly described...in this mystery populated with quirky
characters set in a charming village. Share with readers who enjoy Jane K. Cleland's Josie
Prescott cozies with their similar antiques frame."
-Booklist
Praise for Elizabeth J. Duncan:
"[An] inviting picture of life in rural Wales."
--Publishers Weekly on The Marmalade Murders
"Fans of small-town cozies will find a lot to like."
--Publishers Weekly
"[A] charming, unusual setting and quirky cast of characters...only enhanced by the many
tutorials on slate mining and Welsh history."
--Library Journal
"Spring isn't itself without a really good British cozy and Duncan, who lives in Toronto,
serves up a perfect teafest in her terrific Penny Brannigan series, set in Wales...With lots
of action and local colour, Duncan's book is a perfect spring getaway."
--The Globe and Mail

Author Bio: Elizabeth J. Duncan is a winner of the Bloody Words Best Light
Mystery Award and has been a finalist for the Agatha and Arthur Ellis Awards.
She has worked as a writer and editor for some of Canada's largest newspapers,
including the Ottawa Citizen and Hamilton Spectator. Duncan is a faculty
member of the Humber School for Writers. She lives in Toronto, Canada and
enjoys spending time each year in North Wales.
Residence: Toronto, Ontario, CAN

Remembering the Dead
Elizabeth J. Duncan
Praise for Elizabeth J. Duncan:
"[An] inviting picture of life in rural Wales."
-Publishers Weekly on The Marmalade Murders
"Fans of small-town cozies will find a lot to like."
-Publishers Weekly
"[A] charming, unusual setting and quirky cast of characters...only enhanced by the many tutorials on slate mining and Welsh
history."
-Library Journal
"Spring isn't itself without a really good British cozy and Duncan, who lives in Toronto, serves up a perfect teafest in her terrific
Penny Brannigan series, set in Wales...With lots of action and local colour, Duncan's book is a perfect spring getaway."
-The Globe and Mail
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River Run
Subtitle: A Delia Chavez Mystery
Series/Series #: DELIA CHAVEZ MYSTERY, A, #1

J. S. James
An explosive debut mystery for readers of Christine Carbo and Paul
Doiron featuring a newly minted deputy thrust into the cutthroat
world of hunting.
This waterfowl season, the hunters become the hunted.
Newly promoted sheriff's deputy Delia Chavez has worked hard to get where
she is. Without any family to speak of, law enforcement is all she has. But just a
few days into her new job, Delia finds the body of a hunter washed up on the
bank of the Willamette River missing his trigger finger. Soon, more bodies are
found--all hunters without their trigger fingers. Waterfowl season often means
clashes between hunters and animal rights activists, but could someone be
killing to make a statement? Petrified, but invigorated by the opportunity, Delia
dives head first into the case. Soon, she catches a whiff of something foul and
it's not the dead bodies--man or bird.
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What starts off looking like a simple case of a ruthless vigilante quickly
devolves into something much more complex. Facing evasive killers who stop at
nothing to conceal their crimes, Delia must bring the criminals to justice
because everyone knows, if you're not the predator, you're prey.
BESTSELLING TRADITION: Fans of Paul Doiron, John Sandford, and Christine Carbo will
find their new favorite in this sinister mystery steeped in the insidious wilderness.
CONTEST-WINNER: River Run won first place in the Pacific Northwest Writer's
Association's mystery/thriller contest and subsequently, received high commendation
as runner-up in the Crime Writer's Association's Debut Dagger contest.
SMALL TOWN SUSPENSE: James has crafted a riveting mystery set in a small town
featuring dark secrets and fraught community relationships.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane is comfortable with this kind of small town mystery,
particularly those with a wilderness angle, like Margaret Mizushima's Burning Ridge.

Author Bio: J. S. James lives near Portland, Oregon with his family, including
their "Velcro" Vizsla and furry red exercise machine, Maggie. He completed a
popular fiction writing program in Washington, but grew up fishing and hunting
in Oregon. River Run won first place in the Pacific Northwest Writer's
Association's mystery/thriller contest, and was runner-up and "highly
commended" in the Crime Writer's Association's Debut Dagger contest. This is J.
S. James's first novel. Currently, he's hard at work on more novels in the genre.
Residence: Ridgefield, WA
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Secret Remains
Subtitle: A Coroner's Daughter Mystery
Series/Series #: CORONER'S DAUGHTER MYSTERY, A, #2

Jennifer Graeser Dornbush
A cold case murder, a grisly discovery, and a viper's nest of
resentment, betrayal, and dirty secrets converge in this mystery
perfect for fans of Kathy Reichs and Jayne Ann Krentz.
It's been 12 years since Sandi Parkman went missing after being dropped off
at home by her schoolmate, Nick Larson, now the Sheriff of Freeport, Michigan.
When a construction crew unearths Sandi's bones--along with Nick's letterman
jacket and one of his hairs--Nick becomes suspect number one in the murder.
Dr. Emily Hartford, the daughter of Freeport's medical examiner, is called in to
investigate, but the case is about to get personal. Nick was Emily's high school
love, and now she has to either clear his name--or contend that he's the killer.
As she delves into the case, a host of other suspects emerge: a coterie of Nick's
jock friends from high school; Sandi's sister, Tiffany, now a dancer at a local
strip club; and James VanDerMuellen, a trust funder who's recently returned to
Freeport.
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As the autumn skies darken over Freeport and the holiday season looms, Emily
must sift through more than Sandi's brittle bones to solve the case. Can she
exonerate Nick--and rekindle their long-smoldering romance? The race is on to
find the truth.
AUTHOR EXPERIENCE: Jennifer Dornbush is a forensic expert with a decade of
experience and is also a daughter of a medical examiner which gives her first-hand
knowledge of her subject matter and helps to solidify her protagonist. Her experience
is also an excellent publicity hook which we will mine for promotion.
FORENSIC MYSTERY: Fans of forensic crime writers such as Kathy Reichs (Temperance
Brennan/BONES series), Tess Gerritson (Rizzoli and Isles series), and Patricia Cornwell
(Kay Scarpetta series) will have a new favorite book series.
SMALL TOWN SUSPENSE: Dornbush has crafted a captivating story set in a small town
with a compelling mystery and riveting family drama in the vein of Jayne Ann Krentz
and Julia Spencer-Fleming.

Author Bio: Jennifer Graeser Dornbush is herself the daughter of a medical
examiner, whose office was in her home. She investigated her first fatality, an
airplane crash, when she was 10 years old. Since that first case she has had
decades of on-site experience in death investigation and 360 hours of forensic
training through the Forensic Science Academy. Jennifer now uses these
experiences to pen crime fiction for film and TV, with a feature film God Bless
the Broken Road slated for release in 2018. She has consulted on shows such
as Deception, Hawaii Five-O, Prison Break, Leverage, and more. Jennifer is also
member of Sisters in Crime and hosts webinars on crime writing through
Writer's Digest.
Residence: Los Angeles, CA

Secre t R e ma i ns
Jennifer Graeser Dornbush
Praise for The Coroner:
"Dornbush's debut is an intense, riveting mystery... Readers of Lisa Black's books written as Elizabeth Becka will enjoy this tale."
--Library Journal starred review
"If you like small town mysteries, twisty reads or books by Lisa Black or Patricia Cornwell, you'll love The Coroner."
--Karen Harper, New York Times bestselling author of Shallow Grave
"Fast-paced and riveting, The Coronor by Jennifer Dornbush is filled with surprises, authentic detail and memorable characters. Well
done!"
--Carla Neggers, New York Times bestselling author of Thief's Mark
"Emily is strong and competent, vulnerable and kind...Add a twisty plot, romance, and family drama and the result is this satisfying
first-in-a-series mystery."
--Dawn Eastman, national bestselling author of Unnatural Causes
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Spitfire
Subtitle: A Livy Nash Mystery
Series/Series #: LIVY NASH MYSTERY, A, #1

M. L. Huie
A page-turning new historical mystery for fans of Susan Elia MacNeal's
Maggie Hope series and Kate Quinn's T h e A l i c e N e t w o r k.
How far would you go for vengeance?
It's V-E Day 1946 in London. World War II is long over, and former spy Livy
Nash is celebrating with her third drink before noon. She went to war to kill
Nazis. Dropped behind enemy lines as a courier, she quickly became one of the
toughest agents in France. But her war ended with betrayal and the execution
of the man she loved. Now, Livy spends her days proofreading a demeaning
advice column for little ladies at home, and her nights alone with black market
vodka.
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But everything changes when she meets the infamous Ian Fleming. The man
who will create the world's most sophisticated secret agent has an agenda of
his own and sends Livy back to France with one task: track down the traitor who
killed the only man she ever loved. Livy jumps at the chance, heading back to
Paris undercover as a journalist. But the City of Lights is teeming with spies,
and Livy quickly learns just how much the game has changed. With enemies on
every corner and ever-shifting alliances, she'll have to learn to fight a new war if
she wants to conquer the past once and for all.
CROOKED LANE STRENGTH: As evidenced by Rowland's The Ripper's Shadow, and
Quincy's Murder in Mayfair, Crooked Lane's London-based historical mysteries are
strong sellers.
MARKET HOTSPOT: World War II may be long over, but readers continue to flock to
historical mysteries and novels set around this intriguing time period. With the
continued success of authors like Kate Quinn, Susan Elia MacNeal, and Jacqueline
Winspear, we believe readers will find a new favorite in M. L. Huie's fresh series and
heroine, enhanced by the inclusion of a fictionalized Ian Fleming.
INSPIRED BY THE AUTHOR: With ten years of experience as a journalist and extensive
time spent travelling internationally, Huie brings real-life experience to Livy's
endeavors.

Series Overview: For fearless British spy Livy Nash and her handler, the
infamous author Ian Fleming, danger abounds in post-war Europe.
Author Bio: M . L . H u i e is a writer, teacher and actor. In addition to working
ten years as a features journalist he has written several plays that have been
performed throughout the US and in the UK. Like Livy Nash he loves the
northwest of England and has a Yank's appreciation for a good Lancashire Hot
Pot. Spitfire is his first novel.
Residence: Winston-Salem, NC

Spitfire
M. L. Huie
"Huie's taut spy thriller takes the reader to a Britain and France where the wounds of war are both deep and fresh. Spitfire is an
auspicious debut."
--Charlie Lovett, New York Times bestselling author of The Bookman's Tale
"Huie writes with dry, cracking wit and unflinching heart . . . Filled with intrigue, betrayal, heartache, and danger, Spitfire is a debut
not to be missed."
--Meghan Holloway, author of Once More Unto the Breach
"Post WWII London and Paris serve as a backdrop for a gutsy, damaged heroine who matches wits with a dangerous new enemy. A
riveting page-turner!"
--Dianne Freeman, author of the award-winning Countess of Harleigh mystery series
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Storm of Secrets
Subtitle: A Haunted Bluffs Mystery
Series/Series #: HAUNTED BLUFFS MYSTERY, A, #2

Loretta Marion
A deadly storm, a missing three-year-old child, a grisly murder, and
the eerie presence of the spirits of the dead set the stage for the
second mesmerizing installment of Loretta Marion's paranormal
suspense series.
A powerful storm descends upon Cape Cod's Whale Rock at the peak of
tourist season--and the weekend Cassandra Mitchell's and Daniel Benjamin's
wedding is set to take place at The Bluffs, the magnificent Victorian mansion
Cassie inherited from her family. In the wake of the storm's destruction,
three-year-old Lucas Kleister goes missing--and the body of small-time drug
dealer Lee Chambers is found in a restaurant dumpster. Now, the WRPD are
faced with a murder to solve, a missing child to find, and the aftermath of one
of the worst storms in recent memory.
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While aiding with the clean-up and helping the displaced, Cassie has been
receiving cryptic messages from the spirits of her great-grandparents, Percy
and Celeste Mitchell, the original residents of The Bluffs. At first, the messages
are benign, but soon, they begin to point to something more sinister. As Cassie
works to decipher their meaning, the specter of a mysterious local legend
surfaces. The tale of Barnacle Boy--and what happened to him during another
destructive storm decades earlier--will weave through the desperate search to
find Lucas and the identity of the killer.
CAPE COD CHARM: Set on Cape Cod, the atmospheric allure will draw fans of the
Northeastern area, including those of Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard.
BESTSELLING TRADITION: A great new series for fans of New York Times bestselling
author Heather Graham.
A SUPERNATURAL TWIST: For readers who like a little bit of the paranormal added to
their mysteries, Loretta Marion's Haunted Bluffs series is the perfect fit.
Praise for House of Ashes:
"Loretta Marion laces a powerful sensory magic--from the scent of sugar burning in a
long-ago fire that hovers just outside modern-day perception to the power of visual art to
bridge the gap between the living and the dead--that makes this haunting story linger
long past the final page."
--Heather Young, author of The Lost Girls

Author Bio: A true bibliophile, L o r e t t a M a r i o n's affection for the written word
began in childhood and followed her like a shadow throughout her life as she
crafted award winning marketing and advertising copy and educational
brochures. When not whipping out words on her laptop, she is traveling,
enjoying outdoor pursuits, or is curled up with a delicious new book. Loretta
lives in Rhode Island with her husband, Geoffrey, and their beloved Mr.
Peabody, a sweet, devoted and amusing "Corgador" (Corgi-Labrador cross).
Residence: Bristol, RI

Storm of Secrets
Loretta Marion
Praise for House of Ashes:
"Enjoyable...A fine cast of well-rounded characters and some intriguing whiffs of ghostly presences."
--Publishers Weekly
" House of Ashes is a haunting, atmospheric tale rich with compelling characters and a compelling mystery. So mesmerizing and
immersive it's simply impossible to put down. Mysterious and entertaining, an absolute page turner."
--M. J. Rose, New York Times bestselling author of Tiffany Blues
"Loretta Marion's House of Ashes offers a layered, suspenseful plot, a cast of engaging characters, and a sympathetic heroine
dealing with forces both earthly and supernatural... A perfect read for fans of Kate Morton and Susannah Kearsley."
--Rosie Genova, national bestselling author of the Italian Kitchen mysteries
"Loretta Marion has woven a tale of mystery, suspense and family lore that will keep readers guessing until the very end."
--Wendy Webb, bestselling and award-winning author of The End of Temperance Dare
"House of Ashes provides non-stop thrills and chills, along with gorgeous and haunting atmosphere, endearing characters, and rich
history."
--Nina Sankovich, author of Tolstoy and the Purple Chair: My Year of Magical Reading
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There's A Murder Afoot
Subtitle: A Sherlock Holmes Bookshop Mystery
Series/Series #: SHERLOCK HOLMES BOOKSHOP MYSTE, #5

Vicki Delany
Just in time for Sherlock Holmes's 166th birthday, the fifth installment
in national bestselling author Vicki Delany's Sherlock Holmes
Bookshop mystery takes Sherlockania to the max with a Holmes
convention and historic 221 Baker Street.
Gemma Doyle and her friends travel to London for a Sherlock Holmes
convention--but will Gemma's father take the fall for a felonious forger's
fatality?
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The 6th of January is Sherlock Holmes's birthday, and lucky for Gemma
Doyle, January is also the slowest time of the year at both the Sherlock Holmes
Bookshop and Emporium, and Mrs. Hudson's Tea Room. It's a good time for
Gemma and her friends to travel to England for a Holmes Convention. For
Gemma, the trip provides an opportunity to visit her parents, Jayne Wilson is
excited about seeing all the sites London has to offer, and Ryan Ashburton just
wants to spend some time with Gemma. But the trip is immediately derailed
when Gemma's father Henry recognizes his brother-in-law Randolph Denhaugh,
who disappeared more than thirty years ago on the night he stole a valuable
painting from his own parents.
Henry, a retired detective with Scotland Yard, has been keeping tabs on the
man's career as a forger of Old Masters and he warns Randy to stay away from
his family. Randy is at the conference selling his own art, a series of sketches
inspired by the Holmes Canon. The ever-observant Gemma notes that he isn't
exactly popular with some of the other conference attendees, but when Randy
is found dead after the banquet with a dazed and confused Henry Doyle
standing over him, the police leap to assume his guilt. It's up to Gemma, with
the help of her friends, to plunge into the "lowest and vilest alleys" of London
to save her father from prison.
TIMELY PUBLISHING: Just in time for Sherlock Holmes's 166th birthday, There's a
Murder's Afoot is the first book in the series to take place on historic Baker Street in
London, and will publish the day after Sherlock Holmes's birthday.
COMMERCIAL COZY: Cozy readers flock to book-themed series, as evidenced by the
strong sales of authors like Miranda James and Kate Carlisle. This hook--a Sherlock
Holmes-themed bookstore--is sure to entice these readers.
STRONG SALES: Delany is accruing a solid fan base, and sales of her first book,
Elementary, She Read, have far exceeded expectations. This is a great series that will
continue to grow.
SATISFYING SHERLOCKANIA: Fans of Sherlock Holmes will delight in the many allusions
to the canon, from the bookshop at 222 Baker Street, to the shop cat Moriarty, to the
sleuthing duo of Gemma Doyle and Jayne Wilson, the perfect homage to Holmes and
Watson who are sure to appeal to female readers.
PRO AUTHOR: Between her Year-Round Christmas series and her Lighthouse Library
series (written as Eva Gates), Vicki Delany is a national bestselling cozy author who has
proven herself as a master of the genre. She is also a big Sherlock fan and has read
every story in the canon.

Series Overview: Gemma Doyle and her best friend, Jayne Wilson, use their
powers of deduction to solve murders in a small Cape Cod town while managing
the Sherlock Holmes Bookshop and Emporium and adjoining Mrs. Hudson's Tea
Room.
Author Bio: Vicki Delany is a national bestseller in the US and one of
Canada's most prolific and varied crime writers. A former computer programmer
and systems analyst, Vicki lives and writes in bucolic Prince Edward County,
Ontario. She is the past president of the Crime Writers of Canada. This is her
fifth Sherlock Holmes Bookshop mystery.
Residence: Picton, Ontario, CAN

There's A Murder Afoot
Vicki Delany
Praise for A Scandal in Scarlet:
"Well-plotted...Delany's liberal sprinkling of references to real pastiche novels and reference books makes this cozy a treat for
Holmes buffs."
--Publishers Weekly
"Gemma is a delightful sleuth, and the tidbits of Sherlockiana will engage both cozy fans and Holmes devotees."
--Booklist
"Suggest for fans who enjoy humor in the Sherlock Holmes pastiches or readers of Carolyn Hart's 'Death on Demand' mysteries."
--Library Journal
"These books are so much fun and so well-done, it is clear that Delany is in love with her characters as much as her die-hard fans
are."
--Suspense Magazine
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Tracking Game
Subtitle: A Timber Creek K-9 Mystery
Series/Series #: TIMBER CREEK K-9 MYSTERY, A, #5

Margaret Mizushima
Two brutal murders, a menacing band of poachers, and a fearsome
creature on the loose in the mountains plunge Mattie Cobb and her
K-9 partner Robo into a sinister vortex.
An explosion outside a community dance sends Mattie Cobb and Cole Walker
reeling into the night, where they discover a burning van and beside it the body
of outfitter Nate Fletcher. But the explosion didn't kill Nate--it was two gunshots
to the heart.
The investigation leads them to the home of rancher Doyle Redman, whose
daughter is Nate's widow, and the object of one of their suspect's affection. But
before they can make an arrest, they receive an emergency call from a man
who's been shot in the mountains. Mattie and Robo rush to the scene, only to
be confronted by the ominous growl of a wild predator.
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As new players emerge on the scene, Mattie begins to understand the true
danger that's enveloping Timber Creek. They journey into the cold, misty
mountains to track the animal--but discover something even more deadly in
Tracking Game, the fifth installment in Margaret Mizushima's Timber Creek K-9
mysteries.
STELLAR SALES: Like the little engine that could, Margaret keeps on selling. She came
out of the gate strong with her first twos books, Killing Trail and Stalking Ground, and
has seen sales grow for Book 3 and 4 in the series, Hunting Hour and Burning Ridge.
We expect this fifth book to continue this great performance.
K-9 COP: Mattie and her canine partner Robo are sure to win the hearts of mystery
lovers and animal lovers alike. Margaret's experience assisting with her husband's
animal clinic gives her the animal-loving background to make her canine protagonist
work.
MOUNTAIN MYSTERY: The woodsy Colorado setting will appeal to fans of C. J. Box and
Nevada Barr.
TOUGH AS NAILS HEROINE: Mattie is a fresh, rough-and-tumble kind of heroine, with a
soft heart underneath it all. Readers won't be able to resist.

Series Overview: Officer Mattie Cobb and her K-9 partner Robo defend their
Colorado hometown in Margaret Mizushima's suspenseful series.
Author Bio: M a r g a r e t M i z u s h i m a is the author of the critically acclaimed
Timber Creek K-9 mysteries. Her first novel, Killing Trail, was named Debut
Mystery of the Month by Library Journal and was an RT Reviewers' Choice
Award nominee. She balances writing with assisting her husband with their
veterinary clinic and Angus cattle herd. They live on a small ranch in Colorado
where they raised two daughters and a multitude of animals. This is her fifth
mystery.
Residence: Wellington, CO

Tracking Game
Margaret Mizushima
Praise for Burning Ridge:
"Mizushima delivers a sufficiently complicated plot, well-developed interpersonal relationships, awe-inspiring landscape descriptions,
and some excruciatingly vivid action."
--Publishers Weekly
"Mizushima boldly emphasizes her heroine's history, connecting Mattie's past with her current case and forcing Mattie to take a leap
and share her story with colleagues and friends in order to catch the killer. The development of an extensive backstory over a
multibook arch pays off."
--Kirkus Reviews
"An intense mystery that emphasizes the abilities of Robo and his partnership with Mattie. Combining a police procedural with
Mattie's personal story creates an anxiety-inducing novel that will remind readers of Nevada Barr's books."
--Library Journal
" Burning Ridge is a well-told, solid mystery peppered with fascinating details of K-9 police work."
--Ellery Queen Mystery Magazine
"The Mattie-Robo pairing makes these stories appealing to both mystery lovers and animal lovers. This volume tightens the screws
on them, showing more of their strengths and vulnerabilities."
--Reviewing the Evidence
" Burning Bridge make[s] me appreciate the series format so much...characters become so real, they feel like friends. Mizushima's
sleight of hand as a genre writer only makes this fine series that much more enjoyable."
--Mystery Scene
"A fast-paced and engrossing police procedural."
--Crimespree Magazine
"Another original, deftly crafted and simply riveting mystery by Margaret Mizushima."
--Midwest Book Review
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Verse and Vengeance
Subtitle: A Magical Bookshop Mystery
Series/Series #: MAGICAL BOOKSHOP MYSTERY, A, #4

Amanda Flower
USA Today b e s t s e l l i n g a u t h o r a n d A g a t h a A w a r d w i n n e r A m a n d a
Flower turns the charm up to ten in her fourth Magical Bookshop
mystery.
With the help of Walt Whitman's works, magical bookshop owner
Violet Waverly puts her pedal to the metal to sleuth a bicycle-race
murder that tests her mettle.
A bicycle race is not Charming Books proprietor Violet Waverly's idea of a
pleasant pastime. But police chief David Rainwater wheelie wants them to
enter the Tour de Cascade as a couple, so she reluctantly consents.
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The Tour de Cascade is the brainchild of Violet's Grandma Daisy. The race is a
fundraiser to build the Cascade Springs Underground Railroad Museum. But not
everyone in this Niagara Region village supports the race. As if the bike race
weren't tiring enough, pesky private investigator Joel Redding is snooping
around Charming Books. It takes all of Violet's and Grandma Daisy's ingenuity
to keep Redding from discovering the shop's magical essence--which
communicates with Violet through books.
When Redding perishes in an accident during the race, David discovers that the
brake line of the private eye's bike was cut. Worse, Violet tops his list of
suspects. As Emerson the tuxedo cat and resident crow Faulkner look on,
Charming Books steers Violet to the works of Walt Whitman to solve the crime.
But no other names ring a bell as culprits, and as David's investigation picks up
speed, Violet will have to get in gear to clear her name.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the cozy genre, especially
with magical bookshop hooks, as proven by To Catch a Witch and Elementary, She
Read, so Verse and Vengeance fits right at home with our list.
AUTHOR EXPERIENCE: This is Flower's fifth mystery series. She is a USA Today
bestselling author as well as an Agatha Award-winning author, published by a number
of publishers, including Berkley.
A COZY FIT: Flower writes with the warmth and wit cozy readers are always looking for.
They'll love her young and old heroines. Add in a bookshop, magic, and some pets, and
you've got a recipe for success with the cozy market.
SMALL TOWN CHARM: Violet and Daisy's rural New York hometown is full of warmth,
family, and mystic charm--perfect for fans of Heather Blake.

Author Bio: A m a n d a F l o w e r, a USA Today bestselling and Agatha
Award-winning mystery author, started her writing career in elementary school
when she read a story she wrote to her sixth grade class and had the class in
stitches with her description of being stuck on the top of a Ferris wheel. She
knew at that moment she'd found her calling of making people laugh with her
words. She also writes mysteries as USA Today bestselling author Isabella Alan.
In addition to being an author, Amanda is a librarian in Northeast Ohio. This is
her fourth Magical Bookshop mystery.
Residence: Tallmadge, OH

Verse and Vengeance
Amanda Flower
Praise for M u r d e r s a n d M e t a p h o r s:
Charming...Cozy fans will be well satisfied."
--Publishers Weekly
"The master of the charming mystical cozy again provides plenty of quirky characters and red herrings to keep you guessing."
--Kirkus Reviews
"I enjoy this series very much... Treat yourself to another enjoyable visit to Cascade Springs, where you can revel in the magic!"
--MyShelf
Praise for the Magical Bookshop mysteries:
"An enchanting tale of mystery, magical books, and endearing characters. Prepare to be charmed."
--Heather Blake, national bestselling author
"In her page-turning style, Flower builds effective suspense."
--Booklist
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The Woman in the Veil
Subtitle: A Victorian Mystery
Series/Series #: VICTORIAN MYSTERY, A, #4

Laura Joh Rowland
Award-winning author Laura Joh Rowland is back with the fourth in her
critically acclaimed Victorian mysteries where the case of a mutilated
"Sleeping Beauty" washes ashore in London.
London, June 1890.
Sarah Bain and her friends Lord Hugh Staunton and Mick O'Reilly are crime
scene photographers for the Daily World newspaper. After solving a sensational
murder, they're under pressure to deliver another big story. On a foggy summer
night, they're called to the bank of the river Thames. The murder victim is an
unidentified woman whose face has been slashed. But as Sarah takes
photographs, she discovers that the woman is still alive.
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The case of "Sleeping Beauty" becomes a public sensation, and three
parties quickly come forward to identify her: a rich, sinister artist who claims
she's his wife; a mother and her two daughters who co-own a nursing home and
claim she's their stepdaughter/sister; and a precocious little girl who claims
Sleeping Beauty is her mother. Which party is Sleeping Beauty's rightful kin? Is
someone among them her would-be killer?
Then Sleeping Beauty awakens--with a severe case of amnesia. She's
forgotten her name and everything else about herself. But she recognizes one
of the people who've claimed her. Sarah is delighted to reunite a family and
send Sleeping Beauty home--until one of the claimants is murdered. Suddenly,
Sarah, her motley crew of friends, and her fiancé Detective Sergeant Barrett
are on the wrong side of the law. Now they must identify the killer before they
find themselves headed for the gallows.
STRONG SALES: The sales of Rowland's first in the series have far exceeded
expectations. This is a great series that will continue to grow.
PRO AUTHOR: With over 20 published books between her Sano Ichiro samurai
investigator series and her Charlotte Bronte mysteries, Laura Joh Rowland is an expert
in the historical mystery genre. She knows her stuff and it shows.
CAPTIVATING CHARACTERS: Miss Sarah Bain and her ragtag group of unlikely friends
make up a tremendously clever and compelling team of investigators that readers
haven't seen since Emma Orczy's The Scarlet Pimpernel.
CROOKED LANE STRENGTH: As evidenced by Murder in Mayfair and Laura's first in this
series, The Ripper's Shadow, Crooked Lane historical mysteries are strong sellers.

Author Bio: Laura Joh Rowland is the award-winning author of the samurai
detective Sano Ichiro mystery series set in 17th century Japan, as well as a
historical suspense series starring Charlotte Bronte. Her work has been
published in 21 countries; nominated for the Anthony Award, the Hammett
Prize, and the Barnes & Noble Discover Great New Writers Award; won RT
Magazine's Reader's Choice Award; and been included in the Wall Street
Journal's list of the five best historical mystery novels. Laura holds a Bachelor of
Science and a Master of Public Health degree from the University of Michigan.
She is a former aerospace scientist, a painter, and a cartoonist. She lives in New
York City with her husband Marty. This is her fourth Victorian mystery.
Residence: Queens, NY

The Woman in the Veil
Laura Joh Rowland
Praise for T h e H a n g m a n ' s S e c r e t:
"With delectably gruesome details, rapid-fire dialogue, an unpredictable plot, and well-developed characters, this top-notch third
installment is sure to please fans of Carol McCleary's Nellie Bly and Rhys Bowen's Molly Murphy. Or, to put it another way, think
Phryne Fisher meets Constance Kopp in Anne Perry's London."
--Booklist
"Rowland's engaging team of sleuths and a colorful rogues' gallery of suspects make her third Victorian mystery a genuine
page-turner."
--Kirkus Reviews
"[Rowland] hits her stride in her third mystery featuring photographer Sarah Bain."
--Publishers Weekly
"Rowland definitely picks up the pace and crispness...A delightful and suspenseful page-turner that is both engaging and keeps
readers guessing."
--Historical Novels Review
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All We Buried
Subtitle: A Sheriff Bet Rivers Mystery
Series/Series #: A Sheriff Bet Rivers Mystery, #1

Elena Taylor
For fans of Julia Keller and Sheena Kamal, All We Buried d i s t u r b s t h e
long-sleeping secrets of a small Washington State mountain town.
Interim sheriff Elizabeth "Bet" Rivers has always had one repeat nightmare:
a shadowy figure throwing a suspicious object into her hometown lake in
Collier, Washington. For the longest time, she chalked it up to an overactive
imagination as a kid. Then the report arrives. In the woods of the Cascade
mountain range, right in her jurisdiction, a body floats to the surface of Lake
Collier. When the body is extricated and revealed, no one can identify Jane Doe.
But someone must know the woman, so why aren't they coming forward?
Bet has been sitting as the interim sheriff of this tiny town in the ill-fitting
shoes of her late father and predecessor. With the nightmare on her heels, Bet
decided to build a life for herself in Los Angeles, but now it's time to confront
the tragic history of Collier. The more she learns, the more Bet realizes she
doesn't know the townspeople of Collier as well as she thought, and nothing
can prepare her for what she is about to discover.
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BESTSELLING TRADITION: Fans of David Bell, Julia Keller, and Sheena Kamal will find
their new favorite in this dark and twisty mystery.
SMALL TOWN SUSPENSE: Taylor has crafted a riveting mystery set in towns we all
familiar with, corrupted by the secrets within, and families we can no longer trust.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane is comfortable with this kind of 'small town secrets'
mystery, as evinced by strong sellers like Last Girl Gone, Hunting Hour, a n d Among the
Dead.
POWERFUL FEMALE PROTAGONIST: Female readers will be instantly drawn to the
breath of fresh air that is Bet Rivers, whose raw drive for success and simultaneous
compassion for those she loves makes her a compelling and sympathetic heroine.
AUTHOR EXPERIENCE: The author is writing pseudonymously. Under her real name, she
is a member of ITW, MWA, and Sisters in Crime, is a reviewer for the New York Journal
of Books and operates a blog where she interviews and speaks with several bestselling
authors. She is very well connected in the crime fiction space with award-winning and
bestselling authors already agreeing to blurb.

Publicity and Marketing
National print publicity
ARCs and e-ARCs
Bookspan direct mail/e-mail campaign
reaching 1.2 million readers
Giveaway: Goodreads, Crooked Lane,
Author, Mystery Community sites, blogs,
and social media
VIP librarian and bookseller mailings
Featured title on MysteryGuild.com, MG
Facebook, CrookedLaneBooks.com, and
Crooked Lane's Casebook newsletter
Regional author promotion and
conferences
Promotion on author's social media and
newsletters

Author Bio: Elena Taylor worked in theater for twenty years before she
turned her storytelling skills to fiction. Elena was a playwright, director,
designer, technician, and educator. Elena taught a variety of theater classes at
the college/university level, as well as Popular Fiction. She also teaches
workshops on writing and works one-on-one with writers as a developmental
editor and writing coach. She is also the author of a private eye series,
published under the name Elena Hartwell. When she's not writing, she can be
found playing with her horses, dog, cats, and hanging out with her husband at
their home on the Middle Fork of the Snoqualmie River.
Residence: North Bend, WA

All We Buried
Elena Taylor
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Before Familiar Woods
Subtitle: A Novel

Ian Pisarcik
For fans of David Joy and Christopher J. Yates, comes Ian Pisarcik's
haunting debut novel exploring the fraught nature of families and the
inescapable secrets that are out to cripple them.
On the outskirts of a town too tired for its own happenings, the boys were
found dead inside a tent.
Three years later, their fathers have disappeared, too.
Ruth Fenn's son was the boy they blamed. For three years, Ruth has
accepted her lot as pariah, focusing on her ailing mother and the children left in
her care by the struggling single parents of North Falls, Vermont. But now the
additional loss of her husband is too much to bear, and she has no choice but
to overcome the darkness or be consumed by it. But as she edges closer to the
truth, she begins to uncover some secrets that are better left buried.
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That's when she meets Milk Raymond, a war vet who comes home to find his
nine-year-old son abandoned by his mother. Unable to find work, with no idea
how to be a father, Milk turns to Ruth for help. But as the mystery of Ruth's
missing husband deepens, the fragile stability Milk has created for Daniel is
shattered by the ill-fated return of Daniel's mother, who will stop at nothing to
get her boy back.
As these unsettled and interconnected lives hurtle towards a devastating
conclusion, both Ruth and Milk are about to learn that their dying Vermont town
has more secrets than they ever thought possible--and there are those who will
do anything to protect them.
BESTSELLING TRADITION: Fans of David Joy and Christopher J. Yates will rejoice in this
gritty novel about love, loss, and hope.
SMALL TOWN SETTING: Pisarcik has crafted a riveting mystery set in a backwoods town
about people forced to summon the grit to overcome the darkness of their past, or be
consumed by it.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane is comfortable with this kind of "small town secrets"
mystery, as evinced by strong sellers like Heaven's Crooked Finger, Last Girl Gone, and
Among the Dead.
POWERFUL FEMALE PROTAGONIST: Readers will be instantly drawn to the raw nature of
Ruth Fenn, whose simultaneous fatigue and drive makes her an authentic and
compelling heroine.

Author Bio: Ian Pisarcik was born and raised in rural New England. His stories
and poems have appeared in the Roanoke Review, Lullwater Review, Maine
Review, and the Flyway Journal of Writing and Environment. He currently lives
in Washington State with his wife and Labrador retriever. Before Familiar Woods
is his first novel.
Residence: Spokane, WA Hometown: New England

Before Familiar Woods
Ian Pisarcik
Praise for Before Familiar Woods:
" Before Familiar Woods, a novel dripping with heart and grit and tears, is an electrifying debut from Ian Pisarcik. Rarely are thrillers
this elegantly told and seldom full of such beauty. Like all the best tales, this compelling story feels like it has been sitting in the
dark for centuries waiting patiently to be told by someone with Pisarcik's immense talent and empathy. I will be first in line for
anything he writes after this."
--Christopher J. Yates, author of Black Chalk and Grist Mill Road
"Poignant and searingly authentic, Pisarcik's mesmerizing, heartfelt debut pulls you in and doesn't let go--a haunting testament to
survival of family and community in a poor and desperate landscape."
--Kim Michele Richardson, author of The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek
"Pisarcik wields a poet's eye, stacking images for a novel that flips and turns like the pages of a photo album. Before Familiar Woods
is ripe with unforgettable characters. This is a debut to savor."
--David Joy, author of The Line That Held Us
"Ian Pisarcik has written the best kind of thriller: gritty, dark, and tragically human. Intriguing mysteries keep the pages turning, but
it is this novel's people--roughhewn, fractured, grasping for family--who linger long after the covers close."
--John Larison, author of Whiskey When We're Dry
" Before Familiar Woods conveys its people and its landscape in striking ways--taking us through peaks and valleys, shadows and
sunlight, beauty and brutality...A well-wrought delivery of emotion and place."
--Michael Farris Smith, author of The Fighter and Desperation Road
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The Body in the Garden
Subtitle: A Lily Adler Mystery
Series/Series #: LILY ADLER MYSTERY, A, #1

Katharine Schellman
Perfect for fans of Tasha Alexander and Rhys Bowen, Katharine
Schellman's debut novel is sure to delight.
L o n d o n 1 8 1 5 . Though newly-widowed Lily Adler is returning to a society
that frowns on independent women, she is determined to create a meaningful
life for herself even without a husband. She's no stranger to the glittering world
of London's upper crust. At a ball thrown by her oldest friend, Lady Walter, she
expects the scandal, gossip, and secrets. What she doesn't expect is the dead
body in Lady Walter's garden.
Lily overheard the man just minutes before he was shot: young, desperate,
and attempting blackmail. But she's willing to leave the matter to the local
constables--until Lord Walter bribes the investigating magistrate to drop the
case. Stunned and confused, Lily realizes she's the only one with the key to
catching the killer.
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Aided by a roguish navy captain and a mysterious heiress from the West
Indies, Lily sets out to discover whether her friend's husband is mixed up in
blackmail and murder. The unlikely team tries to conceal their investigation
behind the whirl of London's social season, but the dead man knew secrets
about people with power. Secrets that they would kill to keep hidden. Now, Lily
will have to uncover the truth, before she becomes the murderer's next target.
Author Bio: K a t h a r i n e S c h e l l m a n studied theatre and history at the College
of William & Mary, after which she went on to dance professionally, marry her
college sweetheart, and collect addresses up and down the east coast of the
United States. The Body in the Garden is her debut novel, though she has
previously published a variety of short fiction and essays. Katharine currently
lives and writes in the mountains of Virginia, and she is still recovering from
that time she worked in political consulting.
Residence: Charlottesville, VA

The Body in the Garden
Katharine Schellman
STRONG HEROINE: Lily Adler is a strong heroine protagonist fighting against oppressive Napoleonic society norms--she will appeal to
fans of Jacqueline Winspear's Maisie Dobbs.
CROOKED LANE STRENGTH: As evidenced by Laura Joh Rowland's The Ripper's Shadow and D. M. Quincy's Murder in Mayfair,
Crooked Lane historical mysteries are strong sellers.
BESTSELLING TRADITION: Fans of Tasha Alexander's Lady Emily mysteries will rejoice at Katharine Schellman's The Body in the
Garden.
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Booked for Death
Subtitle: A Book Lover's B&B Mystery
Series/Series #: A Book Lover's B&B Mystery, #1

Victoria Gilbert
From the critically acclaimed author of SIBA Okra Pick A M u r d e r f o r t h e
Books, Victoria Gilbert embarks with a new series for perfect for fans
of Kate Carlisle and Juliet Blackwell.
A book lover's B&B in an idyllic waterfront village becomes the scene of a
grisly murder--and a ruthless battle between treachery and the truth.
Nestled in the historic waterfront town of Beaufort, North Carolina, Chapters
Bed-and-Breakfast is a reader's paradise. Built in 1770, the newly renovated inn
hosts a roster of special events celebrating books, genres, and authors. It's the
perfect literary retreat--until a rare book dealer turns up dead in the carriage
house during a celebration of Golden Age mystery author Josephine Tey.
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The victim's daughter points the finger at forty-two-year-old widow and
former schoolteacher Charlotte Reed, who inherited the B&B from her
great-aunt Isabella. Charlotte is shocked to discover that the book dealer
suspected Isabella of being a thief who founded Chapters on her ill-gotten
gains. Charlotte has successfully learned the B&B business in a year, but
nothing has prepared her to handle a death on the premises.
Armed with intelligence and courage and assisted by her vibrant older
neighbor, a visiting author, and members of a local book club, Charlotte is
determined to prove her innocence and to clear her great-aunt's name. But the
murderer is still at large, and equally determined to silence anyone who might
discover the truth behind the book dealer's death. Now, Charlotte must outwit
an unknown killer--or end up writing her own final chapter.
STRONG SELLER: Victoria Gilbert blew onto the scene with her Blue Ridge Library
mystery series, the sales of which far exceeded expectations. Now she's back with
another literary mystery series set in the charming south that will appeal to both her
existing readers and new.
BOOK HOOK: Cozy readers flock to book-themed cozies, as evidenced by the strong
sales of authors like Miranda James and Jenn McKinlay. This hook--a literary B&B--is
sure to entice these readers.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the cozy genre, as
evinced by Elementary, She Read and Death Overdue, so Booked for Death will fit right
at home with our list.
LIBRARIAN AUTHOR: Victoria Gilbert is an experienced librarian whose work will have
strong appeal in the library market. She is also a member of Sisters in Crime.
CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED: Victoria's work has been a Southern Book Prize longlist finalist,
a SIBA Fall 2017 pick, and received winning reviews from all four trade magazines.

Author Bio: Victoria Gilbert, raised in the shadow of the Blue Ridge
Mountains, turned her early obsession with reading into a dual career as an
author and librarian. Victoria has worked as a reference librarian, research
librarian, and library director. When not writing or reading, she likes to spend
her time watching films, gardening, or traveling. She is a member of Sisters in
Crime and International Thriller Writers and lives in North Carolina. This is the
first in her new Booklover's B&B mystery.
Residence: Winston-Salem, NC

Booked for Death
Victoria Gilbert
Praise for Victoria Gilbert:
"Gilbert weaves a well-paced, engaging story with strong characters."
--NY Journal of Books
"Cozy fans will have fun."
--Publishers Weekly
"Just the thing for readers whose pulses quicken when they read: 'The way he looks at you sometimes...deserves an R-rating.'"
--Kirkus Reviews
"Great fun!"
--Julia Buckley, author of the Writer's Apprentice Mysteries
"[A] whodunit that both cozy readers and librarians will love!"
--Amanda Flower, Agatha Award-winning author of Assaulted Caramel
"Gilbert keeps readers wondering till the tale's rewarding conclusion, one that they will not see coming and that will leave them
wanting more from the author."
--IndiePicks Magazine
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A Crafter Quilts a Crime
Subtitle: A Handcrafted Mystery
Series/Series #: A Handcrafted Mystery, #3

Holly Quinn
Perfect for fans of Betty Hechtman and Maggie Sefton, Holly Quinn's
third Handcrafted mystery aspires to wrap you in its warmth.
Community Craft proprietor Sammy Kane must piece together a patchwork
of clues when a "live" mannequin ends up stone-cold dead.
Snowcapped pines and glittery dusted sidewalks adorn tranquil Heartsford,
Wisconsin, while residents cuddle beneath heirloom quilts in front of cozy wood
fires. But come the next day, the below-zero temperatures won't keep the
locals away from Heartsford's annual Fire & Ice event. To boost customer traffic
at Community Craft's one-night-only sale, Samantha "Sammy" Kane persuades
a few of the craftspeople who sell their wares at the store to participate in a
live mannequin window display contest.
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Local quilter Wanda Wadsworth emerges as a favorite to win the contest, as
she manages to not move a muscle for an unusual amount of time. Onlookers
outside the window try everything to get her to crack--tapping on the glass and
making funny faces--but nothing disrupts Wanda's stillness. When the
eagle-eyed spectators realize Wanda isn't breathing, a blanket of grief and fear
descends upon the wintry town.
Detective Liam Nash can't seem to piece the clues together. Fortunately,
Sammy's cousin, Heidi, and her sister, Ellie, are on hand to reconvene their
detective team, S.H.E. They set out to solve Wanda's untimely death before the
case grows as icy as a sub-zero Wisconsin winter. But they are all too aware
that the killer is too close for comfort.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the cozy genre, as
evinced by USA Today bestseller, Agatha and Lefty award-winner Plantation Shudders,
so A Crafter Quilts a Crime fits right at home with our list.
CRAFTING FRENZY: Crafts have been a fan-favorite theme among cozy readers like
New York Times bestselling author Betty Hechtman's Crochet and Yarn Retreat
mysteries.
A COZY FIT: Quinn writes with the warmth and wit cozy readers are always looking for
and her hook--a craft shop in a small town--is perfect for fans of Betty Hechtman and
Maggie Sefton.
INCLUDES CRAFTING PATTERNS: At the end of each book, readers will delight to see
pattern instructions for a piece featured in the story.

Author Bio: Holly Quinn has published two stand-alone fiction novels in
another persona. She graduated from Carroll University in Wisconsin with a
Bachelor of Science in business and a minor in marketing. This is her third
Handcrafted mystery.
Residence: Hartford, WI

A Crafter Quilts a Crime
Holly Quinn
Praise for the Handcrafted mysteries:
"Nicely rendered sequel."
-Publishers Weekly
"A recipe and crochet pattern completes this appealing cozy, which will attract not only the crafter crowd but also those who enjoy
small-town settings."
-Booklist
"A fun and enjoyable read. For me it's a Top Pick for the month of October."
-Night Owl Reviews, Reviewer Top Pick
"Readers of craft mysteries will love meeting Sammy Kane and following her around the small Wisconsin town as she cleverly tracks
down the killer of a rival shop owner in this charming new mystery."
-Sally Goldenbaum, USA Today bestselling author of the Seaside Knitters Society mysteries
"How nice to escape to Heartsford, Wisconsin and join Samantha Kane and her friends as they unravel the clues when a local yarn
store owner is killed. The small town setting feels authentic and the characters are all likeable. In this well plotted mystery Samantha
manages to weave together the evidence and bring it to a satisfying conclusion. The yarn info and the sock patterns are an extra
bonus."
-Betty Hechtman, national bestselling author of Hooks Can Be Deceiving
"With characters I want as friends, A Crafter Knits a Clue shines, and I'll be in line for the next book, too!"
-Nancy Haddock, national bestselling author of the Silver Six Crafting mysteries
"Quirky characters, crafts, a small town full of secrets...The perfect cozy! I couldn't put it down!"
-Lea Wait, USA Today bestselling author of the Mainely Needlepoint mysteries
"A new crafting cozy mystery to love! Holly Quinn puts heart and smarts into protagonist Sammy Kane and the small town of
Heartsford, Wisonsin."
-Molly MacRae, author of Knot the Usual Suspects
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Dead on the Vine
Subtitle: A Finn Family Farm Mystery
Series/Series #: A Finn Family Farm Mystery, #1

Elle Brooke White
Perfect for fans of B. B. Haywood and Peg Cochran, Ellie B. White's
whimsical series debut is full of farm fun, complete with a helpful baby
pig.
Reluctant farmer Charlotte Finn needs the help of the livestock to sleuth a
mysterious death.
Charlotte Finn never wanted to inherit the family's produce farm--much less
plow a heap of money into it. Her plan is to hammer a great big FOR SALE sign
into the farm's fallow furrows--but Charlotte's sunny hopes of a quick sale
succumb to a killing frost when she finds a dead body entwined supine in the
tomato vines. The poor man, it seems, was run through...with a pitchfork?
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Now, Charlotte is stuck with running the farm in the midst of a murder
investigation. Charlotte's knowledge of farming is smaller than her bank
balance, so she relies on caretakers Joe and Alice Wong and their farmhands.
Can she trust them? She doesn't know them. There's also farmer Samuel
Brown, who still carries a childhood grudge. But the case gets personal when
Charlotte learns that the victim might have been her own kin--and seeds of
suspicion grow into a fertile field of suspects.
Charlotte turns to the farm's pig to help root out the killer. Soon, the goats,
geese, and horse join in, but will Charlotte harvest a murderer--or buy the farm?
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the cozy genre, as
evinced by Agatha and Lefty award nominees Plantation Shudders and Dying for a
Taste, so Dead on the Vine will fit right at home with our list.
FARM CHARM: Cozy readers love the rural charm of farm-set cozies, as evidenced by
strong sellers in the "field" such as Peg Cochran's Farmer's Daughter mystery series
and our very own Jacqueline Frost's Christmas Tree Farm mysteries.

Dead on the Vine
Elle Brooke White
Comparative Titles by Other Authors
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Death on the Page
Subtitle: A Castle Bookshop Mystery
Series/Series #: A Castle Bookshop Mystery, #2

Essie Lang
Essie Lang's second Castle Bookshop mystery is perfect for fans of
Lorna Barrett and Vicki Delany.
Thousand Islands bookstore owner Shelby Cox sleuths the slaying of a
true-crime writer who may have learned too much about a murder case that
should have stayed shut.
There are a thousand stories in New York's scenic Thousand Islands, and
Bayside Books co-owner Shelby Cox stocks them all. But lately, the Blye Island
bookseller's life is more about investigation than inventory. True-crime writer
Savannah Page caps off two successful signings at Bayside Books with a night
in Blye Castle. She's there to research Joe Cabana, a colorful Prohibition-era
mobster who owned the castle--until he was found dead in the island Grotto.
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But crime becomes all too true for Savannah. Her body turns up the next
morning, in a secret passage at the bottom of the stairs. The last thing Shelby
Cox wants is to sleuth another murder, but she's intrigued about how a killer
could have reached the island after hours. She's not at a lack for suspects
either. It could have been anyone from Savannah's fiancé, Liam Kennelly, who
argued with her the evening before, to island caretaker Matthew Kessler,
recently cleared of his wife's murder. Can Shelby keep regular store hours,
elude the police chief, and assemble the clues into a hard-bound case without
getting permanently shelved?
BOOK HOOK: Cozy readers flock to book-themed cozies, as evidenced by the strong
sales of authors like Vicki Delany and Lorna Barrett. This hook--a bookshop in a
small-town--is sure to entice these readers.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the traditional cozy
genre, as evinced by SIBA Okra Pick A Murder for the Books and the Lefty award
winning Cajun Country mysteries, so Death on the Page will fit right at home with our
list.
TRADE PAPERBACK TIE-IN: Death on the Page will be published to tie-in with the
February 2020 release of the trade paperback edition of the previous series installment
Trouble on the Books.
BOOKSELLER AUTHOR: Essie Lang was a mystery bookstore owner. She is also a
member of Mystery Writers of America, Sisters in Crime, Crime Writers of Canada, and
Capital Crime Writers.

Author Bio:
National print publicity
ARCs and e-ARCs
Bookspan direct mail/e-mail campaign reaching 1.2 million readers
Giveaway: Crooked Lane, Author, Mystery Community sites, blogs, and social
media
Featured title on MysteryGuild.com, MG Facebook, CrookedLaneBooks.com,
and Crooked Lane's Casebook newsletter
Promotion on author's social media and newsletters
Residence: Ottawa, Ontario, CAN

Death on the Page
Essie Lang
Praise for Trouble on the Books:
"A naturally beautiful area and some promising characters."
-Kirkus Reviews
"A captivating setting and a murder steeped in historical significance...Sure to become a favorite series among book lovers."
-Jenn McKinlay, New York Times bestselling author of Hitting the Books
"Don't miss Shelby Cox's first adventure; I'm sure you'll want to come back for many more."
-Paige Shelton, New York Times bestselling author of the Scottish Bookshop mysteries
"When events turn dangerous in an old smuggling haunt, new bookseller and retired book editor Shelby Cox uses her editorial
smarts to save the innocent and capture the guilty."
-Carolyn Hart, New York Times bestselling author of Walking on My Grave
"A likeable heroine, an intriguing mystery, and a full fun cast of characters I can't wait to get to know better make this the perfect
cozy read."
-Vicki Delany, national bestselling author of A Scandal in Scarlet
"If you like a good mystery with engaging characters, and revel in books or castles (or both!), then you will enjoy this novel."
-Laura DiSilverio, national bestselling authors of the Readaholics Book Club mysteries
"A smart whodunit featuring a spunky bookseller, a beautiful castle, a remote island, and plenty of twists and turns to keep you
reading until you get to the last page. I'm hooked!"
-Daryl Wood Gerber, Agatha Award-winning author
"A charming setting, an intelligent heroine, books, history, and murder!"
-Kylie Logan, national bestselling author of Italian Iced
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Felicity Carrol and the Murderous Menace
Subtitle: A Felicity Carrol Mystery
Series/Series #: A Felicity Carrol Mystery, #2

Patricia Marcantonio
Heiress and amateur detective Felicity Carrol makes a perilous journey to
apprehend a notorious murderer who has terrorized England--and now
continues his vicious killing spree across the pond.
Felicity Carrol would rather be doing just about anything other than
attending balls or seeking a husband. What she really wants to do is continue
her work using the latest forensic methods and her photographic memory to
help London police bring murderers to justice, so when her friend, Scotland Yard
Inspector Jackson Davies, weak from injury, discovers a murder in a wild mining
town in Montana that echoes the terrible crimes in England, Felicity decides to
go herself.
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In Placer, Montana, her first obstacle is handsome lawman Thomas Pike, who
uses his intuition as much as his Colt in keeping law and order in this unruly
town. When the murderer strikes again, Felicity begins to suspect Davies is
correct: Jack the Ripper has come to America. Felicity sets out to find the killer
in a town chock full of secrets, shadows, and suspects, but as the body count
rises, this intrepid sleuth faces her most dangerous adversary yet--and
discovers that not all killers are as they seem.
PITCH PERFECT HISTORICAL: The Victorian era has proven to be a favorite period
among historical readers, and Felicity Carrol and the Murderous Menace, set smack in
the middle of the era, will be exactly what fans are looking for.
CROOKED LANE STRENGTH: As evidenced by Laura Joh Rowland's The Ripper's Shadow
and D. M. Quincy's Murder in Mayfair, Crooked Lane historical mysteries are strong
sellers.
BESTSELLING TRADITION: Fans of Deanna Raybourn's Veronica Speedwell mysteries
will rejoice at Patricia Marcantonio's Felicity Carrol and the Murderous Menace.
Praise for Felicity Carrol and the Perilous Pursuit:
"A must read. It has it all, an intelligent heroine, a compelling plot and plenty of Victorian
atmosphere to keep you entertained to the very last page."
-Emily Brightwell, New York Times bestselling author of the Mrs. Jefferies Mysteries

Author Bio: Patricia Santos Marcantonio was born in Pueblo, Colorado. She
has won awards for her journalism, short stories and screenplays. "Red Ridin' in
the Hood and Other Cuentos" has earned an Anne Izard Storyteller's Choice
Award; and was named an Americas Award for Children's and Young Adult
Literature Commended Title, and one of the Wilde Awards Best Collections to
Share; with recommendations from Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books.

Felicity Carrol and the Murderous Menace
Patricia Marcantonio
Praise for Felicity Carrol and the Perilous Pursuit:
"Readers who hunger for more portraits of independent women determined to make their ways in a stultifying society will take the
heroine to heart."
-Kirkus Reviews
"This new series is off to a good start with a strong, intelligent main character who struggles to overcome the cultural structures of
her time. For fans of cozy Victorian mysteries and admirers of Robin Paige, Elizabeth Peters, and Deanna Raybourn."
-Library Journal
"[Felicity] is a combination of Sherlock Holmes and Indiana Jones...Recommended to those looking for a female superhero out to
right wrongs and defy convention to do so."
-Historical Novels Review
"A smart and likeable heroine, and a story that flies along at a cracking pace."
-Stephen Gallagher, author of The Kingdom of Bones
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The Girls Weekend
Subtitle: A Novel

Jody Gehrman
For fans of Ruth Ware and Lucy Foley, a riveting locked-room mystery
about five college friends eager to reunite after years apart--only to
be ripped apart again when their host's disappearance unearths dark
secrets and old grudges.
Their reunion just became a crime scene . . .
June Moody, a thirty-something English professor, just wants to get away
from her recent breakup and reunite with girlfriends over summer break. Her
old friend and longtime nemesis, Sadie MacTavish, a mega-successful author,
invites June and her college friends to a baby shower at her sprawling estate in
the San Juan Islands. June is less than thrilled to spend time with Sadie--and her
husband, June's former crush--but agrees to go.

ON SALE 6/9/2020

The party gets off to a shaky start when old grudges resurface, but when
they wake the next morning, they find something worse: Sadie is missing, the
house is in shambles, and bloodstains mar the staircase. None of them has any
memory of the night before; they wonder if they were drugged. Everyone's a
suspect. Since June had a secret rendezvous with Sadie's husband, she has
plenty of reason to suspect herself. Apparently, so do the cops.

CROOKED LANE BOOKS
HC: 9781643853864 / $26.99/$35.99
EL: 9781643853871 / $12.99/$16.99

A Celtic knot of suspense and surprise, this brooding, atmospheric novel will
keep you guessing as each twist reveals a new possibility. It will remind you of
friendships hidden in the depths of your own past, and make you wonder how
well you really know the people you've loved the longest.

Announced 1st Print: 35,000
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BESTSELLING TRADITION: Gehrman's latest twisty suspense featuring toxic female
friendship will appeal to fans of female-driven domestic suspense novels like In a Dark,
Dark Wood and many more.
OLD FAVORITES WITH A NEW TWIST: Like the Agatha Christie locked-room mysteries of
yesteryear, The Girls Weekend takes the beloved locked-room premise and adds a
fresh, contemporary twist, opulent setting, complex relationships, and an ending you
won't see coming.
HOUSE STRENGTH: With a number of successful domestic thrillers on our list, we have
the publicity and marketing machinery in place to get this into the right readers' hands.

Author Bio: Jody Gehrman has authored several novels and numerous plays
for stage and screen. Her young-adult novel, Babe in Boyland, won the
International Reading Association's Teen Choice Award and was optioned by the
Disney Channel. Jody's plays have been produced or had staged readings in
Ashland, New York, San Francisco, Chicago and L.A. Her full-length, Tribal Life in
America, won the Ebell Playwrights Prize and received a staged reading at the
historic Ebell Theater in Los Angeles. She and her partner David Wolf won the
New Generation Playwrights Award for their one-act, Jake Savage, Jungle P.I.
She holds a Masters Degree in Professional Writing from the University of
Southern California and is a professor of Communications at Mendocino College
in Northern California.
Residence: Ukiah, CA

T h e Girls W eekend
Jody Gehrman
Praise for W a t c h M e:
"Riveting, chilling, and page-turning. Be prepared to stay up all night."
--Lisa Scottoline, New York Times bestselling author
"A mesmerizing, intimate, and utterly terrifying journey inside the mind of a psychopath and his prey . . . Sharp, twisted, and
seductive, Gehrman has written the ultimate cat-and-mouse thriller."
--Jennifer Hillier, author of Jar of Hearts
"Mesmerizing and provocative, Watch Me is a riveting tale of a writer, her student, and an obsession that has gone too far. Page by
page, Gehrman turns up the tension on a story that is intricately plotted and impossible to put down."
--Paula Treick DeBoard, author of Here We Lie and The Drowning Girls
"Hauntingly realistic...a powerful critique of a superficial society in which only those with youth and beauty command notice."
--Publishers Weekly
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Hurry Home
Subtitle: A Novel

Roz Nay
From the bestselling author of Our Little Secret comes a suspenseful
new thriller featuring two estranged sisters desperate to keep their
deepest and darkest secret where it belongs--in the past.
Blood is thicker than water... And it could cost you everything.
Alexandra Van Ness has the perfect life. She lives in an idyllic resort town
tucked away in the Rocky Mountains, shares a designer loft with her handsome
boyfriend, Chase, and has her dream job working in child protection. Every day,
Alex goes above and beyond to save children at risk.
But when her long-lost sister, Ruth, unexpectedly shows up at her door,
Alex's perfect life is upended. Growing up, Ruth was always the troublemaker,
pulling Alex into her messes, and this time will be no different. Still, Alex will
help Ruth under one condition: we will never, ever, talk about the past. But
when trouble befalls a local child, both women are forced to confront the
secrets they've promised to keep buried.
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Utterly engrossing and claustrophobic, Hurry Home is a tantalizing reflection
of the chain-and-shackles relationship between sisters that asks: what lines
wouldn't you cross for your own?
ACCLAIMED BESTSELLING AUTHOR: Roz Nay has incredible sales for her debut
domestic suspense novel Our Little Secret in the US, she is a national bestseller in
Canada, and has won and been longlisted for several awards.
RAVE REVIEWS: Us Weekly, Entertainment Weekly, AP News have touted Nay's
storytelling; she has several starred reviews from the trades, and praise from domestic
suspense icons Ruth Ware, B. A. Paris, Mary Kubica and more.
STELLAR DOMESTIC SUSPENSE: A close look at sisterhood and motherhood, Hurry
Home fits right in with the bestselling, twisty domestic suspense novels where things
are never as they seem behind closed doors.
AUTHENTIC ACTION: The author herself is a child protection services worker. While no
children are actually in harm, nor alluded to be harmed, in the story, the author writes
about harrowing experiences from a place of authenticity.

Author Bio: R o z N a y's debut novel, Our Little Secret, was a national bestseller
in Canada, won the Douglas Kennedy Prize for best foreign thriller in France,
and was nominated for the Kobo Emerging Writer Prize for Mystery and the
Arthur Ellis Best First Novel Award. Roz has lived and worked in Africa, Australia,
the US, and the UK. She now lives in British Columbia, Canada, with her
husband and two children.
Residence: British Columbia, CA

Hurry Home
Roz Nay
Praise for Our Little Secret:
"Roz Nay's addictive debut proves that dark secrets of the past cannot be forgotten."
--Us Weekly
"Nay's engrossing read is told from multiple perspectives, and from its chillingly mysterious opening to the subtle brilliance with
which a revengeful saga unfolds, its steamy love triangle will hook you and never let you go. It's a debut thriller that's just delicious."
-Entertainment Weekly
"Remarkable. Our Little Secret superficially resembles Paula Hawkins' The Girl on a Train and similar psychological thrillers that have
stormed the bestseller lists in the last decade. But Nay's work transcends the subgenre. The plot is more textured and
heartbreaking, and her prose contains startling turns of phrase that reveal the soul of a poet."
-Associated Press
"A cracking read...Our Little Secret builds to a deliciously dark conclusion."
- Ruth Ware, New York Times bestselling author of The Woman in Cabin 10
"Nay lures readers down a dark and tangled path that explores the aftereffects of lost first loves...a gripping addition to the psych
thriller world."
-Mary Kubica, New York Times bestselling author of The Good Girl
"A gripping and disturbing story, which left me guessing until the very end."
-B. A. Paris, New York Times bestselling author of Behind Closed Doors and The Breakdown
"Clever and addictive, Our Little Secret won't stay a secret for long-it's that good."
-Chevy Stevens, New York Times bestselling author of Still Missing and Never Let You Go
"A stunning debut...Our Little Secret is a deliciously twisted novel about a love triangle. It's so suspenseful your heart will be
pounding as you hurry to the end. Roz Nay has proven she can write the thriller you haven't read before."
-Liz Fenton and Lisa Steinke, authors of The Good Widow
"A sneaky-smart, charismatic debut that will win fans among those who enjoy the kind of duplicitous and deliciously complex
psychological suspense written by Ruth Ware, Sophie Hannah, and Erin Kelly."
-Booklist starred review
"Fans of Paula Hawkins and Ruth Ware will devour this twisty psychological thriller; Nay has expertly crafted a narrative that has the
potential to veer in several directions, keeping the readers enthralled and guessing until the end."
-Library Journal starred review
"[A] mesmerizing debut...Nay expertly spins an insidious, clever web, perfectly capturing the soaring heights and crushing lows of
first love and how the loss of that love can make even the sanest people a little crazy. Carve out some time for this riveting,
one-sitting read."
-Kirkus Reviews
"Captivating...Nay is a writer to watch."
-Publishers Weekly
"Heading to a cottage this weekend and need a guaranteed good read? Bring this book. Trust me: you're likely to read it in one
breathless sitting. When you return to reality, it will be well past midnight and everyone else will have gone to bed. [A] winding,
deceptive descent towards the truth about what happened. I didn't see it coming, and neither will you."
-The Globe and Mail
"Seemingly every aspiring author out there is now busy capitalizing on the trend, crafting dark psychological thrillers with unreliable
female narrators and wild plot twists. It's increasingly difficult, then, to stand out in this crowded market... All of this is why first-time
author Roz Nay's debut Our Little Secret is so impressive."
-Toronto Star
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In Cold Chamomile
Subtitle: A Tea and a Read Mystery
Series/Series #: A Tea and a Read Mystery, #3

Joy Avon
Just in time for the holidays, In Cold Chamomile is sure to be a cupid's
arrow aimed straight for your bookshelf.
Tea party organizer Callie Aspen learns that Cupid's arrows can be deadly
when a Valentine's Day soiree ends in murder.
Callie Aspen can't think of a more appropriate place to spend Valentine's
Day than her adopted hometown of Heart's Harbor, Maine. When she's not
helping out at Book Tea, her great-aunt Iphy's vintage tearoom, Callie's
adorning Haywood Hall with hearts and roses for the big Valentine's event,
where townspeople will fall in love with sweet treats, heartwarming music, and
delightful books. But tension is brewing: The librarian argues with the expert
who is on hand to appraise precious volumes. And Iphy is shocked to recognize
the baritone who's slated to sing at the event as an old acquaintance--one
she'd hoped she'd never meet again. And then, when a dead body is
discovered, the stirring spoon of suspicion points at the many people who had
reasons to want the victim dead.

ON SALE 2/11/2020

Announced 1st Print: 15,000
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When Iphy's old acquaintance draws the attention of Deputy Ace Falk, Callie
finds herself in a spot. Ace, as usual, doesn't want Callie involved, but how can
she ignore Iphy's anguish over the fate of a man she cares for more than she
will admit? Bringing the killer to justice may endanger Callie's budding
relationship with Ace--and, quite possibly, her own life.

BISAC 1: Fiction - Mystery & Detective - Cozy General
BISAC 2: Fiction - Mystery & Detective - Women
Sleuths
BISAC 3: Fiction - Mystery & Detective - Amateur
Sleuth
Trim Size: 5-1/2 x 8-1/4
Carton Count: 20
Setting: Maine

Callie and the Book Tea crew may think they have this case in the bag, but
un-kettling truths are yet to be decanted.

Publicity and Marketing

Author Bio: Having spent many afternoons as a teen on the Nile with Poirot or
confronting sinister spinsters in sleepy English towns with Miss Marple, it was
only natural Joy Avon would start writing mysteries of her own. Besides
writing, Joy enjoys hiking, collecting stationery and trying new desserts,
especially if chocolate is involved. This is her third Tea and a Read mystery.

National print publicity
ARCs and e-ARCs
Bookspan direct mail/e-mail campaign
reaching 1.2 million readers
Giveaway: Crooked Lane, Author, Mystery
Community sites, blogs, and social media
Featured title on MysteryGuild.com, MG
Facebook, CrookedLaneBooks.com, and
Crooked Lane's Casebook newsletter
Promotion on author's social media and
newsletters

COMMERCIAL COZY: This cozy hits all the right notes with its themes--books, tea, and
holiday cheer. Fans of Jenn McKinlay, Laura Childs, and Leslie Meier, alike, will be
delighted at this charming new series.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the cozy genre, as
evinced by USA Today bestselling, Agatha and Lefty award-winner Plantation Shudders,
so In Cold Chamomile will fit right at home with our list.
HOLIDAY TIE-IN: In Cold Chamomile will be published just days before Valentine's Day,
making it a perfect selection for holiday collections and publicity round-ups.

In Cold Chamomile
Joy Avon
Praise for I n P e p p e r m i n t P e r i l:
"Joy Avon's In Peppermint Peril will fill your holiday with Christmas spirit, charm, and intrigue."
-Paige Shelton, New York Times bestselling author of the Scottish Bookshop mysteries
"The quaint setting drew me in, the characters captivated me, the mystery kept me turning the pages-a perfect cozy read."
-Lucy Arlington, New York Times bestselling author of the Novel Idea mysteries
"Joy Avon's Tea and a Read mystery, In Peppermint Peril, is a delightful Christmas cozy. Ms. Avon's charming descriptions draw the
reader into the village of Heart's Harbor and holiday celebrations."
-Karen Rose Smith, USA Today bestselling author
"Callie Aspen is home for the holidays but a murder wasn't in her plans. With a fierce determination and sleuthing skills to leave the
local police in awe, she makes a strong debut in In Peppermint Peril. This is a new cozy series to watch."
-Linda Wiken (aka Erika Chase), author of the Dinner Club mysteries
"Heart's Harbor, Maine is a charming town where murder never happens-until it does...Cozy to the core!"
-Terrie Farley Moran, Agatha and Derringer winning author of the Read 'Em and Eat mysteries
"She has assembled an interesting cast of characters, her plot moves along at an enjoyable pace with enough twists and turns to
satisfy, there is just enough romance to spice things up, not to mention the mouthwatering descriptions of the confections coming
out of the tea shop make one wish it was around the corner. All in all, a pleasure to read."
-Isis Crawford, author of A Catered Costume Party
"A delightful debut that combines the ambience of the board game Clue with whodunits in the family-secrets mold of Mary Roberts
Rinehart and Leslie Ford."
-Kirkus Reviews
"Will appeal to fans of Molly MacRae and Jenn McKinlay."
-Booklist
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The Key Lime Crime
Subtitle: A Key West Food Critic Mystery
Series/Series #: A Key West Food Critic Mystery, #10

Lucy Burdette
National bestselling author Lucy Burdette's tenth Key West Food Critic
mystery is piping hot with pie-enthusiasts and murder suspects.
When a fierce rivalry between key lime pie bakers leads to a pastry chef's
murder, food critic Hayley Snow is fit to be pied.
During the week between Christmas and New Year's, the year-round population
of Key West, Florida, faces a tsunami of tourists and snowbirds. It doesn't help
that outrageously wealthy key lime pie aficionado David Sloan has persuaded
the city to host his pie-baking contest. Every pie purveyor on the island is out to
win the coveted Key Lime Key to the City and Key Zest food critic Hayley Snow
is on the scene to report it.
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Meanwhile, Hayley's home life is turning more tart than sweet. Hayley's new
hubby, police detective Nathan Bransford, announces that her intimidating
mother-in-law is bearing down on the island for a surprise visit. Hayley offers to
escort Nathan's crusty mom on the iconic Conch Train Tour of the island's
holiday lights, but it becomes a recipe for disaster when they find a corpse
among the glittering palm trees and fantastic flamingos. The victim--Au Citron
Vert's controversial new pastry chef--was a frontrunner in Sloan's contest.
It's bad enough that Hayley's too-curious mother-in-law is cooking up trouble.
Now, the murderer is out to take a slice out of Hayley. Can she handle the heat
of a killer's kitchen?
BELOVED SERIES: The national bestselling Key West Food Critic mysteries consistently
earn high raves and excellent sales.
CULINARY CAPTIVATION: Sure to appeal to mystery lovers and food enthusiasts alike,
Burdette's series is perfect for fans of Joanne Fluke, Diane Mott Davidson, and Leslie
Meier.
AUTHOR EXPERIENCE: Lucy Burdette has written this long-standing series, and has
been shortlisted for the Agatha, Anthony, and Macavity awards. She is a member of
Mystery Writers of America and a past president of Sisters in Crime. She also lives in
Key West where the series takes place.
MASS MARKET TIE-IN: The Key Lime Crime will be published to tie-in with the June
2020 release of the mass market edition of the previous series installment A Deadly
Feast.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane is comfortable with this kind of food cozy, as evinced
by the USA Today bestselling, Agatha and Lefty award-winning Cajun Country mystery
series.
INCLUDES RECIPES: Incorporating the culinary theme, Burdette provides several unique
recipes for readers to try at home.

Author Bio: Clinical psychologist L u c y B u r d e t t e has published 15 mysteries,
including the latest in the Key West food critic mysteries. Her books and stories
have been shortlisted for Agatha, Anthony, and Macavity awards. She's a
member of Mystery Writers of America and a past president of Sisters in Crime.
She lives in Madison, CT and Key West, FL.
Residence: Key West, FL

The Key Lime Crime
Lucy Burdette
Praise for D e a t h o n t h e M e n u:
"Hayley Snow is one of my favorite amateur sleuths. She's clever and quick witted and takes readers on a twisty turny journey to
solve a well crafted and sharply plotted mystery. This was a fabulous peril in paradise read that I simply could not put down."
--Jenn McKinlay, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of the Cupcake Bakery mysteries
"Burdette skillfully balances a well-crafted plot with a vivid portrayal of Key West."
--Sheila Connolly, New York Times bestselling author of The Lost Traveller
"I love this series! [Lucy Burdette has] revitalized my love of cozy mysteries."
- - # 1 New York Times bestselling author Laurell K. Hamilton
"When Hayley Snow and pals cater a dinner for visiting Cuban dignitaries, the evening has International Incident written all over it. A
travel guide woven through a page-turner of a mystery, Death on the Menu is a love letter to Key West."
--Barbara Ross, author of the Maine Clambake mysteries
"Burdette's loving descriptions of food and the appended recipes are an added fillip for readers who enjoy some history and
romance with their mysteries."
--Kirkus Reviews
"Fascinating details about the Truman Little White House, Cuban American history and relations, Cuban food, and Hemingway's
years in Key West are woven through this atmospheric cozy."
--Booklist
"Death on the Menu is another beautifully crafted novel by a master of the genre."
--Midwest Book Review
"Hayley is an engagingly nosy narrator, and Burdette's descriptions of mouthwatering food and quirky locals are reliably
entertaining."
--Shelf Awareness
"There's a lot to love about this series--deft plotting, likeable characters, and an ending that always satisfies. But one of the things I
love the best is how the author transports her readers to Key West with every page, describing real landmarks and restaurants with
such realism that I feel I'm actually there. Magical and delicious fun!"
--Suspense Magazine
"Food critic Haley Snow is back in the eighth installment of the series, and I am deeply, hopelessly in love with Death on the Menu,
as I have been with every book in this series...Having been to Key West multiple times, I can assure you that you are walking the
streets and meeting the people and eating the food with an authenticity second to none."
--The Reading Room
"Tightly plotted, with plenty of island-style red herrings and mouth-watering food-prep descriptions, Death on the Menu is also full
of friends helping friends, and the sweetness of love."
--Kingdom Books
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Little Bookshop of Murder
Subtitle: A Beach Reads Mystery
Series/Series #: A Beach Reads Mystery, #1

Maggie Blackburn
A Shakespearean scholar inherits a beachside bookshop--and a murder
mystery--in this delightful new cozy series for fans of Kate Carlisle and
Ellery Adams.
Summer Merriweather's career as a Shakespeare professor hangs by a
bookbinder's thread. Academic life at her Virginia university is a viper's pit, so
Summer spends her summer in England, researching a scholarly paper that,
with any luck, will finally get her published, impress the Dean, and save her job.
But her English idyll ends when her mother, Hildy, shuffles off her mortal coil
from an apparent heart attack.
Returning to Brigid's Island, NC, for the funeral, Summer is impatient to
settle the estate, sell her mom's embarrassingly romance-themed bookstore,
Beach Reads, and go home. But as she drops by Beach Reads, Summer finds
threatening notes addressed to Hildy: "Sell the bookstore or die."
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Clearly, something is rotten on Brigid's Island. What method is behind the
madness? Was Hildy murdered? The police insist there's not enough evidence
to launch a murder investigation. Instead, Summer and her Aunt Agatha screw
their courage to the sticking place and start sleuthing, with the help of Hildy's
beloved book club. But there are more suspects on Brigid's Island than are
dreamt of in the Bard's darkest philosophizing. And if Summer can't find the
villain, the town will be littered with a Shakespearean tragedy's worth of
corpses--including her own.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the cozy genre, as
evinced by Agatha and Lefty Award winning, USA Today bestselling Cajun Country
mysteries by Ellen Byron so Little Bookshop of Murder will fit right at home on our list.
BOOK HOOK: Cozy readers flock to book-themed cozies, as evidenced by the strong
sales of authors like Miranda James and Jenn McKinlay. This hook--a bookstore in a
small southern town--is sure to entice these readers.
AUTHOR EXPERIENCE: Mollie Cox Bryan, writing as Maggie Blackburn, has written the
Agatha nominated Cumberland Creek mysteries and many other cozy series.
A COZY FIT: Immensely witty, Blackburn creates an effortlessly warm cozy readers are
always looking for.

Author Bio: M a g g i e B l a c k b u r n is the author of the Cora Crafts mysteries
and the Cumberland Creek mysteries under another pen name. Her books have
been selected as finalists for an Agatha Award and a Daphne du Maurier Award
and as a Top 10 Beach Reads by Woman's World. She has also been short-listed
for the Virginia Library People's Choice Award. She is the mother of two young
women who are off following their dreams in the music business. She currently
lives in Waynesboro, VA, and works at the University of Virginia as a
development associate.
Residence: Waynesboro, VA Hometown: Pennsylvania Author Site: http://molliecoxbryan.com/

Little Bookshop of Murder
Maggie Blackburn
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The Monsters We Make
Subtitle: A Novel

Kali White
For fans of Rene Denfeld and Shari Lapena comes a rich, atmospheric
family drama set in the 1980's following the disappearances of two
paperboys from a small midwestern town.
It's August 1984, and paperboy Christopher Stewart has gone missing.
Hours later, twelve-year-old Sammy Cox hurries home from his own paper
route, red-faced and out of breath, hiding a terrible secret.
Crystal, Sammy's seventeen-year-old sister, is worried by the disappearance
but she also sees opportunity: the Stewart case has echoes of an earlier
unsolved disappearance of another boy, one town over. Crystal senses the
makings of an award winning essay, one that could win her a scholarship - and
a ticket out of their small Iowa town.
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Officer Dale Goodkind can't believe his bad luck: another town and another
paperboy kidnapping. But this time he vows that it won't go unsolved. As the
abductions set in motion an unpredictable chain of violent, devastating events
touching each life in unexpected ways, Dale is forced to face his own demons.
Told through interwoven perspectives--and based on the real-life Des Moines
Register paperboy kidnappings in the early 1980's--The Monsters We Make
deftly explores the effects of one crime exposing another and the secrets
people keep hidden from friends, families, and sometimes, even themselves.
SMALL TOWN MYSTERY MEETS FAMILY DRAMA: Perfect for readers looking for more
substance in their small town mysteries, The Monsters We Make elevates the
small-town mystery genre with a poignant drama featuring multiple POVs, compelling
characters, and complex family dynamics.
RIPPED FROM THE HEADLINES: Based on the as-yet-unsolved Des Moines Register
paperboy kidnappings in the early 1980's--the cases that launched the infamous milk
carton missing children campaigns--this meticulously researched novel expands on
those tragedies to consider how the watershed cases of our childhoods can change
us--and our society--forever.
IMPORTANT DATES: The real-life paperboy disappearances occured on September 5,
1982 and August 12, 1984 respectively.
80'S NOSTALGIA: Given the popularity of shows like Stranger Things and reboots of
1980's favorites like Ghostbusters, consumers are feeling nostalgic for the pre-digital
age. Steeped in the culture of its time, The Monsters We Make brings a much-needed
true-crime element to the trend.

Author Bio: K a l i W h i t e's stories and essays have appeared in Midwestern
Gothic, Nowhere Magazine, Poets & Writers, The Writer and several
anthologies. She holds an MFA in creative writing from Vermont College of Fine
Arts, is a recipient of a State of Iowa major artist grant and is currently a faculty
member of the Lindenwood University MFA Creative Writing Program.
Residence: Bondurant, IA

The Monsters We Make
Kali White
"In The Monsters We Make, Kali White deftly conveys the terror that gripped a community, a city, a state and a nation when several
paper carriers were snatched from their routes... With a shivery premise and richly-drawn characters, VanBaale takes a child's
greatest fear and a parent's worst nightmare and delivers an addictive novel that must be read with the lights on."
--Heather Gudenkauf, New York Times bestselling author of Before She Was Found
"I sped through this page-turning novel, a story so palpably, terrifyingly real that it will haunt me forever. Kali White knows how to
write, period."
--Robin Oliveira, New York Times bestselling author of My Name is Mary Sutter
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Mums and Mayhem
Subtitle: A Magic Garden Mystery
Series/Series #: A Magic Garden Mystery, #3

Amanda Flower
A famous fiddler has been kilt. A magic garden's left to wilt. Does Fiona
Knox's father hold the guilt? Will florist Fiona's blood be spilt?
World-famous fiddle player Barley McFee arrives in blustery Bellewick,
Aberdeenshire, Scotland, for a grand homecoming concert organized by jeweler
Bernice Brennan. Fiona Knox, owner of the Climbing Rose Flower Shop, is
starting to regret volunteering to help with the concert. Bernice is an exacting
taskmaster, and Fiona has enough tension dealing with her parents, who have
traveled from Tennessee to visit Fi and her younger sister, Isla, and to reveal a
secret about Fi's birth. But when Barley is found dead in his trailer during the
concert's intermission, and his death is shockingly tied to Fiona's father, Fiona
discovers there are more secrets surrounding her family than she realized.
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Much to the chagrin of handsome Neil Craig, Chief Inspector of the County
Aberdeen Police, Fiona delves into the case to clear her father's name. To make
matters worse, Fiona learns that Duncreigan, the magical garden that she
inherited from her godfather, is dying. At some point during the concert,
someone broke into the garden and cut the centuries-old climbing rose--the
source of the garden's magic--from the standing stone.
The stakes are higher than ever and Fiona could lose all that she's grown
unless she's able to dispel this terrible curse and dig up the truth--fast.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the cozy genre, as
evinced by the USA Today bestselling, Agatha and Lefty award-winning Cajun Country
mystery series and Lucy Burdette's national bestselling Key West Food Critic mysteries,
so Mums and Mayhem fits right at home with our list.
AUTHOR EXPERIENCE: This is Flower's fifth mystery series. She is a national and USA
Today bestseller, as well as an Agatha Award-winning author, published by a number of
publishers, including Berkley.
MASS MARKET TIE-IN: Mums and Mayhem will be published to tie-in with the March
2020 release of the mass market edition of the previous series installment Death and
Daisies.
A COZY FIT: Flower writes with the warmth and wit cozy readers are always looking for
and her hook--a magical garden in the Scottish Highlands--is perfect for fans of Sheila
Connolly. Add in a fish-out-of-water sleuth with Flower's American protagonist, and
you've got a recipe for success with the cozy market.

Series Overview: Florist Fiona Knox must investigate deadly murders in her
new hometown in Scotland while bringing her inherited garden back to life.
Author Bio: USA Today bestselling and Agatha Award-winning mystery author
A m a n d a F l o w e r started her writing career in elementary school when she
read a story she wrote to her sixth grade class and had the class in stitches
with her description of being stuck on the top of a Ferris wheel. She knew at
that moment she'd found her calling of making people laugh with her words.
She also writes mysteries as USA Today bestselling author Isabella Alan. In
addition to being an author, Amanda is a librarian in Northeast Ohio.This is her
third Magic Garden mystery.
Residence: Tallmadge, OH

Mums and Mayhem
Amanda Flower
Praise for D e a t h a n d D a i s i e s:
"Enchanting."
-Woman's World
"If you love Hallmark Channel movies, seed catalogues, and very mild magical realism, Flower's (yes, that's her real name) Death
and Daisies is made for you."
-Entertainment Weekly
"An enchanted garden in rural Scotland? Bestill my heart...Quirky, mysterious, magical fun."
-Juliet Blackwell, New York Times bestselling author of the Witchcraft and Haunted Home Renovation mysteries
"Fans of cozies with mystical elements will enjoy Fiona's visits to her magical garden."
-Booklist
"Introduce this series, with its charming characters and enchanting setting, to readers of other Scotland-set cozies, such as those by
Paige Shelton and Molly MacRae. The magic realism aspect may appeal to fans of Ellery Adams and Sarah Addison Allen."
-Library Journal
"A surprising killer, oodles of local color, and a touch of mysticism all add up to a charming read."
-Kirkus Reviews
"Those with a taste for fantasy-tinged cozies will want to see more of the appealing Fiona."
-Publishers Weekly
"A great series, this author continues to write stories that should not be missed!"
-Suspense Magazine
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Peachy Scream
Subtitle: A Georgia B&B Mystery
Series/Series #: A Georgia B&B Mystery, #2

Anna Gerard
To die or not to die? Georgia B&B proprietor Nina Fleet struts and frets to
bring the curtain down on a Shakespearean actor's killer.
It's nothing short of inevitable that Cymbeline, GA, hosts an annual
Shakespeare festival. But stage-struck Nina Fleet is about to learn that putting
on an amateur theatrical production can be murder. Nina's anticipating showbiz
glamour and glitz when a community Shakespearean troupe arrives for a
two-week stay at her B&B. But the lights dim when she learns the company's
director is her nemesis, struggling actor Harry Westcott--who still claims to be
the rightful heir to Nina's elegant Queen Anne home.
Meanwhile, the troupe members are not content to leave the drama upon
the stage. Accusations of infidelity and financial malfeasance make a shambles
of rehearsals. And then, two days into the troupe's stay, the lead actor is found
dead in Nina's formal Shakespeare garden. Murder most foul!
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Worse, it seems every member of the amateur troupe has a
motive--including wealthy construction company owner Marvin Jeffers, who
seems to have a personal interest in Nina. But when the sheriff arrests the
supposed boyfriend of the slain actor's widow, Nina suspects that the wrong
troupe member is in jail. She and her trusty Australian Shepherd, Matilda, join
forces (none too happily) with Harry to sleuth out the murder plot.
Will they find the real killer before someone else shuffles off this mortal coil?
Find out in Anna Gerard's delightful second Georgia B&B mystery.
A COZY FIT: Immensely witty, Gerard creates an effortlessly warm and funny cozy, sure
to draw in even the most serious fans of the genre.
SMALL TOWN CHARM: Nina's new Georgia town, full of neighborly love and
mom-and-pop shops, is one readers will want to call their own.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the cozy genre,
particularly with the bed-and-breakfast theme, as evinced by the award-winning,
critically acclaimed Cajun Country mysteries by Ellen Byron, Dead and Breakfast b y
Kate Kingsbury, and Bad Housekeeping by Maia Chance.
TRADE PAPERBACK TIE-IN: Peachy Scream will be published to tie-in with the July 2020
release of the trade paperback edition of the previous series installment Peach
Clobbered.

Author Bio: A n n a G e r a r d is a member of Mystery Writers of America and was
the 2018 Chapter President of the Florida chapter of MWA. She also belongs to
the Cat Writers' Association and the Palm Beach County Beekeepers
Association. She has a BA in Journalism from the University of Oklahoma. A
native Texan, she now lives in the West Palm Beach area with her husband,
dogs, cats, and a few beehives.
Residence: Loxahatchee, FL

Peac hy Sc ream
Anna Gerard
Praise for Peach Clobbered:
"Gerard has honed her craft, and it shows. Protagonist Nina Fleet is confident, sassy, and someone you'd want as a best friend,
especially if Mattie her dog is with her...A five-star read. Excellent characters, great fun, brisk plot, and a new cozy, cozy-setting. Dig
in and enjoy. Just don't forget to breathe."
--Carolyn Haines, USA Today bestselling author of the Sarah Booth Delaney mysteries
"An engaging mystery with whimsical characters, a house to die for, and the most lovable dog ever! Gerard has created the perfect
cozy read."
--Susan Furlong, author of the Georgia Peach mysteries
"Bright and breezy...Gerard provides it all: well-drawn characters, pithy dialogue, and enough twists and turns and shifts of motive
to keep cozy fans happily playing the whodunit game."
--Publishers Weekly
"An engaging read with vibrant characters. Anna Gerard's Peach Clobbered is chock full of fun, including eccentric Southerners
defending hearth and home, a stalker, an unusual relic, an overheated penguin, and a gaggle of nuns...I'd love to stay at Nina's B&B
and enjoy her hospitality. I didn't want the book to end."
--Maggie Toussaint, award-winning author
"Gerard paints a stunning portrait of small-town Georgia, replete with a colorful cast of characters. She lays the groundwork for what
is sure to be a blockbuster series."
--Karla Brandenburg, award-winning author
"Anna Gerard writes with a skillful touch...A whip-smart protagonist moves into a Queen Anne mansion in the little town of
Cymbeline, GA, where she unleashes all the secrets. A great cozy setting, interesting characters and a premise strong enough to
carry a long and entertaining series. A cozy blanket of murderous fun. A cracking-good, page-turning start to a brilliant new series! If
you love peaches, this book will make you hungry."
--Cheryl Hollon, author of Webb's Glass Shop mysteries
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Read or Alive
Subtitle: A Bookmobile Mystery
Series/Series #: A Bookmobile Mystery, #3

Nora Page
A match-made in cozy heaven for fans of Jenn McKinlay, Kate Carlisle,
and book lovers everywhere, Nora Page's third Bookmobile mystery
will (book)worm its way into your heart.
Wrongful accusations have librarian Cleo Watkins and her loved ones booked
for trouble.
It's springtime and septuagenarian librarian Cleo Watkins is celebrating new
blooms and old books. To her delight, the Georgia Antiquarian Book Society has
brought its annual fair to Catalpa Springs in honor of Cleo's gentleman friend,
respected antiquarian bookseller and restorer, Henry Lafayette. However,
trouble rolls in with the fair when a flirtatious book scout makes the rounds,
charming locals out of prized books.
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Among the conned is Cleo's cousin, Dot, who handed over a signed, first
edition of Gone With the Wind. With no proof the scout took the valuable book,
Dot is at a loss. And when the deceitful man is found murdered the very next
morning, Dot becomes a prime suspect. To Cleo's dismay, so is Henry. The
scene of the crime is behind Henry's shop and his bookbinding tool is the
murder weapon. As evidence stacks up against Henry, the police aren't alone in
questioning his innocence. Even friends and family ask Cleo how well she truly
knows her gentleman friend.
Although books are at the heart of the crimes, Cleo feels dizzyingly out of
her depths. Someone is setting up the people she holds dearest. With the
authorities on the wrong trail, Cleo has no choice but to catalog the evidence
herself. Along with her trusty bookmobile cat Rhett Butler, it will be up to Cleo
to book the real killer for good.
LIBRARY HOOK: Cozy readers flock to library- and book-themed cozies, as evidenced by
the strong sales of authors like Miranda James and Jenn McKinlay. This hook--a mobile
library--is sure to entice these readers.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the book cozy genre, as
evinced by Elementary, She Read, SIBA Okra Pick A Murder for the Books, and Death
Overdue, so Read or Alive fits right at home with our list.
SOUTHERN SMALL TOWN CHARM: Cleo Watson's suburban Georgia hometown, full of
warmth, pets, and family, is one readers will want to call their own.

Author Bio: N o r a P a g e enjoys rainy weather, the perfect biscuit, and quiet
evenings in with her husband and cat. You can often find her in the company of
books. This is her third Bookmobile mystery.
Residence: Colorado Springs, CO

Read or Alive
Nora Page
Praise for B e t t e r O f f R e a d:
"Funny [and] fast-paced...A dynamo of a lead in Cleo, who drives with a lead foot and refuses to back down from anything or
anyone, including bullies and murderers."
--Publishers Weekly
"Outstanding...A delightful cast of characters and an engaging amateur sleuth in Cleo, this mystery is a page-turning whodunit that
will have readers longing for another volume featuring this intrepid librarian."
--Jenn McKinlay, New York Times bestselling author of the Library Lover's mysteries
"A page turner, and so much more! Librarian Cleo Watkins and her mobile library, Word on Wheels, will roll right into your heart as
Cleo uses her clever smarts to solve a perfectly plotted mystery. You'll love every moment you spend with Cleo and her friends in
Catalpa Springs, Georgia."
--Paige Shelton, New York Times bestselling author of the Scottish Bookshop mysteries
"A spunky heroine, a furry side-kick with 'cat-itude', and plenty of southern charm. What more could readers want?"
--Lucy Arlington, New York Times bestselling author of the Novel Idea mysteries
"Who wouldn't want to get on the bookmobile with Cleo Watkins, the librarian who just never quits?...A fun and witty read with the
perfect blend of action, humor, romance and a twisty mystery. Great fun!"
--Victoria Abbott, award-winning author of the Book Collector mysteries
"A delightful mystery with quirky charm, the fight for the environment, and the love of books."
--San Francisco Book Review
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The Secrets They Left Behind
Subtitle: A Mystery

Lissa Marie Redmond
Three missing girls, no leads, a vault of dark secrets, and a case that's
getting chillier by the minute, set the stage for this nail-biting
procedural from former cold case homicide detective and acclaimed
author Lissa Marie Redmond.
Three college freshmen go missing from their rural hometown of Kelly's Falls
while on Christmas break. Their cell phones, coats, and purses are left behind,
but the girls have disappeared without a trace. As the days turn into weeks and
the investigation grows cold, twenty-three year old Buffalo police officer Shea
O'Connor is called on to dig up leads undercover.
Still bearing the emotional and physical scars of a previous case, O'Connor
infiltrates as eighteen-year-old Shea Anderson, a college freshman and the
"niece" of the town's police chief. As she begins to immerse herself in the
missing girls' world, befriending their friends and family, and doing whatever it
takes to maintain her cover, O'Connor realizes the track is far colder than she
initially thought. But whoever was behind the girls' disappearance was only
warming up, and they have set their crosshairs directly on her.
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The heat is on for O'Connor as she closes in on the shocking truth about
what really happened the night the girls vanished.
AUTHOR EXPERIENCE: As a retired cold case homicide detective from a small-town, Lisa
Marie Redmond draws on her professional experience to bring readers an authentic
and chilling procedural.
SMALL TOWN SETTING: The resident of a small town herself, Redmond has crafted a
thrilling cold-case mystery set in small rural hometown similar to her own perfect for
fans of the genre.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane is comfortable with this kind of "small town secrets"
mystery, as evinced by strong sellers like Among the Dead and Margaret Mizushima's
Timber Creek K-9 mysteries.

Author Bio: Lissa Marie Redmond is a retired cold case homicide detective
from Buffalo, NY. She handled a number of high-profile cases and appeared on
numerous television shows including Dateline and Murder by Numbers. Her
short fiction has appeared in Buffalo Noir, Down & Out:The Magazine and other
publications. Her Cold Case Investigation series was published by Midnight Ink
Books. A proud wife and mom to two children, Redmond lives and writes in
Buffalo.
Residence: Buffalo, NY

The Secrets They Left Behind
Lissa Marie Redmond
Praise for the Cold Case Investigations:
"Lauren Riley is cool new addition to the world of PI and cop protagonists. A retired detective, Lissa Marie Redmond gives it to the
reader without the sugarcoating and lifts the veil off how the system really works...or doesn't."
-Reed Farrel Coleman, New York Times bestselling author of What You Break
"Ex-cop Lissa Redmond has a sure hand with police procedure, which should be no surprise...This is a welcome new voice on the
crime scene."
-S. J. Rozan, bestselling author of Ghost Hero
"Recommend this one to anyone who loves courtroom dramas where lawyers tear into witnesses like pit bulls. And to anyone hot for
a police procedural where tired cops make mistakes but slowly, relentlessly-and with morbid humor-get the job done. Redmond
delivers both in one package...The real attraction here is a keyhole view into a world that turns our expectations upside down-a
world where a bullying, quasi-fascist cop can be the only one with a handle on reality. Keep your eyes on Redmond, a retired cop
who knows how to write."
-Booklist
"Redmond, a recently retired Buffalo PD homicide detective, keeps everything moving nicely in this well-constructed crime novel."
-Publishers Weekly
"An excellent police procedural combined with a psychological thriller."
-Kirkus Reviews
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Sleeping Beauties
Subtitle: An Inspector Tom Reynolds Mystery
Series/Series #: An Inspector Tom Reynolds Mystery, #3

Jo Spain
International bestselling author Jo Spain's third Inspector Tom
Reynolds mystery puts him and his task force in the crosshairs of one
of most sinister killers yet.
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The inspector frowned and examined the earth under the trees. As he
scanned the glade, his stomach lurched. One, two, three, four. Five, counting
the mound of earth disturbed under the tent. Somebody had cleared the earth
of its natural layer and sown their own flowers.
In five places.
Five graves.
A young woman, Fiona Holland, has gone missing from a small Irish village. A
search is mounted, but there are whispers. Fiona had a wild reputation. Was
she abducted, or has she run away?
A week later, a gruesome discovery is made in the woods at Ireland's most
scenic beauty spot-the valley of Glendalough. The bodies are all young women
who disappeared in recent years. DI Tom Reynolds and his team are faced with
the toughest case of their careers-a serial killer, who hunts vulnerable women,
and holds his victims captive before he ends their lives.
Soon the race is on to find Fiona Holland before it's too late...
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR: Irish author Jo Spain's debut novel became a
top-ten bestseller within the first month it was released in Ireland. Her books continue
to make top-ten bestselling lists the first week of publication. It was also one of seven
books shortlisted in the Richard and Judy search for a bestseller competition in 2014.
She is well-poised to launch her career in the US.
SMALL TOWN CHARM: Spain has crafted a captivating story set in a small Irish town
with a compelling mystery and riveting family and team drama all-around.
FAN-FAVORITE SETUP THAT DELIVERS: With a great understanding of what keeps
readers rapt, Jo Spain's pitch perfect plotting and fallible, relatable characters will keep
readers guessing until the very last page.

Author Bio: Jo Spain is a full-time writer and screenwriter. Her first novel,
With Our Blessing, was one of seven books shortlisted in the Richard and Judy
Search for a Bestseller competition and her first psychological thriller, The
Confession, was a number one bestseller in Ireland. Jo co-wrote the
ground-breaking TV series Taken Down which first broadcast in Ireland in 2018.
She's now working on multiple European TV projects. Joanne lives in Dublin with
her husband and their four young children.
Residence: Dublin, Ireland, UK

US Englsh

Sleeping Beauties
Jo Spain
Praise for the With Our Blessing:
"Absolutely my comfort reading."
-Ann Cleeves, Dagger Award-winning author of Vera & the Shetland series
"The novel is razor-sharp...The denouement is fiendishly clever, a climax in the old-fashioned Agatha Christie-esque sense...a big fat
twist is lobbed into the ending like a hand grenade."
-Sunday Independent
"Brilliant! Fast paced, well researched and sensitive. Jo Spain is a sparking new talent."
-Irish Examiner
"In a very strong year for Irish crime-fiction debuts, Jo Spain's With Our Blessing is among the most assured...[and] picks at the
scabs of recent Irish history to reveal raw and gaping wounds."
-Declan Burke Irish Times
"Jo Spain writes as good a procedural as you are ever likely to read."
-Crime Review (UK)
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A Spell for Trouble
Subtitle: An Enchanted Bay Mystery
Series/Series #: An Enchanted Bay Mystery, #1

Esme Addison
Fans of Ellery Adams and Heather Blake will be charmed by Esme
Addison's new Enchanted Bay mystery series.
Aleksandra Daniels hasn't set foot in the quiet seaside town of Bellamy Bay,
North Carolina in over twenty years. Ever since her mother's tragic death, her
father has mysteriously forbidden her from visiting her aunt and cousins. But on
a whim, Alex accepts an invitation to visit her estranged relatives and to help
them in their family business: an herbal apothecary known for its remarkably
potent teas, salves, and folk remedies.
Bellamy Bay doesn't look like trouble, but this is a town that harbors dark
secrets. Alex discovers that her own family is at the center of salacious town
gossip, and that they are rumored to be magical healers descended from
mermaids. She brushes this off as nonsense until a local is poisoned and her
aunt Lidia is arrested for the crime. Alex is certain Lidia is being framed, and
she resolves to find out why.
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Alex's investigation unearths stories that some have gone to desperate
lengths to conceal: forbidden affairs, family rivalries, and the truth about Alex's
own ancestry. And when the case turns deadly, Alex learns that not only are
these secrets worth hiding, but they may even be worth killing for.
COZY PLUS: Though featuring a magical apothecary, a cute dog, and a charming coastal
town, tonaly, the Enchanted Bay series has more in common with traditional mysteries
and authors like Karen MacInery, Cleo Coyle, and Ellery Adams. Readers looking for a
more substantial cozy will be pleased and back for more.
MAGICAL MYSTERY: Readers who like of a little dash of the paranormal in their cozies
(calling fans of Heather Blake and Amanda Flower!) will love this series featuring a
family of water witches, inspired by regional folktales.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane excels at publishing cozy and light mysteries. And
with the retirement of Heather Blake's beloved Wishcraft mysteries, now's the perfect
time to launch a new name in this magical mystery space.

Author Bio: Ever since Esme discovered Nancy Drew, she's wanted to solve
mysteries. As a mystery author, she's finally found a way to make that dream
come true. A former military spouse, Esme lives in Raleigh, NC with her
husband and three boys. When she's not writing, you can find her visiting
B&Bs, breweries, wineries, and historical sites.
Residence: Raleigh, NC Hometown: Raleigh, NC
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A Study in Murder
Subtitle: A Victorian Book Club Mystery
Series/Series #: A VICTORIAN BOOK CLUB MYSTERY, #1

Callie Hutton
A mystery author is charged with murder--and the plot thickens faster
t h a n a n y o n e c a n t u r n t h e p a g e s - - i n USA Today bestselling author
Callie Hutton's new series debut, perfect for fans of Rhys Bowen and
Ellery Adams.
Bath, England, 1890. Mystery author Lady Amy Lovell receives an
anonymous letter containing shocking news: her fiancé, Mr. Ronald St. Vincent,
has been dabbling in something illegal, which causes her to promptly break
their engagement.
Two evenings later, as Lady Amy awaits a visit from Lord William
Wethington, fellow member of the Bath Mystery Book Club, her former fiancé
makes an unexpected and most unwelcome appearance at her house. She
promptly sends him to the library to cool his heels but later discovers the room
seemingly empty--until she stumbles upon a dead Mr. St. Vincent with a knife in
his chest.
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Lord Wethington arrives to find Lady Amy screaming and sends for the
police, but the Bobbies immediately assume that she is the killer. Desperate to
clear her name, Lady Amy and Lord Wethington launch their own
investigation--and stir up a hornet's nest of suspects, from the gardener who
served time in prison for murder to a vengeful woman who was spurned by St.
Vincent before he proposed to Lady Amy.
Can they close the book on the case before the real killer gets away with
murder?
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane historical mysteries are strong sellers, but A Study in
Murder is a double threat since it also has cozy undertones that are sure to reel in
lovers of the book cozy genre, as evinced by Elementary, She Read SIBA Okra Pick A
Murder for the Books, and Death Overdue. A Study in Murder is sure to hit both those
audiences.
BOOK CLUB HOOK: Cozy readers flock to book-themed cozies, as evidenced by the
strong sales of authors like Miranda James and Jenn McKinlay. This hook--one of the
first book clubs in the Victorian era--is sure to entice these readers.
PITCH PERFECT HISTORICAL: The Victorian era has proven to be a favorite period
among historical readers, and A Study in Murder will be exactly what fans are looking
for.

Author Bio: USA Today bestselling author C a l l i e H u t t o n has penned more
than thirty-five historical romance books, and writes humorous and spicy
Regency with "historic elements and sensory details" (The Romance Reviews).
Callie lives in Oklahoma with two rescue dogs and her top cheerleader husband
of many years. Her family also includes her daughter, son, and daughter-in-law.
And her four year old twin grandsons "The Twinadoes."
Residence: Mustang, OK
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To Kill a Mocking Girl
Subtitle: A Bookbinding Mystery
Series/Series #: A Bookbinding Mystery, #1

Harper Kincaid
Quinn Victoria Caine is back in her quirky town of Vienna, Virginia, starting
her new life as a bookbinder in her family-owned, charm-for-days bookshop,
Prose & Scones. With her trusty German Shephard RBG-'Ruff Barker' Ginsburg
by her side, what can go wrong? Okay, sure, bumping into her ex, Scott, or her
former high school nemesis, Tricia, is a drag. It certainly doesn't help they have
acquired the new hobby of shoving their recent engagement in her face every
chance they get. But that doesn't mean Quinn wanted to find Tricia dead in the
road. So why does half the town think she may have done it?
Quinn is determined to find Tricia's killer, even if it means partnering with
her cousin-turned-nun, Sister Daria, and Detective Aiden Harrington, her older
brother's too-movie-star-handsome-for-his-own good, best friend. They believe
she's innocent, but of course that doesn't influence the police, who peg her as
their prime suspect. Or, at least until she's poisoned.
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But there is no way Quinn is going to stop now. Vienna is her town and-for
better or worse-Tricia was one of their own. Someone may have killed the
mocking girl, but no one's going to stop the notorious QVC.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the book cozy genre, as
evinced by Elementary, She Read SIBA Okra Pick A Murder for the Books, and Death
Overdue, so To Kill a Mocking Girl will fit right at home with our list.
AUTHOR EXPERIENCE: Though To Kill a Mocking Girl is her cozy mystery debut, Harper
Kincaid is a veteran writer with several romance novels under her belt.
SOUTHERN CONNECTIONS: Harper adds a level of authenticity to her work as a resident
of the charming, quirky, southern-set town of Vienna, VA--just like her protagonist. As a
part-time employee at a local bookstore, she has many connections to regional book
clubs, indie bookstores, bloggers, and publicity outlets that she will be reaching out to
for events and coverage. The mayor of her town even wants to host a launch event!

Author Bio: Born in California and raised in South Florida, Harper Kincaid
has moved around like a nomad with a bounty on her head ever since. After
earning her master's degree in Gender History and another in Clinical/Macro
Social Work, Kincaid decided to not to use either and become a writer instead.
Residence: Vienna, VA
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Wildland
Subtitle: A Novel

Rebecca Hodge
For fans of Jodi Picoult and Anita Shreve comes an exhilarating debut
novel of one woman's courage in the face of catastrophe.
She'll do anything to save them.
But what will she do to save herself?
When Kat Jamison retreats to the Blue Ridge Mountains, she's counting on
peace and solitude to help her make a difficult decision. Her breast cancer has
returned, but after the death of her husband, her will to fight is dampened. Now
she has a choice to make: face yet another round of chemotherapy or surrender
gracefully.
Self-reflection quickly proves impossible as her getaway is complicated by a
pair of abandoned dogs and two friendly children staying nearby, Lily and Nirav.
In no time at all, Kat's quiet seclusion is invaded by the happy confusion of
children and pets.
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But when lightning ignites a deadly wildfire, Kat's cabin is cut off from the
rest of the camp, separating Lily and Nirav from their parents. Left with no
choice, Kat, the children, and the dogs must flee on foot through the
drought-stricken forest, away from the ravenous flames. As a frantic rescue
mission is launched below the fire line, Kat drives the party deeper into the
mountains, determined to save four innocent lives. But when the moment
comes to save her own, Kat will have to decide just how hard she's willing to
fight to survive--and what's worth living for.
A heart-pounding novel of bravery, sacrifice, and self-discovery, Wildland will
keep you on the edge of your seat to the very last page.
WOMEN'S FICTION WITH AN EDGE: Wildland expertly blends the heart and compassion
of discussion-worthy women's fiction with the page-turning action of bestselling
suspense.
PERSONAL CONNECTION: As a breast-cancer survivor of eight years, author Rebecca
Hodge writes from a place of experience and compassion about the struggle of fighting
to live another day. And as a resident of North Carolina, writing about the Blue Ridge
Mountains is a natural setting for her work.
PERFECT FOR DOG LOVERS: A veterinarian with years of experience, Rebecca always
features animals as characters in her fiction. Fans of stories about heroic animals will
be thrilled.
BOOK CLUBS: Reading group guide questions to be included with final manuscript.

Author Bio: Rebecca Hodge is an author of fiction, a veterinarian, and a
clinical research scientist who lives and writes in North Carolina. Fiction writing
is the space where her creative side comes out to play, and her writing centers
on characters who discover that life is not a spectator sport. She has three
grown sons, two crazy dogs, and one patient husband. When not busy writing,
she loves hiking, travel, and (of course) curling up with a good book.
Residence: Raleigh, NC

Wildland
Rebecca Hodge
" H e a r t - s t o p p i n g...Hodge shows great skill in writing a story that's b o t h t o u c h i n g a n d e x h i l a r a t i n g. "
--Diane Chamberlain, New York Times bestselling author of The Dream Daughter
"Wrenching emotions and characters to care deeply for--this gripping story seems so real. Wildland is a t h r i l l i n g d e b u t b y a
t a l e n t e d a u t h o r." --Karen Harper, New York Times bestselling author of Deep in the Woods
" H o d g e c a p t u r e s t h e s t r e n g t h o f t h e h u m a n s p i r i t . . . An edge of your seat, emotional, powerful story filled with inspiration."
--Jennifer Ryan, New York Times bestselling author of The Me I Used to Be
"An adrenaline-pumping story about survival, acceptance, and courage, Wildland is a p a g e - t u r n e r w i t h a f e a r s o m e h e r o i n e ."
--Barbara Claypole White, bestselling author of The Promise Between Us
"Hodge's band of characters pop off the page--adults, children, and dogs alike . . . A h e a r t - w a r m i n g p a g e - t u r n e r n o t t o b e
missed!"
--Kathryn Craft, award-winning author of The Far End of Happy
" Storytelling at its best . . . A detailed and gripping page-turner you won't want to put down but will also want to slow down and
savor."
--Barbara Davis, bestselling author of When Never Comes
"Gripping and filled with deep emotional truths, W i l d l a n d will lead you to the brink and back. "
--Nancy Peacock, award-winning author of The Life and Times of Persimmon Wilson
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After All I've Done
Subtitle: A Novel

Mina Hardy
Writing as Mina Hardy, New York Times bestselling author Megan Hart
delivers a thrilling new psychological suspense for fans of The Woman
in the Window and When the Lights Go Out.
She's lost her best friend, her husband--and possibly, her mind.
Five months ago, an accident left Diana Sparrow badly injured and missing a
few months of her memory. As if that's not enough, she's started having
recurring nightmares about the night of the accident. Dreams that feel so real,
she's left questioning: maybe she didn't just slide off the road into a ditch.
Maybe, just maybe, she hit something. Or someone.
She can't turn to her former best friend Val, who's been sleeping with
Diana's husband Jonathan for months, but she might find some comfort in
newcomer Cole Pelham. Yet the closer they become, the more Diana begins to
wonder what really happened that night--and how Cole might be connected.
Worse, it seems everyone else could be involved, too.
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Who was with her that night? What really happened? As her life unravels
thread by thread and the dreams become too real to ignore, Diana will have to
face the unthinkable--and do the unforgivable.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the psychological
suspense genre, so After All I've Done is right at home with our list.
CALLING ALL V. C. ANDREWS' FANS: With so much content in the psych suspense
market, readers are looking for bigger, more explosive concepts. Anyone seeking
stories featuring unsettling domestic relationships and twisty plotting with big reveals
will love the mind-blowing ending of After All I've Done.
ESTABLISHED AUTHOR: Mina Hardy is an open pseudonym for Megan Hart, an
established, experienced writer in the romance genre. She's a NYT bestseller with tons
of dedicated fans and strong connections in the author community. Using the Mina
Hardy pen name will allow her to distinguish herself in the suspense genre.

Author Bio: M i n a H a r d y writes books. Usually, they feature good people
making bad choices, but sometimes they might be about bad people making
good choices. Either way, everyone is basically a mess, and you shouldn't trust
any of them. From twisted tales of domestic suspense to darker stories of
bumping in the night, you can expect thrills and a few chills.
Residence: Kettering, OH

After All I've Done
Mina Hardy
"A gripping family drama filled with quirky details and twists, told by a master storyteller who keeps readers mesmerized."
--Kirkus Reviews on All the Secrets We Keep
"This emotionally fraught and unsettling psychological horror . . . will linger long after the final page has turned."
--Publishers Weekly on Black Wings
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Agatha Arch is Afraid of Everything
Subtitle: A Novel

Kristin Bair O'Keeffe
A quirky, nervous wreck of a New England mom is forced to face her
many fears in this touching, irresistible novel from author Kristin Bair
O'Keeffe.
Agatha Arch's life shatters when she discovers her husband in their
backyard shed, in flagrante delicto, giving the local dog walker some heavy
petting. Suddenly, Agatha finds herself face to face with everything that
frightens her...and that's a loooooong list.
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Agatha keeps those she loves close. Everyone else, she keeps as far away
as possible. So she's a mystery to nearly everyone in her New England town. To
her husband, she's a saucy, no-B.S. writer. To her Facebook Moms group, she's
a provocateur. To her neighbor, she's a standoffish pain in the butt. To her sons,
she's chocolate pudding with marshmallows. And to her shrink, she's a bundle
of nerves on the brink of a cataclysmic implosion.
Defying her abundant assortment of anxieties, Agatha dons her "spy
pants"--a pair of khakis whose many pockets she crams with binoculars, fishing
line, scissors, flashlight, a Leatherman Super Tool 300 EOD, candy, and other
espionage essentials--and sets out to spy on her husband and the dog walker.
Along the way, she finds another intriguing target to follow: a mysterious young
woman who's panhandling on the busiest street in town.
It's all a bit much for timorous Agatha. But with the help of her Bear Grylls
bobblehead, a trio of goats, and a dog named Balderdash, Agatha may just find
the courage to build a better life.
ECCENTRIC HEROINE: In the vein of hit NYT bestsellers Where'd You Go Bernadette and
Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine, Agatha Arch is Afraid of Everything features a zany
heroine you can't help but both laugh and cry for.
HEARTWARMING STORY: At its essence, Agatha Arch if Afraid of Everything is a funny
and heartwarming story about the importance of friendship and human connection,
and how to find yourself once again after heartbreak.
ALCOVE PRESS INAUGURAL LIST: As one of the first titles to be published under the
Alcove Press imprint, Agatha Arch Is Afraid Of Everything will receive extra marketing
and publicity support tied to launching the list.

Author Bio: Kristin Bair O'Keeffe is the author of the novels The Art of
Floating and Thirsty, as well as essays about China, bears, adoption, off-the-plot
expats, and more. Her work has appeared in numerous magazines and
journals, including The Manifest-Station, The Gettysburg Review, Flyway:
Journal of Writing and Environment, The Christian Science Monitor, Poets &
Writers Magazine, Writer's Digest, and other publications. As a writing
instructor, her peripatetic nature has landed her in classrooms and conferences
around the world. A native Pittsburgher, Kristin now lives north of Boston with
her husband and two kiddos.
Residence: Andover, MA Hometown: Pittsburgh, PA

Agatha Arch is Afraid of Everything
Kristin Bair O'Keeffe
Comparative Titles by Other Authors
You've Been Volunteered / Laurie Gelman / HC
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Checked Out for Murder
Subtitle: A Haunted Library Mystery
Series/Series #: A Haunted Library Mystery, #4

Allison Brook
Carrie Singleton and Evelyn the ghost sleuth the slayings of a starlet
and a star-crossed psychic in Agatha Award nominee Allison Brook's
fourth Haunted Library mystery.
Daphne Marriott strolls into Clover Ridge and informs librarian Carrie
Singleton that she's a psychic. But had she foreseen what fate awaited her,
Daphne would have steered clear of the quaint Connecticut town. Evelyn, the
library ghost, tells Carrie that there's more to Daphne than she lets on.
The mysterious woman grew up in Clover Ridge with her no-good dad, who
apparently met his end at the hands of Daphne's brother, Billy. Still, Daphne
proves a welcome distraction when Carrie's overbearing mother hits town.
Mom's much younger husband, Tom, is in a movie that's lensing locally, and
she's there to keep an eye on him: Tom's costar, sultry Ilana Reingold, is also
his ex-fiancée, and there's no denying the chemistry is still there. Soon after
mingling with the moviemakers at a meet-and-greet, Daphne is found dead.
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Carrie and Evelyn investigate, assisted by bushy-tailed library cat Smoky
Joe. But the suspect list could overflow the library shelves. Has Billy killed
another relative? Is their long-missing mother involved? Or Daphne's mean
ex-husband? Carrie's sure she knows who committed the crime, but can she
bind together the clues before the culprit Dewey-decimates the town?
STRONG SELLER: Allison's series debut, Death Overdue, saw excellent sales, was
nominated for an Agatha award, and was a pick of the month for Library Journal.
Checked Out for Murder is expected to continue the series's strong performance.
LIBRARY HOOK: Cozy readers flock to library- and book-themed cozies, as evidenced by
the strong sales of authors like Miranda James and Jenn McKinlay. This hook--a library
in a small-town with a fun supernatural twist--is sure to entice these readers.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the cozy genre, as
evinced by Agatha and Lefty Award winning, and USA Today bestselling authors such
as Ellen Byron, so Checked Out for Murder fits right at home with our list.

Author Bio: A former Spanish teacher, Allison Brook writes mysteries,
romantic suspense, and novels for young readers. She loves traveling, reading,
knitting, doing Sudoku, and visiting with her grandchildren, Olivia and Jack, on
FaceTime. She lives on Long Island with Sammy, her feisty red cat. This is her
fourth Haunted Library mystery.
Residence: New York, NY

Checked Out for Murder
Allison Brook
Praise for Buried in the Stacks:
"Brook hits all the marks...A cavalcade of coziness."
--Kirkus Review
"An empathetic, principled main character...Suggest to those who enjoy the ghostly assistance in Carolyn Haines' Sarah Booth
Delaney and Nancy Atherton Dimity series."
--Booklist
"You cannot help but love Carrie and her life...[T]he story draws the reader in and keeps your attention throughout the entire book."
--Cozy Mystery Book Reviews
"If supernatural cozies are up your alley, Buried in the Stacks provides a diverting read."
--Mystery Scene Magazine
"A thoroughly delightful and entertaining read from cover to cover.... Clever scripting and the deftly creation of Memorable
characters showcase Brook's impressively storytelling skills."
--Midwest Book Review
Praise for Read and Gone:
"Brook takes the Lincoln's doctor's dog approach to the genre, piling cat on ghost on is-he-is-or-is-he-ain't-her-boyfriend to provide a
cornucopia of coziness."
--Kirkus Reviews
"The library frame, plot twists, a library cat, a ghost (former library aide Evelyn), a romance, and, of course, the principled Carrie in
the lead make this cozy, set during the December holiday season, a delight. Readers may also enjoy Nancy Atherton and Carolyn
Haines, whose books also include helpful, opinionated ghosts."
--Booklist
"A satisfying and entertaining read."
--MyShelf
"A real page turner. I can't wait for number three!"
--Suspense Magazine
"Another superbly crafted novel by a master of the mystery and suspense genre."
--Midwest Book Review
"Read and Gone is a delightful holiday treat with themes of romance, giving, and family in a mystery that will keep you guessing."
--San Francisco Book Review

Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track)
Buried In The Stacks/HAUNTED LIBRARY MYSTERY, A/HC
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Cold to the Bone
Subtitle: A Nicole Cobain Mystery
Series/Series #: A Nicole Cobain Mystery, #1

Emery Hayes
TOUGH AS NAILS HEROINE: Nicole is a fresh, rough-and-tumble kind of heroine, with a
soft heart underneath it all. Readers won't be able to resist.
MOUNTAIN MYSTERY: The atmospheric Montana setting will appeal to fans of C. J. Box
and Nevada Barr.
CROOKED LANE STRENGTH: As evidenced by Margaret Mizushima's Timber Creek K-9
mysteries, Crooked Lane's small-town mysteries with compelling female protagonists
are strong sellers.
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Cold to the Bone
Emery Hayes
Comparative Titles by Other Authors
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A Curious Incident
Subtitle: A Sherlock Holmes Bookshop Mystery
Series/Series #: A Sherlock Holmes Bookshop Mystery, #6

Vicki Delany
It's up to Gemma and Jayne to root out the killer in national
bestselling author Vicki Delany's sixth Sherlock Holmes Bookshop
mystery when the winner of a garden tour trophy is left pushing up
daisies.
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"I am not a Consulting Detective," Gemma Doyle reluctantly tells 10-year-old
Lauren Tierney, when the little girl comes to the Sherlock Holmes Bookshop
and Emporium to beg Gemma to find her missing cat, Snowball. Gemma might
not be able to follow the clues to find the cat, but her dog Violet follows her
nose to locate the missing kitten in a neighbor's garden shed. Gemma and
Violet proudly return Snowball to her grateful owner, and Gemma basks in
praise for a job well done. But a few days later Lauren is back with ten dollars in
hand, wanting to once again hire a consulting detective, and this time for a far
bigger job: Her mother has been accused of murdering her garden club rival.
Sheila Tierney's garden, which everyone said was the one to beat for the West
London Garden Club trophy, had been vandalized the night before the club's
early summer tour. Sheila confronted her former friend and gardening partner
Anna Wentworth in a towering rage, and the women nearly came to blows.
Later that night, after having won the trophy for best garden, Anna is found
murdered and Sheila Tierney is the police's prime suspect.
Despite herself, and despite the disapproval of her police detective boyfriend
Ryan Ashburton, the game is once again afoot, and Gemma finds herself and
Jayne Wilson using their powers of deduction to ponder yet another curious
incident.
COMMERCIAL COZY: Cozy readers flock to book-themed series, as evidenced by the
strong sales of authors like Miranda James and Kate Carlisle. This hook--a Sherlock
Holmes-themed bookstore--is sure to entice these readers.
STRONG SALES: Delany is accruing a solid fan base, and sales of her first book,
Elementary, She Read, have far exceeded expectations. This is a great series that will
continue to grow.
SATISFYING SHERLOCKANIA: Fans of Sherlock Holmes will delight in the many allusions
to the canon, from the bookshop at 222 Baker Street, to the shop cat Moriarty, to the
sleuthing duo of Gemma Doyle and Jayne Wilson, the perfect homage to Holmes and
Watson who are sure to appeal to female readers.
PRO AUTHOR: Between her Year-Round Christmas mystery series and her Lighthouse
Library mystery series (writing as Eva Gates), Vicki Delany is a national bestselling cozy
author who has proven herself as a master of the genre. She is also a big Sherlock fan
and has read every story in the canon.

Author Bio: Vicki Delany is a national bestseller in the US and one of
Canada's most prolific and varied crime writers. A former computer programmer
and systems analyst, Vicki lives and writes in bucolic Prince Edward County,
Ontario. She is the past president of the Crime Writers of Canada.
Residence: Picton, CA-ON

A Curious Incident
Vicki Delany
Praise for A Scandal in Scarlet:
"Well-plotted... Delany's liberal sprinkling of references to real pastiche novels and reference books makes this cozy a treat for
Holmes buffs."
--Publishers Weekly
"Gemma is a delightful sleuth, and the tidbits of Sherlockiana will engage both cozy fans and Holmes devotees."
--Booklist
"Suggest for fans who enjoy humor in the Sherlock Holmes pastiches or readers of Carolyn Hart's 'Death on Demand' mysteries."
--Library Journal
"These books are so much fun and so well-done, it is clear that Delany is in love with her characters as much as her die-hard fans
are."
--Suspense Magazine
"Fairly light with plenty of danger and intrigue...Another Sherlock Holmes-inspired treat with a delightful sleuth, deductions, and
danger."
--Manhattan Book Review
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A Deadly Edition
Subtitle: A Blue Ridge Library Mystery
Series/Series #: A Blue Ridge Library Mystery, #5

Victoria Gilbert
"'Til death do us part" could be closer than the bride realizes in
Victoria Gilbert's tantalizing fifth Blue Ridge Library mystery.
The pursuit to acquire a rare illustrated book turns deadly, and on the eve of
her upcoming wedding, library director Amy Webber is drawn into a web of
treachery and betrayal that could derail her happy day--and maybe just claim
her life.
Planning a wedding can be murder--sometimes literally. At a party
celebrating their upcoming nuptials, Taylorsford, Virginia library director Amy
Webber and her fiancé Richard Muir discover the body of art dealer Oscar
Selvaggio--a bitter rival of their host, Kurt Kendrick.
Both had been in a heated battle to purchase a rare illustrated volume
created by William Morris's Kelmscott Press, so suspicion immediately falls upon
Kurt. Amy knows that Kurt has a closet-full of skeletons from his past--but she
can't believe he's guilty of murder.
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Amidst an avalanche of wedding preparations, Amy begins an investigation
with the help of her aunt Lydia Talbot and the new mayor of Taylorsford,
Sunshine "Sunny" Fields. Much to Lydia's
dismay, her boyfriend, art expert Hugh Chen, becomes convinced of Kurt's guilt
and launches an investigation of his own. As the case hits painfully close to
home, the stakes become impossibly high--and the danger all too real.
FILM/TV RIGHTS OPTIONED: We have recently sold the film/tv rights for the first two
books in the series to Sony.
STRONG SALES: The sales of the series has far exceeded expectations. This is a great
series that will continue to grow.
LIBRARY HOOK: Cozy readers flock to library- and book-themed cozies, as evidenced by
the strong sales of authors like Miranda James and Jenn McKinlay. This hook--a library
in a small-town--is sure to entice these readers.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the cozy genre, as
evinced by Elementary, She Read and Death Overdue, so A Deadly Edition will fit right
at home with our list.
LIBRARIAN AUTHOR: Victoria Gilbert is an experienced librarian whose work will have
strong appeal in the library market. She is also a member of Sisters in Crime.
CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED: The series debut was a Southern Book Prize longlist finalist, a
SIBA Fall 2017 pick, and received winning reviews from all four trade magazines.

Author Bio: Victoria Gilbert, raised in the shadow of the Blue Ridge
Mountains, turned her early obsession with reading into a dual career as an
author and librarian. Victoria has worked as a reference librarian, research
librarian, and library director. When not writing or reading, she likes to spend
her time watching films, gardening, or traveling. She is a member of Sisters in
Crime and International Thriller Writers and lives in North Carolina. This is her
fifth Blue Ridge Library mystery.
Residence: Winston-Salem, NC

A Deadly Edition
Victoria Gilbert
Praise for P a s t D u e f o r M u r d e r :
"A fun tale of books and crooks!"
--Woman's World
"Gilbert weaves a well-paced, engaging story with strong characters... Blue Ridge Mystery fans will love reconnecting with Amy and
her Taylorsford compatriots."
--NY Journal of Books
"Readers who enjoy a splash of the local history of the Blue Ridge Mountains as well as current events, will find this an interesting
read, and I can envision it as a good selection for a local book club. I look forward to the next book and highly recommend you read
not only this one, but the two before it."
--MyShelf
"Skillfully written...This library-loving mystery series [is] completely irresistible."
--Kings River Life Magazine
"Well-written, featuring an intriguing and complex central mystery that builds to an exciting finale, Past Due for Murder is great."
--Fab Book Reviews
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Deception by Gaslight
Subtitle: A Guilded Gotham Mystery
Series/Series #: A Gilded Gotham Mystery, #1

Kate Belli
Glittering Gilded-Age New York holds its lavish charms--and a litany of
deadly sins--as intrepid reporter Justine Stewart uncovers a trail of
corruption and murder.
As a chill sets in on New York City in the winter of 1888, a jewel thief dubbed
the "Robin Hood of the Lower East Side" has been stealing from the city's
wealthiest and giving to the poor. Justine Stewart--a young woman whose
family is part of Mrs. Astor's famed 400 but who has forged a life of her own as
a reporter--decides to chase the story, but gets more than she bargained for: a
murder victim sprawled in a dark alley in the dangerous Five Points
neighborhood.
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A handsome neighborhood tough comes to her rescue--but when she
encounters the same man at a glamorous ball a few nights later, she realizes
he's society scion Daniel McCaffrey. Could this be her Robin Hood? When two
more murders rock the Knickerbocker world, it becomes apparent that
something much more sinister is afoot than a few stolen diamond necklaces.
Justine is determined to prove that Daniel is Robin Hood--but she's loath to
believe he is a killer as well. From the glittering lights of the Waldorf-Astoria to
the sordid back alleys of Five Points, the truth is just one murder away.
HEROINE WITH AN EDGE: Female protagonists fighting against oppressive conventions
in historicals are burning up the lists. Justine's determined and progressive nature
makes her exactly the kind of heroine readers will root for and fall in love with.
ROBIN HOOD HOOK: Readers love the Robin Hood savior, fighting for the poor and
downtrodden, and this entertaining take on an old classic will be sure to hook readers.
CROOKED LANE STRENGTH: As evidenced by Murder in Mayfair and The Ripper's
Shadow, Crooked Lane historical mysteries are strong sellers.

Author Bio: Kate Belli lives in the mid-Atlantic region with her husband and
son. When not writing, she works as a professor or a yogi, depending on the
day. Deception by Gaslight is her first novel.
Residence: Gettysburg, PA
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Every Now and Then
Subtitle: A Novel

Lesley Kagen
For fans of W h e r e t h e C r a w d a d s S i n g a n d This Tender Land c o m e s a
heartfelt story about three young girls searching for adventure during
t h e s u m m e r o f 1 9 6 0 f r o m t h e N e w Y o r k T i m e s bestselling author of
W h i s t l i n g i n t h e D a r k.
That summer would change us . . . forever.
The summer of 1960 was the hottest ever for Summit, Wisconsin. For kids
seeking relief from the heat, there was a creek to be swum in, sprinklers to run
through, and ice cream at Whitcomb's Drugstore. But for Frankie, Viv, and Biz,
eleven-year-old best friends, it would forever be remembered as the summer
that evil paid a visit to their small town--and took their young lives as they'd
known them as a souvenir.
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With a to-do list in hand, the girls set forth from their hideout to make their
mark on that summer, but when three patients escape from Broadhurst Mental
Institution, their idyllic lives take a sinister turn. Determined to uncover
long-held secrets, the girls have no idea that what they discover could cost
them their lives and the ones they hold dear.
Six decades later, Biz, now a bestselling novelist, remembers that long ago
summer and how it still haunts her and her lifelong friends in Every Now and
Then, a story about the ties that bind us, the timelessness of grief and
guilt--and the everlasting hope for redemption.
ACCLAIMED AUTHOR: In addition to being a New York Times bestselling author, Lesley
Kagen's recent books have regularly become Amazon Top 100 Bestsellers, Midwest
Booksellers Association Midwest Connections and American Booksellers Association
Book Club picks, plus much, much more.
INDIE NEXT PICKS: Lesley's previous novels TOMORROW RIVER and LAND OF A
HUNDRED WONDERS were both Indie Next selections. THE RESURRECTION OF TESS
BLESSING was a Summer 2015 Indie Next List for Reading Groups Guide pick.
GREAT CONNECTIONS WITH INDIES: Lesley is a community-minded author who
maintains strong connections with regional booksellers, especially in the midwest.
READING GROUP POTENTIAL: Kagen's brand of small-town, coming-of-age fiction
delights reading groups and book clubs. We'll plan to include discussion questions
within Every Now and Then.

Author Bio: Lesley Kagen is a multi-award-winning, New York Times
bestselling author of nine previous novels, an actress, voice-over-talent,
sought-after speaker, child advocate, student storyteller, and writing instructor.
The mother of two and grandmother of two, she lives in a hundred and fifty
year old farmhouse in a small town in Wisconsin.
Residence: Cedarburg, WI

Every Now and Then
Lesley Kagen
Praise for The Mutual Admiration Society:
"Lesley Kagen's latest gem takes readers on a fabulous adventure . . . Both a mystery and a coming-of-age story that's sure to
delight!"
--Mary Kubica, New York Times bestselling author of Don't You Cry
"A captivating tale that is woven together with sharp wit and heartbreaking honesty."
--Heather Gudenkauf, New York Times bestselling author of Before She Was Found
Praise for The Resurrection of Tess Blessing:
"Kagen deftly illustrates her gift for blending the serious and the funny, the light and the dark. With a touch of magical realism, she
once again creates a story that's as hopeful as it is poignant. As a reader, I feel safe in her hands."
--Diane Chamberlain, international bestselling author of The Dream Daughter
"Kagen's talent shines in this wholly original and richly imagined story where unbearable heartache is softened with humor and a
touch of magic."
--Beth Hoffman, New York Times bestselling author of Saving CeeCee Honeycutt
Praise for Good Graces:
"Moving, funny, and full of unexpected delights . . . Kagen crafts a gorgeous pageturner about love, loss and loyalty, all told in the
sparkling voices of two extraordinary sisters."
--Caroline Leavitt, New York Times bestselling author of Pictures of You
Praise for Tomorrow River:
"Packed with warmth, wit, intelligence, images savoury enough to taste--and deep dark places that are all the more terrible for
being surrounded by so much brightness."
--Tana French, New York Times bestselling author of The Witch Elm
Praise for L a n d o f a H u n d r e d W o n d e r s:
"By turns sensitive and rowdy, peopled with larger-than-life characters who are sure to make their own tender path into your heart."
--Joshilyn Jackson, New York Times bestselling author of Never Have I Ever
"A truly enjoyable read from cover to cover...Ms. Kagen's moving portrayal of a unique woman finding her way in a time of change
will touch your heart."
--Garth Stein, New York Times bestselling author of The Art of Racing in the Rain
Praise for W h i s t l i n g i n t h e D a r k:
"Bittersweet and beautifully rendered . . . With the unrelenting optimism that only children could bring to such a situation, these
girls triumph. So does Kagen."
--Sara Gruen, New York Times bestselling author of Water for Elephants
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For Whom the Book Tolls
Subtitle: An Antique Bookshop Mystery
Series/Series #: An Antique Bookshop Mystery, #1

Laura Gail Black
In this cozy series debut from Laura Gail Black, Jenna Quinn finds her
uncle murdered in his antique bookstore, and Jenna--his primary
beneficiary--becomes the prime suspect.
Trouble follows Jenna Quinn wherever she goes. Fleeing some unsavory
doings in her hometown of Charlotte, Jenna accepts her uncle's gracious
invitation to stay with him in small-town Hokes Folly, NC. In exchange, she'll
help him out in his antiquarian bookstore. But soon after she arrives, Jenna
finds her uncle's body crumpled at the base of the staircase between his
apartment and the bookstore.
Before the tragedy even sinks in, Jenna learns that she's inherited almost
everything her uncle owned: the store, the apartment, his not-so-meager
savings...and the payout from a life insurance policy valued at more than a
million dollars. This is all news to Jenna--bad news, once the police get wind of
her windfall. An ill wind, indeed, as a second murder cements Jenna's status as
the prime suspect in both deaths.
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Jenna can hit the road again, taking her chances that she can elude trouble
along the way. Or she can stick it out in Hokes Folly, take over the bookstore,
and try to sleuth out her uncle's killer. On the one hand, she's made some
wonderful new friends, and she feels she can thrive in the genial small-town
environment. On the other hand, trouble knows her address--and so does the
killer, who is determined to write the final page of Jenna's story.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the cozy genre, as
evinced by Agatha and Lefty Award winning, USA Today bestselling Cajun Country
mysteries by Ellen Byron, so For Whom the Bell Tolls fits right at home with our list.
BOOKISH HOOK: Cozy readers flock to book-themed cozies, as evidenced by the strong
sales of authors like Miranda James and Jenn McKinlay. This hook--an antique
bookstore--is sure to entice these readers.
CAROLINA CHARM: Black resides in a quaint town in the Carolinas, and she brings that
small-town charm that cozy readers are always looking for to this cozy.

For Whom the Book Tolls
Laura Gail Black
Comparative Titles by Other Authors
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Glimmer As You Can
Subtitle: A Novel

Danielle Martin
In the glitz and glamor tradition of Beatriz Williams's Tiny Little Thing
and Fiona Davis's The Chelsea Girls, D a n i e l l e M a r t i n ' s d e b u t n o v e l
features a dress boutique turned underground women's social club
where women from all walks of life come for support and sisterhood.
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1962. In the middle of Brooklyn Heights sits the Starlite: boutique dress shop
by day, underground women's club by night. Started by the shop's proprietor
after her councilman ex-husband Fred Abbott ruined her reputation, Madeline's
social club soon becomes a safe haven for women from all walks of life looking
for a respite from their troubled relationships and professional frustrations.
These after-hour soirées soon bring two very different women into Madeline's
life--Elaine, a British ex-pat struggling to save her marriage, and Lisa, a young
stewardess whose plans for the future are suddenly upended--irrevocably
changing all three women's lives in ways no one could have predicted.
But when Madeline's ne'er-do-well ex-husband shows up again, the luster of
Starlite quickly dampens. As the sisterhood rallies around Madeline, tension
begins to eat at the club. When an unspeakable tragedy befalls their sorority,
one woman must decide whether to hide the truth from the group or jeopardize
her own hopes and dreams. Sure to appeal to readers of Kathleen Tessaro and
Suzanne Rindell, Glimmer As You Can captures the heartbeat of an era and the
ambitions of a generation of women living in a man's world--a world threatened
by a wave of change.
BESTSELLING TRADITION: Readers still love the glitz and glamour of New York in the
60s. Fans of Fiona Davis and Beatriz Williams will rejoice in this New York-set female
friendship story.
HISTORICAL HARMONY: In the vein of Marvelous Mrs. Maisel, Glimmer As You Can
draws readers in with the glamour of the era without pulling its punches regarding the
desperate politics of the time.
MAJOR #METOO MOJO: Now more than ever, women are looking to literature that
illustrates the fight against misogyny. Readers are going to see themselves in the
women in Glimmer As You Can which embraces female empowerment at a time when
we had even less.

Author Bio: D a n i e l l e M a r t i n started her professional career as an assistant
with the William Morris agency before pursuing a degree in teaching. She
previously worked as a special education teacher in New York, Pennsylvania,
and Louisiana. Currently she works as a freelance writer near New Orleans. Born
in Putnam County, NY and raised by two generations of native Brooklynites, her
depictions of the boroughs of New York were informed by her childhood
experiences, family accounts, and a love of city history.
Residence: Covington, LA Hometown: New York
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Hanging Falls
Subtitle: A Timber Creek K-9 Mystery
Series/Series #: A Timber Creek K-9 Mystery, #6

Margaret Mizushima
Murder stalks the rugged Colorado high country--and sends Mattie
Cobb on a quest to uncover the darkest secrets from her past in the
sixth gripping installment of Margaret Mizushima's Timber Creek K-9
mysteries
A deluge has flooded the high ground near Hanging Falls--but heavy rains
aren't the only menace descending on Timber Creek. While on a scouting
mission to pinpoint trail damage, officer Mattie Cobb and her K-9 partner Robo
stumble upon a body floating at the edge of a lake. Robo catches human scent,
which leads to an enigmatic forest-dweller who quickly becomes suspect
number one.
With help from veterinarian Cole Walker, Mattie identifies the victim, and
discovers an odd religious cult whose dress and manners harken back to the
19th century. As the list of suspects grows, an unexpected visit from members
of Mattie's long-lost family sheds new light on her childhood as they help Mattie
piece together details of the fateful night when she was abducted at age two.
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The tangled threads of the investigation and family dynamics begin to
intertwine--but darkness threatens to claim a new victim before Mattie and
Robo can track down the killers.
STELLAR SALES: Like the little engine that could, Margaret keeps on selling. She came
out of the gate strong with her first two books, Killing Trail and Stalking Ground, and
has seen sales grow with each installment. We expect this book to continue this great
performance.
K-9 COP: Mattie and her canine partner Robo are sure to win the hearts of mystery
lovers and animal lovers alike. Margaret's experience assisting with her husband's
animal clinic gives her the animal-loving background to make her canine protagonist
work.
MOUNTAIN MYSTERY: The woodsy Colorado setting will appeal to fans of C. J. Box and
Nevada Barr.
TOUGH AS NAILS HEROINE: Mattie is a fresh, rough-and-tumble kind of heroine, with a
soft heart underneath it all. Readers won't be able to resist.

Author Bio: M a r g a r e t M i z u s h i m a has a background in speech pathology and
practiced in an acute care hospital before establishing her own rehab agency.
Currently, she balances writing with assisting her husband with their veterinary
clinic and Angus cattle herd. Her fiction has won contest awards, and her short
story "Hayhook" was published in the Rocky Mountain Fiction Writers 2014
anthology, Crossing Colfax. She enjoys reading, yoga, and hiking, and lives with
her husband on a small ranch in Colorado where they raised two daughters and
a multitude of animals.
Residence: Wellington, CO

Hanging Falls
Margaret Mizushima
Praise for T r a c k i n g G a m e:
"Mizushima has a gift when it comes to crafting immersive settings...She also makes both the human and animal characters feel
authentic."
--Associated Press
"Part family drama, part animal-infused mystery, part ongoing exploration of the troubled heroine's psyche."
--Kirkus Reviews
"Whether one likes stories about conflict or relationships, there's something for everybody in Mizushima's fine novel."
--Booklist
"Mizushima's take on small-town policing feels authentic and series fans will be thrilled to see Cole and Mattie getting closer."
--Publishers Weekly
"Compelling and twisty... Fans of Western mysteries as well as those featuring dogs will enjoy this latest entry in the series."
--Library Journal
"Mattie and her K-9 Robo are back, and they make a team to be reckoned with. Beside its appeal as a fascinating mystery in a
rugged landscape, Tracking Game interweaves a welcome touch of romance. I can't wait for the next adventure from these dynamic
partnerships."
--Anne Hillerman, New York Times best-selling author of the Manuelito, Chee, Leaphorn mysteries
"In Tracking Game, Margaret Mizushima's most compelling Timber Creek K-9 Mystery yet, canine sleuth Robo's brilliance is matched
only by Mizushima's own keen intelligence as she weaves a complex tale of family love and conflict set deep in the Colorado
mountains."
--Scott Graham, National Outdoor Award-winning author of Arches Enemy
" Tracking Game crackles with high tension, a fascinating plot, and a new development in the ongoing mystery of Mattie Cobb's
family background."
--Pat Stoltey, author of Colorado Book Award finalist Wishing Caswell Dead
In Tracking Game, Mizushima has created a thrilling mystery with terrific twists and a wonderful cast of characters. As always, Mattie
Cobb is smart and admirable, and who doesn't love her K-9 partner, Robo? The growing relationship between Mattie and
veterinarian Cole Walker is beautifully drawn--a realistic and heartwarming look at the challenges and rewards of love and family. As
always, Mizushima's knowledge and attention to detail shine through. Mizushima's books are pure pleasure. I could not put this book
down!
--Barbara Nickless, Wall Street Journal and Amazon Charts bestselling author of Ambush
"Another thrilling adventure with Mattie and Robo."
--Red Carpet Crash
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Hope, Faith, and a Corpse
Subtitle: A Faith Chapel Mystery
Series/Series #: A Faith Chapel Mystery, #1

Jensen Walker
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the cozy genre, as
evinced by Agatha and Lefty Award winning, USA Today bestselling Cajun Country
mysteries by Ellen Byron, so Hope, Faith, and a Corpse fits right at home with our list.
CANCER SURVIVOR: Jensen writes from a place of experience as a cancer survivor, and
crafts the main protagonist's similar backstory with true heart and care.
BESTSELLING AUTHOR: Laura Jensen Walker is a veteran author, having published both
nonfiction and fiction novels that have made her a bestselling author.
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It Will Just Be Us
Subtitle: A Novel

Jo Kaplan
A terrifying new gothic horror novel about two sisters and a haunted
house that never sleeps, perfect for fans of Shirley Jackson's W e H a v e
Always Lived in the Castle.
They say there's a door in Wakefield that never opens...
Sam Wakefield's ancestral home, a decaying mansion built on the edge of a
swamp, isn't a place for children. Its labyrinthine halls, built by her mad
ancestors, are filled with echoes of the past: ghosts and memories knotted
together as one. In the presence of phantoms, it's all Sam can do to disentangle
past from present in her daily life.
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But when her pregnant sister Elizabeth moves in after a fight with her
husband, something in the house shifts. Already navigating her tumultuous
relationship with Elizabeth, Sam is even more unsettled by the appearance of a
new ghost: a faceless boy who commits disturbing acts--threatening animals,
terrorizing other children, and following Sam into the depths of the house
wielding a knife. When it becomes clear the boy is connected to a locked,
forgotten room, one which is never entered, Sam realizes this ghost is not like
the others. This boy brings doom...
As Elizabeth's due date approaches, Sam must unravel the mysteries of
Wakefield before her sister brings new life into a house marked by death. But as
the faceless boy grows stronger, Sam will learn that some doors should stay
closed--and some secrets are safer locked away forever.
HORROR IS BACK: Following the success of franchises like It: Chapter Two, audiences
can't get enough of supernatural thrillers. It Will Just Be Us is the perfect next read for
fans of haunted house stories peppered with a splash of the Gothic.
FEMALE-POWERED: The horror and supernatural thriller genres are experiencing an
influx of talented female authors, including Carmen Maria Machado and Damien
Angelica Walters. Jo Kaplan is a rising star in the genre, making her work perfect for
readers who are eager to see more stories written by, for, and featuring women.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Following the success of Little Darlings by Melanie Golding, we are
confident in our ability to reach readers of supernatural suspense.

Author Bio: Jo Kaplan writes and teaches in the Los Angeles area with much
encouragement from her husband and two cats. Her fiction (as Joanna
Parypinski) has appeared in Black Static, Nightmare Magazine, Haunted Nights
edited by Ellen Datlow and Lisa Morton, New Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark
edited by Jonathan Maberry, Vastarien, the Nightscript series, and publishers
such as Chizine and Independent Legions. She teaches English and creative
writing at Glendale Community College, where she also plays cello in the GCC
orchestra.
Residence: Glendale, CA

It Will Just Be Us
Jo Kaplan
"Kaplan conjures a bracing, surreal world in which the passage of time--properly understood--may herald the greatest horror of all . .
. This mysterious world sucks you in and keeps you turning pages."
--Scott Kenemore, author of Zombie Ohio
"There are few new writing stars rising faster or shining brighter than Jo Kaplan . . . Beautifully hypnotic and eerie, this novel is a
must-have for fans of the literary macabre."
--Eric J. Guignard, author of That Which Grows Wild
"Jo Kaplan's It Will Just Be Us is a chilling, poetic, modern Gothic masterpiece. Evocative and reflective, this is a story that haunted
my imagination for many a night."
--John Palisano, Bram Stoker Award-winning author of Ghost Heart
"In It Will Just Be Us, Jo Kaplan channels Shirley Jackson adding her own depth and haunting style. The best haunted house novel I've
read since Sarah Langan's Audrey's Door."
--Daniel Braum, author of The Night Marchers and Other Stories
"Kaplan writes with extraordinary skill and authority, balancing the supernatural with the psychological . . . A vibrant, thrilling novel
of family love and conflict."
--S. P. Miskowski, author of I Wish I Was Like You
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Murder at Hotel 1911
Subtitle: An Ivy Nichols Mystery
Series/Series #: An Ivy Nichols Mystery, #1

Audrey Keown
A hotel clerk prone to panic attacks turns amateur detective in this
elegant and atmospheric murder mystery.
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If you want to spend a night amid the luxury and charm of the early 20th
century, book a room at the 1911 Hotel. You'll find 28-year-old Ivy Nichols
behind the reception desk. The hotel is Ivy's only link to the family that
abandoned her when she was a small child. Now, plagued by panic attacks, she
pedals her sea-green Schwinn bicycle to work every evening, hoping
desperately to hold on to her job.
When wealthy, imperious Ms. Swain arrives at the hotel and belittles Ivy, the
young woman seeks consolation in the welcoming kitchen of George, the
hotel's chef. Despite her tormentor's barbs, she dutifully informs George that
Ms. Swain has a deadly allergy to shellfish. So when Ms. Swain collapses at
dinner and dies, the police suspect that the chef made a tragic, inexcusable
error. Desperate to save George's career, Ivy sets out sleuthing. She learns that
numerous people in and around the hotel had motives to contaminate Ms.
Swain's plate. Among them are Jeffrey Swain, the victim's son and heir; local
farmers Owen and Mallory; painter Rose Jewett; and British expat Hemal Sandeep.
Even after the police find traces of shellfish in George's kitchen, Ivy is
determined to clear her friend's name. But the stress of the investigation, in a
hotel filled with suspects, threatens to precipitate another terrifying panic
attack...or something more deadly.
AGATHA CHRISTIE APPEAL: Readers crave the locked room mystery as evidenced by
the success of Agatha Christie's mysteries and critically acclaimed movies such as The
Grand Budapest Hotel and Knives Out. Murder at Hotel 1911 will satisfy those old and
new readers.
LOCAL CONNECTIONS: Audrey resides in Chattanooga, TN where her mystery series
takes place, and has great connections to local media. For ten years she wrote for
Chatter Magazine and the Chattanooga Times Free Press. She plans on using her
connections to promote her debut mystery.
CROOKED LANE STRENGTH: As evidenced by our very own NYT bestselling author
Sheila Connolly's County Cork mysteries, Crooked Lane's traditional mysteries with a
fun hook are strong sellers.

Murder at Hotel 1911
Audrey Keown
Comparative Titles by Other Authors
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Murder in the Bayou Boneyard
Subtitle: A Cajun Country Mystery
Series/Series #: A Cajun Country Mystery, #6

Ellen Byron
Maggie Crozat has the Halloween heebie-jeebies in USA Today
bestselling and Agatha Award-winning author Ellen Byron's howlingly
funny sixth Cajun Country mystery.
Maggie Crozat, proprietor of a historic Cajun Country B&B, prefers to let the
good times roll. But hard times rock her hostelry when a new cell phone app
makes it easy for locals to rent their spare rooms to tourists. With October--and
Halloween--approaching, she conjures up a witch-crafty marketing scheme to
draw visitors to Pelican, Louisiana.
Five local plantation B&Bs host "Pelican's Spooky Past" packages, featuring
regional crafts, unique menus, and a pet costume parade. Topping it off, the
derelict Dupois cemetery is the suitably sepulchral setting for the spine-chilling
play Resurrection of a Spirit. But all the witchcraft has inevitably conjured
something: her B&B guests are being terrified out of town by sightings of the
legendary rougarou, a cross between a werewolf and vampire.
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When, in the Dupois cemetery, someone costumed as a rougarou stumbles
onstage during the play--and promptly gives up the ghost, the rougarou mask
having been poisoned with strychnine, Maggie is on the case. But as more
murders stack up, Maggie fears that Pelican's spooky past has nothing on its
bloodcurdling present.
PROVEN POWERHOUSE: Byron accrued a solid fan base from the start. Her Cajun
Country mysteries have won the Lefty Award almost every year, hit the USA Today
bestseller list, and most recently won the Agatha Award. This is a great series that
continues to achieve.
PROMOTIONAL DYNAMO: Byron is a media veteran, and goes above and beyond to
promote her books with national book tours and her author channels. She is also a
member of MWA, Sisters in Crime, and WGA West.
AUTHENTIC SOUTHERN ATMOSPHERE: Readers will wish they were Bayou-bound after a
taste of Byron's southern charm.
T.V. PACING: A television writer on sitcom classics like Wings and Just Shoot Me, Byron
knows how to keep a read fast and fun.
INCLUDES RECIPES: Readers will enjoy more of Byron's savory and sweet Southern
concoctions.

Author Bio: Agatha Award winner and USA Today bestselling author Ellen
B y r o n is a television writer, playwright, and freelance journalist. Her TV credits
include Wings, Still Standing, and Just Shoot Me, and her written work has
appeared in Glamour, Redbook, and Seventeen, among others. She lives in the
Los Angeles area with her husband, their daughter, and the family's very
spoiled rescue dog. A native New Yorker, Ellen still misses her hometown and
still drives like a New York Cabbie
Residence: Studio City, CA

Murder in the Bayou Boneyard
Ellen Byron
Praise for M a r d i G r a s M u r d e r
"Byron embeds her tricky mystery in an amusing and informative tale of Cajun life and the logistical travails of Mardi Gras."
--Kirkus Review
"Superior...Well-rounded characters, a fair-play plot, entertaining repartee, as well as dashes of Cajun lore and Louisiana history
make this cozy a winner."
--Publishers Weekly
" Mardi Gras Murder has all the best elements in cozy mystery. Readers get a great mystery with suspense, love, and humor."
--Night Owl Reviews
"If you enjoy atmospheric mysteries set in the South, I highly recommend this series. Fans of Jana Deleon will enjoy the humorous
banter."
--Bubble Bubble Books and Trouble
"Southern charm meets the dark mystery of the bayou...A simmering gumbo of a humorous whodunit."
--BOLO Books
"This is a welcome addition to Byron's Cajun Country series, with its fast-moving plot and likeable characters. Lots of fun and
delicious recipes, too!"
--Suspense Magazine
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WORKING COVER

Murder Most Sweet
Subtitle: A Bookish Baker Mystery
Series/Series #: A Bookish Baker Mystery, #1

Jensen Walker
n this series debut for fans of Jenn McKinlay, baker Teddie St. John
spends her time away from the oven writing murder mysteries. But is
she herself a murderer?
Everyone in Lake Potawatomi, Wisconsin, knows Teddie St. John. Tall,
curly-haired Teddie is a superb baker, a bohemian bon vivant, and a mystery
writer. Teddie is walking her American Eskimo dog, Gracie, when her
four-legged friend finds Teddie's missing silk scarf. Only problem: the scarf is
tied tightly around the neck of a beautiful blond woman, the fiancée of a
touring British author.
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Before you can say "Wisconsin kringle," Teddie becomes a murder suspect.
Everyone in town knows all too well that the garish scarf was hers. But there are
more layers to this case than there would have been on poor Kristi's wedding
cake. Tavish Bentley should be bereaved after his sweetheart's strangling.
Instead, the dashing Brit takes a shine to Teddie's witty wisecracks and
to-die-for cookies, and soon he's mooning over her instead of mourning his
bride. That is, when he's not dodging the attentions of Annabelle, an obsessive
fan who's taken to stalking him.
And when a second murder shocks the community, the plot thickens to the
consistency of fondant as Teddie stands accused of not one, but two, murders.
With the help of her friends Sharon and Char, can Teddie clear her name and
deliver a killer's just desserts?
AUTHOR EXPERIENCE: Jensen writes from a place of experience as a cancer survivor,
and crafts the main protagonist's backstory with true heart and care.
CULINARY CAPTIVATION: Sure to appeal to mystery lovers and food enthusiasts alike,
Walker's debut Bookish Baker series is perfect for fans of Joanne Fluke, Diane Mott
Davidson, and Leslie Meier.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane is comfortable with this kind of food cozy, as evinced
by the USA Today bestselling, Agatha and Lefty award-winning Cajun Country mystery
series.

Murder Most Sweet
Jensen Walker
Comparative Titles by Other Authors
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Nightshade
Subtitle: A Livy Nash Mystery
Series/Series #: LIVY NASH MYSTERY, A, #2

M. L. Huie
M. L. Huie returns with the next Livy Nash historical mystery, perfect
for fans of Susan Elia MacNeal's Maggie Hope series and Kate Quinn's
The Alice Network.
How far would you go to rescue a friend?
British spy Livy Nash has never had many friends. But fellow agent Margot
Dupont was the exception to the rule. At least, until she disappeared during
one of their missions in World War Two, never to be heard from again. Since
then, Livy's made do. Some people, you just can't replace.
But when the British pick up Margot's call sign--NIGHTSHADE--years after the
war, Livy can't help the glimmer of hope that she might see her old friend
again. But Livy has her doubts: what their enemies are using it to lure out Livy
and her team? What if it's all a trick?
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Despite her unease, Livy dives headlong into finding Margot, aided by her
boss, the charming Ian Fleming. When evidence arises that a handsome
Russian spy might have information about Margot, Livy agrees to her most
dangerous mission yet: going undercover as a double agent to spy on the
infamous "Red Devil".
As Livy is pulled deeper into the shadows of treachery, the possibility of
finding Margot alive diminishes as the danger grows. How much will she have
to sacrifice to find a friend she thought she'd lost forever?
CROOKED LANE STRENGTH: As evidenced by Rowland's The Ripper's Shadow, and
Quincy's Murder in Mayfair, Crooked Lane's London-based historical mysteries are
strong sellers.
MARKET HOTSPOT: World War II may be long over, but readers continue to flock to
historical mysteries and novels set around this intriguing time period. With the
continued success of authors like Kate Quinn, Susan Elia MacNeal, and Jacqueline
Winspear, we believe readers will find a new favorite in M. L. Huie's fresh series and
heroine, enhanced by the inclusion of a fictionalized Ian Fleming.
INSPIRED BY THE AUTHOR: With ten years of experience as a journalist and extensive
time spent travelling internationally, Huie brings real-life experience to Livy's
endeavors.
HISTORIC SETTING: Set in the U.S. capital, readers will be delighted by the spy craft
set amongst familiar landmarks.

Author Bio: M . L . H u i e is a writer, teacher and actor. In addition to working
ten years as a features journalist he has written several plays that have been
performed throughout the US and in the UK. Like Livy Nash he loves the
northwest of England and has a Yank's appreciation for a good Lancashire Hot
Pot.
Residence: Winston-Salem, NC

Nightshade
M. L. Huie
Praise for S p i t f i r e:
"Huie's taut spy thriller takes the reader to a Britain and France where the wounds of war are both deep and fresh . . . An auspicious
debut."
--Charlie Lovett, New York Times bestselling author of The Bookman's Tale
"Post WWII London and Paris serve as a backdrop for a gutsy, damaged heroine who matches wits with a dangerous new enemy. A
riveting page-turner!"
--Dianne Freeman, author of the award-winning Countess of Harleigh mystery series
"Huie writes with dry, cracking wit and unflinching heart . . . Filled with intrigue, betrayal, heartache, and danger, Spitfire is a debut
not to be missed."
--Meghan Holloway, author of Once More Unto the Breach
"Gritty and glamorous, Spitfire races through the streets of post-war London and Paris in a twisting story of intrigue and betrayal . . .
Livy Nash is exactly my kind of heroine."
--Julia Kelly, author of The Light Over London
"Meticulously researched with a twisty, compelling plot and a heroine that you root for from the first page, Spitfire combines all the
elements of great historical fiction."
--Jane Healey, author of The Beantown Girls
"[An] intriguing tale of revenge and redemption."
--D.M. Quincy, author of the Atlas Catesby mysteries
"Huie has created a hard-bitten, hard-core heroine in Livy Nash, and a perfectly noir spy thriller."
--Alisa Smith, author of the Lena Stillman series
"If you're a fan of espionage thrillers, you'll love Spitfire. . . A fantastic debut novel."
--Jeanne M. Dickson, author of Grounded Hearts
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On Deadly Tides
Subtitle: A Penny Brannigan Mystery
Series/Series #: A Penny Brannigan Mystery, #11

Elizabeth J. Duncan
A Welsh amateur sleuth spends her summer vacation investigating a
deadly fall in award-winning author Elizabeth J. Duncan's eleventh
Penny Brannigan mystery.
Penny Brannigan is the owner/operator of a Welsh seaside spa, a talented
watercolor artist--and an amateur detective. But mayhem is far from her mind
as Penny commences a painting holiday on the idyllic island of Anglesey, off
the coast of North Wales. Penny takes a deep breath of island air and sets out
her brushes to capture the stunning scenery--a charming black-and-white
lighthouse, wide pebble beaches, stunning sea and mountain views. Soon, she's
painting the island red with a ruggedly handsome wildlife photographer who
adds a dab of romance to her palette. But the sunlit scene turns dark when
Penny, peering down from a high cliff, spies the body of a popular hotel
manager on the secluded beach below.
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The receding tide threatens to pull him out to sea, never to be found.
Fortunately, with the help of a strong wind blowing inland, Penny is just barely
able to pull the unfortunate victim onto dry land. An accident? The medical
examiner seems to think so. The postmortem reveals that the victim's injuries
were consistent with a fall from a great height, so everyone seems to agree that
the cliff has claimed a hapless hiker. Still, Penny suspects it may be an artful
ruse. Peering into the hotel manager's petrifying past, Penny paints a picture of
present-day perfidy. But will she survive this brush with danger?
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has seen excellent sales in the cozy genre, as
evinced by the Agatha and Lefty award-winning, USA Today bestselling Cajun Country
mystery series and several other national bestselling series, so On Deadly Tides fits
right at home with our list.
BELOVED SERIES: Crooked Lane is excited to take on the award-winning Penny
Brannigan series, which has been a cozy fan favorite for years, consistently earning
high reader reviews on Goodreads and retailer websites.
AUTHOR EXPERIENCE: Elizabeth J. Duncan is an award-winning author, published by a
number of publishers and whose accolades include rave reviews from trade reviewers
and readers alike.

Author Bio: Elizabeth J. Duncan is a winner of the Bloody Words Best Light
Mystery Award and has been a finalist for the Agatha and Arthur Ellis Awards.
She has worked as a writer and editor for some of Canada's largest newspapers,
including the Ottawa Citizen and Hamilton Spectator. Duncan is a faculty
member of the Humber School for Writers. She lives in Toronto, Canada and
enjoys spending time each year in North Wales.
Residence: Toronto, CA-ON

On Deadly Tides
Elizabeth J. Duncan
Praise for R e m e m b e r i n g t h e D e a d :
"A soupçon of history and a whiff of lost romance combine for an unpredictable mystery."
--Kirkus Reviews
"For series fans and lovers of Welsh history and lore."
--Publishers Weekly
"This cozy contains numerous plot twists and is steeped in Welsh history, populated with full-bodied characters, and surrounded by
lovingly described Welsh and Irish locales."
--Booklist
"The charming characters will appeal to Jane K. Cleland's readers."
--Library Journal
"Deftly crafted...A 'whodunnit' mystery lover's delight."
--Midwest Book Review
"Highly recommended to cozy mystery buffs who enjoy a bit of a history lesson."
--MyShelf
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WORKING COVER

Once Again
Subtitle: A Novel

Catherine Hope
An imaginative, emotional debut novel for fans of Ann Patchett about
one woman's fight to save her daughter from repeating a deadly fate.
What if you had the chance to save someone you lost?
Isolated in the aftermath of tragedy, Erin Fullarton has felt barely alive since
the loss of her young daughter, Korrie. She tries to mark the milestones her
therapist suggests--like this day: the five hundredth--but moving through grief is
like swimming against a dark current.

ON SALE 10/6/2020
ALCOVE PRESS
HC: 9781643854816 / $26.99/$35.99
EL: 9781643854823 / $12.99/$16.99
BISAC 1: Fiction - Mystery & Detective - Women
Sleuths
BISAC 2: Fiction - Family Life - General
BISAC 3: Fiction - Women
Trim Size: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4
Carton Count: 12
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reaching 1.2 million readers
Giveaway: Crooked Lane, Author, Mystery
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Her estranged husband, Zac, a brilliant astrophysicist, seems to be coping
better. Lost in his work, he's perfecting his model of a stunning cosmological
phenomenon, one he predicts will occur on this same day--an event so rare, it
keeps him from being able to acknowledge this milestone alongside Erin.
But when Erin receives a phone call from her daughter's school, the same
call she received five hundred days earlier when Korrie was still alive, Erin
realizes something is happening. Or happening again. Struggling to understand
the sudden shifts in time, she pieces together that the phenomenon Zac is
tracking may have presented her with the gift of a lifetime: the chance to save
her daughter.
As Erin is swept through time, she's unable to reach Zac or convince the
authorities of what is happening. Forced to find the answer on her own, Erin
must battle to keep the past from repeating--or risk losing her daughter for
good.
WOMEN'S FICTION WITH A LITTLE EXTRA: An action-packed, exhilarating read based in
real science with a highly emotional core, Once Again is a perfect fit for readers who
want a little more substance and speed in their fiction.
BASED ON CURRENT SCIENCE: Bolstered by impeccable, detailed research by the
author, the science of deep-space technology in Once Again is based on actual
scientific research taking place today.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane has experience positioning upmarket, high concept
novels in this space, as evinced by The Psychology of Time Travel by Kate Mascarenhas
a n d Little Darlings by Melanie Golding, so Once Again will be in good hands.
ALCOVE PRESS INAUGURAL LIST: As one of the first titles to be published under the
Alcove Press imprint, Once Again will receive extra marketing and publicity support
tied to launching the list.

Author Bio: C a t h e r i n e W a l l a c e H o p e was born in Denver. In addition to
studying creative writing and philosophy in Denver, she studied dance in New
York and psychology in Los Angeles. After returning to Colorado, she became a
longtime instructor at the renowned Lighthouse Writers Workshop, offering
creativity workshops for writers starting in 2009. Currently, she and her family
are living on an island in the Pacific Northwest where they serve at the pleasure
of two astonishingly spoiled dogs.
Residence: Langley, WA

Once Again
Catherine Hope
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Once Two Sisters
Subtitle: A Novel

Sarah Warburton
Perfect for fans of Alafair Burke and Megan Collins, Sarah Warburton's
debut novel that explores the dangerous bond between sisters.
When her sister goes missing, Zoe assumes it's just another one of her
estranged sibling's stunts--but the danger is all too real.
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CROOKED LANE BOOKS
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Zoe Hallett and her sister, Ava, are the precocious offspring of two
pioneering scientists, but the sisters have been estranged for years. When Zoe
reads a news story about Ava's mysterious disappearance, she assumes it's just
another of her sister's twisted fictions, designed to blame Zoe and destroy the
peaceful life she's created with her husband and beautiful stepdaughter in
Houston. But Zoe's email is hacked to send threatening messages to Ava--and a
more sinister picture begins to emerge.
Zoe returns to her home state of Virginia to prove her innocence to the
authorities, to her parents, and to Glenn, her ex-boyfriend and current
brother-in-law. For the first time, Zoe begins to believe Ava is in grave danger,
and when Glenn catches her searching for clues in Ava's home, she looks
guiltier than ever--but maybe Glenn is not all he seems.
The clues Zoe finds point to a bizarre link between Ava's disappearance and
her mother's "research". Is there a secret someone is trying to protect? And
would someone be willing to kill to protect it? As her sister's life hangs in the
balance, Zoe draws on hidden reserves of strength and hope to save the sister
she never thought she loved.
SMALL TOWN SUSPENSE: Readers are asking for more domestic suspense featuring
twisted families and Sarah delivers with Once Twice Sisters, which follows a one sister's
disappearance and the other's quest to find her and clear her own name in her small,
gossip-driven town.
SOUTHERN SETTING: We've seen good success from Southern authors and settings
with Hank Early's Heaven's Crooked Finger. Sarah resides in Virginia and portrays the
nuances of the region and its residents with a deft touch, sure to please readers who
love a little Southern charm.
FRESH TAKE ON PSYCH SUSPENSE: Readers are still craving unique spins on
psychological suspense and Sarah delivers with a twisting tale of secrets, lies, and
madness, complete with an explosive ending.

Author Bio: S a r a h W a r b u r t o n is the oldest of four sisters, raised in Virginia,
and an avid reader and knitter. She has a B.A. in Latin from the College of
William and Mary, an M.A. in classics from the University of Georgia and
another from Brown. Sarah has worked at independent bookstores, spent ten
years as a writer and eventually lead editor for UpClose Magazine. Her short
story "Margaret's Magnolia" appeared in Southern Arts Journal, and her
Pushcart prize nominated story "Survival English" appeared in Oyster River
Page. Now she lives with her family--husband, son, daughter, and hound dog--in
the mountains of Southwestern Virginia.
Residence: Blacksburg, VA
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Comparative Titles by Other Authors
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Portrait of Peril
Subtitle: A Victorian Mystery
Series/Series #: A Victorian Mystery, #5

Laura Joh Rowland
STRONG SALES: The sales of Rowland's first in the series have far exceeded
expectations. This is a great series that will continue to grow.
PRO AUTHOR: With over 20 published books between her Sano Ichiro samurai
investigator series and her Charlotte Bronte mysteries, Laura Joh Rowland is an expert
in the historical mystery genre. She knows her stuff and it shows.
CAPTIVATING CHARACTERS: Miss Sarah Bain and her ragtag group of unlikely friends
make up a tremendously clever and compelling team of investigators that readers
haven't seen since Emma Orczy's The Scarlet Pimpernel.
CROOKED LANE STRENGTH: As evidenced by Murder in Mayfair and Laura's first in this
series, The Ripper's Shadow, Crooked Lane historical mysteries are strong sellers.
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Author Bio: Laura Joh Rowland is the award-winning author of the samurai
detective Sano Ichiro mystery series set in 17th century Japan, as well as a
historical suspense series starring Charlotte Bronte. Her work has been
published in 21 countries; nominated for the Anthony Award, the Hammett
Prize, and the Barnes & Noble Discover Great New Writers Award; won RT
Magazine's Reader's Choice Award; and been included in the Wall Street
Journal's list of the five best historical mystery novels. Laura holds a Bachelor of
Science and a Master of Public Health degree from the University of Michigan.
She is a former aerospace scientist, a painter, and a cartoonist. She lives in New
York City with her husband Marty. This is her fourth Victorian mystery.
Residence: Forest Hills, NY

Portrait of Peril
Laura Joh Rowland
Praise for The H a n g m a n ' s S e c r e t :
"Rowland's engaging team of sleuths and a colorful rogues' gallery of suspects make her third Victorian mystery a genuine
page-turner."
--Kirkus Reviews
"[Rowland] hits her stride in her third mystery featuring photographer Sarah Bain."
--Publisher's Weekly
"With delectably gruesome details, rapid-fire dialogue, an unpredictable plot, and well-developed characters, this top-notch third
installment is sure to please fans of Carol McCleary's Nellie Bly and Rhys Bowen's Molly Murphy. Or, to put it another way, think
Phryne Fisher meets Constance Kopp in Anne Perry's London."
--Booklist
"Rowland definitely picks up the pace and crispness...A delightful and suspenseful page-turner that is both engaging and keeps
readers guessing."
--Historical Novels Review
"The story holds water and reads well from beginning to end."
--New York Journal of Books
"A superbly crafted Victorian mystery by an author who is quite apparently a master of the genre...A riveting read from cover to
cover."
--Midwest Book Review
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Sins of the Mother
Subtitle: A Caitlin Bergman Novel
Series/Series #: A Caitlin Bergman Novel, #2

August Norman
August Norman returns with the second thrilling Caitlin Bergman
novel, perfect for fans of Julia Keller, Tess Gerritsen, and Michael
Koryta.
Caitlin went in search of her mother...but what she found may set the world
on fire.
Caitlin Bergman's mother is dead. That's what the award-winning journalist
has told everyone for the past forty years. Easier to lie than explain how Maya
abandoned her only daughter before dropping off the map forever.
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But when a rural sheriff invites Caitlin to the woods of coastal Oregon to
identify her mother's remains, Caitlin drops everything to face the woman she's
spent a lifetime hating. Unfortunately, the body--abandoned on the land of a
reclusive cult, the Daughters of God--was left faceless. Instead, Caitlin finds the
diary of a woman obsessed with the end of the world, one that hints the cult's
spiritual leader knows the identity of Caitlin's real father. She's not the only one
looking for clues in her mother's writing. Johnny Larsen, a violent white
supremacist whose family runs the county, thinks the Daughters of God
kidnapped his teen-aged daughter--and will do anything to get her back.
At the top of a hill, an army of women wait for the end of days. In the town
below, the Larsens plot to purify their county. Caught in the middle, Caitlin must
decide which is more important--learning the truth about her past, or saving
Mama Maya's chosen daughters from the end of the world.
SMALL-TOWN SUSPENSE AND MORE: Fans of Tess Gerritsen, Julia Keller, and Kathy
Reichs will love this series, which combines small-town mysteries with an intrepid
investigative reporter.
PAGING RIZZOLI & ISLES: Fierce female duos are scarce in the thriller space which
means readers will be anxious for more from Caitlin Bergman, an unapologetic,
tough-as-nails investigative reporter, and her clever college student sidekick, Lakshmi
Anjali.
ON TREND CONCEPT: It's simple: readers want more cults in their fiction. Norman
delivers with a fresh, interesting premise powered by an exceptionally strong and
interesting protagonist with a personal connection to the cult.
HOUSE STRENGTH: Crooked Lane knows exactly how to make small-town suspense
and investigative reporters succeed. This one is right up our alley.

Author Bio: Originally from central Indiana, thriller and mystery author
A u g u s t N o r m a n has called Los Angeles home for two decades, writing for
and/or appearing in movies, television, stage productions, web series, and even
commercial advertising. A lover and champion of crime fiction, August regularly
attends the Santa Barbara Writer's Conference and is an active member of the
Mystery Writers of America, the International Thriller Writers, and the Sisters in
Crime. In addition, August is a founding member and regular performer with
LA's longest running improv comedy show, Opening Night: The Improvised
Musical!
Residence: Studio City, CA

Sins of the Mother
August Norman
Praise for C o m e a n d G e t M e :
"Chilling...The skillfully rendered plot is full of page-turning action...Norman is off to a solid start."
--Publishers Weekly
Thoroughly memorable . . . Norman's debut is a solid purchase for mystery collections [and] a good recommendation for fans of
strong female leads."
--Booklist
"Come and Get Me is tight, enticing, seductive with its taunts and twists . . . Do I recommend this book? Absolutely."
--Steena Holmes, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
"Norman's debut will grip you and keep you furiously turning pages . . . A fantastic premise, captivating plot, and intelligent, strong
main character."
--Christine Carbo, award-winning author of The Wild Inside
"Immersive and unforgettable from page one."
--Lydia Kang, author of The Impossible Girl
"A stunning debut!"
-Simon Gervais, author of The Thin Black Line
"Compulsively readable . . . a work of real psychological depth."
-Thomas Shawver, author of The Widow's Son
"August Norman's debut has it all: sharp dialogue, terrific twists and a smart, gutsy heroine you'll root for."
--Barbara Nickless, author of Dead Stop
"Expertly plotted."
--Gale Massey, author of The Girl From Blind River
"August Norman's page-turning thriller features a sly sense of humor...and a strong, relatable woman at its core."
--Lisa Brackmann, author of Black Swan Rising
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Somewhere in the Dark
Subtitle: A Novel

R. J. Jacobs
Exploring lives on the brink of disaster, R. J. Jacobs returns with
another compulsively readable novel of suspense for fans of B. A.
Paris and Mary Kubica.
Do the mistakes of the past mark us as guilty for life?
After a childhood marred by neglect, Jessie Duval's finally got it together.
With an apartment in Nashville and a job with a catering company, she's
thriving.
But all that changes when Jessie works an event where celebrities will be in
attendance--including the one person from her past she must avoid at all costs:
singer Shelly James. Jessie doesn't hate Shelly. Quite the opposite. One
summer, she followed Shelly's tour everywhere. Only, Shelly wasn't flattered;
she was terrified by Jessie's devotion--especially after Jessie was arrested. But
after a year of therapy, Jessie understands what happened. She's not the same
person anymore.
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Jessie keeps her head down, but when Shelly is found dead, Jessie's troubled
past comes tumbling out and she quickly becomes a suspect in the high-profile
murder. As the police close in on her, ignoring other credible leads, Jessie
realizes Shelly's murder will be pinned on her--the perfect scapegoat--unless
she finds the real killer. And no one knows Shelly's life and inner circle better
than her. But she will have to go deeper into the dark--if ever she wants to find
her way out.
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: R. J. Jacobs is a practicing psychologist who's taught
abnormal psychology and writes from a position of authority on the subject of mental
illness. Readers of his first suspense novel commended his ability to portray mental
illness in a realistic, respectful, and compelling way.
FRESH TAKE ON PSYCH SUSPENSE: Readers are still craving unique spins on
psychological suspense and R. J. Jacobs delivers with a twisting tale of secrets, lies, and
madness, complete with an explosive ending.
SOUTHERN SETTING: We've seen good success from Southern authors and settings
with Hank Early's Heaven's Crooked Finger. R. J. lives in Nashville, Tennessee and
portrays the nuances of the region and its residents with a deft touch. He'll be
available for regional outreach and promotion.
STRONG INTERNATIONAL SALES: R. J.'s first suspense novel sold well globally, finding
homes in four countries: Russia, France, Canada, and the UK.

Author Bio: R. J. Jacobs Lives in Nashville, where he maintains a private
practice as a psychologist. Since completing his post-doctoral residency at
Vanderbilt University, he has taught Abnormal Psychology, presented at
numerous conferences, and routinely performs PTSD evaluations for veterans.
He lives with his wife and two children.
Residence: Nashville, TN

Somewhere in the Dark
R. J. Jacobs
Praise for And Then You Were Gone:
"Jacobs, a psychologist himself, delivers a compulsively readable yet complex thriller, filled with red herrings, plenty of action, and
an appealing but deeply flawed protagonist. This psychological thriller takes hold and won't let go."
-Publishers Weekly
"A gripping psychological thriller filled with suspenseful twists and turns!"
--Brad Thor, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Spymaster
"A steep-dive roller coaster ride with an at-risk, sometimes unreliable heroine at the helm, one who is endangered but also
dangerous. It's hard to believe this gripping psychological thriller is by a debut author. Get on board but hang on!"
--Karen Harper, New York Times bestselling author of Silent Scream
"Unnerving and with a building sense of dread, And Then You Were Gone is a high-stakes, disorienting thrill ride."
--Sarah Bailey, international bestselling author of The Dark Lake
"R. J. Jacobs cleverly combines a tightly plotted thriller with a who-can-you-trust cast of characters in this sensational debut."
--Dawn Eastman, national bestselling author of Unnatural Causes
" And Then You Were Gone captivates readers...pulling you headfirst into a terrifying disappearance that quickly derails the life of an
irresistible and freshly-drawn main character. It will keep you turning page after page, with racing heart, toward the satisfying finish.
Highly recommended!"
--E. C. Diskin, author of Amazon bestseller Broken Grace
"Cruel and compulsive, Jacobs has crafted a live-wire of a debut. Fever-pitch prose reveals the untrustworthy nature of our
perceptions, and a taut, unflinching plot makes putting this book down absolutely impossible."
--P. J. Vernon, author of When You Find Me
"A thrilling ride that kept me guessing until the end...Exceptional!"
--Rena Olsen, author of The Girl Before
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Untitled Young #1
Subtitle: A Jane Doe Book Club Mystery
Series/Series #: A Jane Doe Book Club Mystery, #1

Kate Young

ON SALE 10/6/2020
CROOKED LANE BOOKS
HC: 9781643854625 / $26.99/$35.99
EL: 9781643854632 / $12.99/$16.99
BISAC 1: Fiction - Mystery & Detective - Cozy - General
BISAC 2: Fiction - Mystery & Detective - Amateur
Sleuth
BISAC 3: Fiction - Mystery & Detective - Women
Sleuths
Trim Size: 5-1/2 x 8-1/4
Carton Count: 12

Publicity and Marketing
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The Watcher
Subtitle: A Kateri Fisher Novel
Series/Series #: A Kateri Fisher Novel, #1

Jennifer Pashley
Pearl Jenkins is a nobody. She was a woman who lived as a hermit in the
woods. One day, she can't be found, and all that's left behind is a pool of blood
and a child no one knew existed, raised completely off the grid and in the grip
of Pearl's manic paranoia.

CROOKED LANE BOOKS
HC: 9781643854427 / $26.99/$35.99
EL: 9781643854434 / $12.99/$16.99

Kateri Fisher is used to being an outsider. Now, she's the only female
detective in the tiny upstate New York town of Spring Falls, where everyone
knows everyone, but no one will talk. It's fitting that she takes the case that no
one else wants. As Kateri struggles to navigate the harsh rules of a new town
while trying to learn the truth about the Jenkins family, only one thing becomes
clear: neither she nor Pearl are as invisible as she first thought. Someone's
always watching.

BISAC 1: Fiction - Mystery & Detective - Women
Sleuths
BISAC 2: Fiction - Thrillers - Crime
BISAC 3: Fiction - Small Town & Rural
Trim Size: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4
Carton Count: 12
Setting: upstate NY

Praise for T h e W a t c h e r:
"Pashley's seamless, yet meticulous writing pulls the reader into the bleak world of rural
upstate New York, but also into the heart and mind of her female protagonist--a character
who could easily fill the pages of many novels to come. Atmospheric and dark, yet
emotionally compelling, The Watcher is simply phenomenal on all counts. Jennifer Pashley
is nothing short of a rising star."
--Wendy Walker, bestselling author of All is Not Forgotten and Emma in the Night

ON SALE 9/8/2020

Publicity and Marketing
National print publicity
ARCs and e-ARCs
Bookspan direct mail/e-mail campaign
reaching 1.2 million readers
Giveaway: Crooked Lane, Author, Mystery
Community sites, blogs, and social media
Featured title on MysteryGuild.com, MG
Facebook, CrookedLaneBooks.com, and
Crooked Lane's Casebook newsletter
Promotion on author's social media and
newsletters

Author Bio: Jennifer Pashley is the award-winning author of two short story
collections, States, and The Conjurer, and a novel, The Scamp. Her stories have
appeared widely in journals like Mississippi Review, PANK, and SmokeLong
Quarterly, and she has been awarded the Red Hen Prize for Fiction, the
Mississippi Review Prize for fiction, and the Carve Magazine Esoteric Award for
LGBT Fiction.
Residence: Syracuse, NY

The Watcher
Jennifer Pashley
Praise for T h e S c a m p:
"Thought you had a black sheep? Meet Rayelle's cousin."
--Cosmopolitan
"An intense, riveting saga of...a girl's determination to take control."
--Kirkus starred review
"Jennifer Pashley's debut novel The Scamp is pure grit: harsh, unsettling, impossible to ignore and impossible to shake off...The gold
standard."
--Bustle
"Like the serial killer in her novel, Pashley takes the damaged bodies and souls of her characters, narrates to us the intimate details
of their lives and the pain they've gone through, and then rebuilds them into gorgeous images of beauty, redemption, and repair.
Then, and only then, are we ready to experience the dark revelations she has in store for them. "
--The Toast
"Jennifer Pashley's The Scamp is a slow-burn thriller, a cherry bomb with an eight-inch wick. This is a novel brimming with
atmosphere, with gorgeous details, with murder and gore, a smeary canvas portraying the hard-won lives of two broken women. It is
a book that will make you have sympathy for the devil. And don't be fooled: that bomb goes off."
--Lindsay Hunter, author of Ugly Girls
"Jennifer Pashley's stunning debut novel is wonderfully colorful and dangerous, following a tough, savvy narrator on a perilous trek
toward release from a messy and difficult life, a dead child, a troubled and troubling family. Rayelle Reed mixes it up with and draws
sustenance from a motley crew of slightly and more-than-slightly off-center characters, each of whom, in his or her way, adds
richness and complexity to the hunt. Pashley writes like an angel who has spent time in parts South, figuratively and literally, and
the pleasures of reading her are rich and satisfying."
--Frederick Barthelme, author of There Must Be Some Mistake
" The Scamp is knife and velvet, tongue and bone. Its pages smell of pool water, trailer sex, and huffed gasoline; they taste of
reservation cigarettes and peaches from the can. Jennifer Pashley tells the brutal, elegiac story of two girls on the move: broken,
burning, and so dangerously beautiful. "
--Dylan Landis, author of Rainey Royal
"Gritty, seductive, and completely mesmerizing, Jennifer Pashley's...novel limns a trail of broken relationships, broken bones, and
broken promises. Be warned: these characters bloom so large on the page, you'll ignore the real world around you until the last
tangled secret has been unraveled."
--Shanna Mahin, author of Oh! You Pretty Things

Comparative Titles by Other Authors
Among The Dead/Backlund, J. R./HC
The Butterfly Girl / Rene Denfeld / HC
Leave No Trace / Mindy Mejia / HC
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Where the Waters Gather
Subtitle: A Novel

Sumi Hahn
In the tradition of Ruth Ozeki's A Tale for the Time Being and Min Jin
Lee's Pachinko comes a magical saga that explores what it really
means to love.

ON SALE 8/11/2020
ALCOVE PRESS
HC: 9781643854403 / $26.99/$35.99
EL: 9781643854410 / $12.99/$16.99
BISAC 1: Fiction - Coming Of Age
BISAC 2: Fiction - Historical - World War II
BISAC 3: Fiction - Asian American
Trim Size: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4
Carton Count: 12
Setting: South Korea

Publicity and Marketing
National print publicity
ARCs and e-ARCs
Bookspan direct mail/e-mail campaign
reaching 1.2 million readers
Giveaway: Crooked Lane, Alcove Press,
Author, Mystery Community sites, blogs,
and social media
Featured title on MysteryGuild.com, MG
Facebook, CrookedLaneBooks.com, and
Crooked Lane's Casebook newsletter
Promotion on author's social media and
newsletters

In the aftermath of World War II, Goh Junja is a girl just coming into her own.
She is the latest successful deep sea diver in a family of strong haenyeo.
Confident she is a woman now, Junja urges her mother to allow her to make the
Goh family's annual trip to Mt. Halla, where they trade abalone and other sea
delicacies for pork. Junja, a sea village girl, has never been to the mountains,
where it smells like mushrooms and earth, and it is there she falls in love with a
mountain boy Yang Suwol, who rescues her after a particularly harrowing
journey. But when Junja returns one day later, it is just in time to see her
mother take her last breath, beaten by the waves during a dive she was taking
in Junja's place.
Spiraling in grief, Junja sees her younger siblings sent to live with their
estranged father, Suwol is gone, her mother is everywhere in their home--from
the meticulously tended herb garden that has now begun to sprout weeds, to
the field where their bed sheets are beaten--and nowhere at the same time;
she has only her grandmother and herself. But the world moves on without Junja.
The political climate is perilous. Still reeling from Japan's forced withdrawal
from the peninsula, Korea is forced to accommodate the rapid establishment of
US troops, and her grandmother, who lived through the Japanese invasion that
led to Korea's occupation understands the signs of danger all too well. When
Suwol is arrested for working with and harboring communists, the first of many
events that sets things in motion, Junja is forced to reconsider her path,
abandon her home, and fight for survival.
BESTSELLING TRADITION: Perfect for fans of Min Jin Lee, Ruth Ozeki, Lisa See, and more.
DIVERSE VOICES AUTHOR: Sumi Hahn is writing from a place she recognizes. At a time
when appetite for more stories from a greater variety of cultures is particularly whet,
Where the Waters Gather delivers with authentic characters, setting, and conflicts.
PITCH PERFECT HISTORICAL: Readers are still craving women's fiction set in/around the
second World War, but it's not as tired as WWII fiction set in Western Europe. Where
the Waters Gather takes readers to a little known island in Korea with just as much
drama.
ALCOVE PRESS INAUGURAL LEAD: As one of the first select lead titles to be published
under the Alcove Press imprint, Where the Waters Gather will receive extra marketing
and publicity support tied to launching the list.

Author Bio: S u m i H a h n was born in Korea and immigrated to the United
States when she was a year old. A former English teacher, she got her
Bachelor's in English literature from Harvard University and her Master's from
UC Berkeley. She was a columnist for the Times Picayune in New Orleans and
has written on food and music for various publications in Seattle. Sumi and her
family now live in New Zealand but divide their time between Korea and New
Zealand. Where the Waters Gather is her first novel.
Residence: New Zealand/Korea

Where the Waters Gather
Sumi Hahn

Comparative Titles by Other Authors
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